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ABSTRACT 
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Title:   Diamonds in the Rough 
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Diamonds in the Rough is a dramatic coming-of-age novel, chronicling the 

experiences of college student Sofia Dayan.  The intricacies of the Forty-Seventh Street 

diamond exchange are revealed during Sofia’s time as an office assistant to a Hassidic 

diamond dealer, and she slowly discovers that her boss is involved in an illicit 

transaction concerning her father.  Also coping with the symptoms of a newly 

diagnosed illness, rheumatoid arthritis, she begins a relationship with David Cohen—

her father’s former friend and business associate. Tensions build as Sofia manages her 

disease, attempts to strengthen her bond with David, and discovers what her father and 

boss are conspiring.  Like a diamond, all the characters within the story are flawed 

beneath the surface and, to some degree, are living in illusions.  Visual art and music 

enhance this primary theme; both often depict something beautiful but contain a darker 

subtext. 
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PROLOGUE 

July 18th 2003  

 Sofia Dayan stood at the edge of Piazza Michaelangelo, the hand shading her 

eyes guiding them toward the Ponte Vecchio.  From where she now stood, the 

significance of the bridge became apparent to her. Arched gracefully over the slow ebb 

of the Arno River, she could see Florence’s primary pedestrian passageway connecting 

both sides of the city, allowing throngs of visitors to move between the Palazzo Vecchio 

to the more elaborate of the Medici Palaces on the south side of the river. 

 The July sun collided with the water’s surface creating infinite dancing 

diamonds concealing the brackish tinge. Beyond the Arno hovered a skyline of 

antiquity whose landmarks she was now able to identify.  The panorama’s most 

prominent feature was undeniably the Duomo cathedral. Its majestic, rose-colored dome 

dwarfed all surrounding structures aside from the emerald cap of the Tempio Maggiore.  

Florence’s oldest Synagogue, a place Sofia had visited earlier in the week, held its own 

from a distance of approximately fifty meters.  Closer to the bridge lay the vaguely 

discernable Piazza della Signoria whose Neptune statue, young children burrowed 

between his legs, stood in his conspicuous guarding over the walls of the Palazzo 

Vecchio. Sofia’s eyes grazed the rectangular facade of the Uffizi gallery surrounded by 

marble replicas of the Renaissance greats, until she was once more staring directly at 

the bridge.  It was beckoning her from the city’s quieter side nestled beneath the Tuscan 

hills. 
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 Her restless blue eyes mapped a route through the green canopy sloping 

downwards, and Sofia began her slow descent toward the river bank. The sun pounded 

down through the sluggish sway of the trees, the thick air slowing all her motions. But 

she glided forward on her hips, reliably propelling her forward to the golden bridge. She 

stopped midway down the path glancing back toward the hilly expanse that was now 

behind her, then turning forward in a mild state of awe, moved closer to the bridge 

basking in the early-afternoon glow. David had been right, she had never before seen 

natural and man-made beauty present such synchronized magnificence.  Throughout the 

day, he had snuck back into her life, details he had related to her regarding his 

hometown, surfacing in her mind. When she exited her apartment and walked down a 

bustling Borgo Dei Greci she was confronted with the blinding-white façade of the 

Basillica di Santa Croce. The prominent blue Star of David situated above the oval 

window immediately caught her attention as she recalled David’s words regarding the 

architect, Nicolo Matas. It seemed fitting that no-one would be allowed to forget that he 

was a Jew given that he was denied burial inside the walls of his own creation—besides 

the likes of Michelangelo and Galileo—and instead was buried beneath the porch. Now 

as her sandals encountered the smooth cobblestones of the medieval bridge, David’s 

words resonated once more. Sofia looked up toward the Vasari Corridor lying dark and 

empty above her, its barred windows concealing the path where the nobility had crossed 

the river years before. All that now remained was an obscure hallway lined with 

renaissance art for the eyes of the privileged few permitted to view it.  

 Her footsteps quickened as she approached the first store on her right, her eyes 

absorbing the bejeweled window displays basking in the unrelenting light of the day.  It 
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was difficult to absorb, but she was here where it had all began. She suddenly felt as 

though she were still up on the hillside watching herself contemplate retreat. But she 

had been determined to come all this way and she was going to do it. Her footsteps 

slowed as she reached the fourth store on the right side where gold lettering etched into 

the window spelled out Dayan and Son Jewelers. The familiar rhythm of accelerated 

heart and quickened pulse resumed after having remained dormant for the three months 

Sofia had been out of the hospital. She pushed her face close to the window, eliminating 

her reflection and allowing her a view of the store. Glass display cases lined the walls. 

They contained a wide assortment of yellow-gold jewelry, most of which was encrusted 

with colorful stones. There was only one small glass case attached to the right wall, 

however, that contained diamonds—primarily engagement rings. She could see the 

Dayans were partial to the pear shape. The wall directly ahead of her was consumed by 

a large window, its frame privy to contain the most beautiful landscape she had ever 

seen—Florence, in all its glory.   

 An elderly woman slowly emerged from the shadows moving into the path of 

light streaming through the bay window. Her eyes narrowed as she concentrated on 

Sofia’s face peering through at her. As their eyes met, Sofia instinctively jumped back 

and retraced her steps to the end of the row of stores. She leaned forward resting her 

chin on the cool stone wall and watched as a lone gondolier slowly made his way up the 

Arno. Despite his more than twenty year absence, they had kept his name on the door. 

Perhaps the and son symbolized some unconscious determination not to sever that last 

tie with him. Or maybe the original name sounded more professional than just Dayan 

Jewelers. The breeze accelerated its movement, rustling the gondolier’s straw hat. 
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Rising toward Sofia, it provided a blessed relief from the smothering air heightened by 

a kaleidoscope of nostalgia revolving within her. 

 

 It was easy to imagine what had been enticing about Gabriel Dayan back in the 

day.  He was the epitome of the tall, dark, and yes, handsome stranger, his appeal 

intensified by his equally charismatic home-town containing such a richness of art and 

history. To walk across the Ponte Vecchio lulled into grateful-to-be-alive daze and 

encounter a man such as Gabriel tending to customers amid clusters of diamonds, would 

arouse any healthy young female’s libido. Even Laura Adler, despite the reserved nature 

of her persona, was unable to ignore him. She succumbed to his charms before the very 

eyes of the boyfriend with whom she was backpacking across Europe. Sofia’s mother 

had never elaborated much about that first encounter, but throughout Sofia’s childhood 

she had consistently said that it was the beginning of the end for her. She told her 

daughter that she had been deceived from the start, because, just like the diamond ring 

he had presented her with when he asked her to be his wife, Gabriel Dayan was pristine 

from the outside but flawed deep down.  

* 
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CHAPTER ONE 

October 2nd 2002. 

Sofia Dayan removed the creased sheet of note-paper from the confines of her 

jacket, smoothing it in the palm of her hand. She looked up at the towering building in 

front of her.  580 Fifth Avenue, the World Diamond Tower. She pushed her way into 

the lobby and waited in line before presenting her ID with one hand and pressing the 

forefinger of the other onto a computerized scanner. She rode the elevator up to the 

fifteenth floor and circled around until she arrived at the door stamped with the words 

Abrahamoff Jewelers on Forty-Seventh.  She stood there for a moment before pressing 

the buzzer, activating both a clanging bell and accent-thickened voice calling “I’ll be 

there in one minute.”  

Sofia combed her hair with her fingertips, listening to the sound of movement. 

The door was suddenly pulled open and she was staring up at the face of an oversized 

Hassid. “Dayan?” He asked, looking at her from over the gold rims of his glasses. 

“Yes,” Sofia answered. 

He turned abruptly limping back into the office and Sofia assumed she should 

follow him. Inside, the worn blue carpeting appeared to have been ill-measured for the 

modest square footage of the space. The walls, painted a weak yellow, were completely 

bare aside from two framed pictures of bleary-eyed rabbis flanking the entranceway to a 

back room.  There were three locked cabinets lined up against the far wall. They were 

topped by glass display cases and from where Sofia stood she could see a selection of 
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cut diamonds nestled beneath them. The light charging through the wide gaps in the 

blinds illuminated the smudges on the glass that had yet to be obliterated by a bottle of 

Windex and dirty paper towel sitting on the floor. Sofia rubbed her nose feeling a 

familiar pinch of heat envelope her. This was not what she had in mind. 

The entire walk down Fifth Avenue a slow excitement had gained momentum 

inside her, prompted by a glance into Tiffany’s high ceilinged jewelry kingdom.  Its 

front door was guarded by a sharply dressed, ear-piece wearing man, his dark, muscular 

neck lassoed by a silk tie. Further down the avenue she had peeked up at the shards of 

chandelier reflecting down onto Fortunoff’s pristine marble floors, an unexpected surge 

of enthusiasm rising for this potential job in the diamond district. Three months ago, a 

part-time job had been the furthest thing from her mind. She had recently begun her 

junior year at Columbia and had a packed schedule ahead of her. But as her 

grandmother constantly informed her, “man plans and God laughs.” Due to the 

unfathomable costs of living in the city and her father’s radical decrease of the spending 

money that had been her lifeline, she had been forced to find a way to finance at least 

part of her living expenses. Gabriel Dayan, a diamond dealer himself, ran a small 

business out of his home in Long Island. The business was, and had always been, 

inconsistent but for quite some time the ebb of sales was highly surmounting the flow. 

So when he informed his daughter that she would need to start working, he thought of a 

colleague of his with whom he occasionally worked at the Diamond Dealers Club—

Saul Abrahamoff. The two had originally met at the DDC, and had remained in contact 

ever since. 

Sofia stared at the cardboard boxes strewn across the floor. The earlier image of 
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herself sleek and perfumed behind a dazzling counter took an abrupt nose-dive. What 

was her father thinking? Before she could further contemplate the question, a deep chest 

cough erupted from Mr. Abrahamoff’s throat. He toted a velvet skull-cap and tight vest 

and his limp seemed more associated with having to haul around his hulking frame 

rather than any underlying medical condition. He leaned against his desk and lit a 

cigarette. Sofia introduced herself, but Abrahamoff waved off the introductions. He 

knew who she was.  

He ceased puffing on his cigarette and skimmed Sofia’s physique with a 

concentrated lethargy. “To type you know how?” He asked, his voice booming at her 

like a Yiddish grenade.  

 “I don’t really know what the current appropriate number of words per minute 

is—” she forced a laugh, “but I type fast.”  

Because she was only met with silence, Sofia proceeded to explain that she 

would only be able to work mornings as her classes occupied her afternoons.  

 “Yes your father told me you could only do part time, but that’s okay,” he said, 

one of his side curls unraveling down the length of his face. “For me, the busiest times 

are mornings.  Nine till twelve Monday through Thursday I’ll need you here. Friday’s 

an short day—Shabbes is coming in earlier and I’m not here so much.  So a day off you 

can have.” 

 “That sounds good,” Sofia pushed herself to say. His disorganized sentences and 

awkward grammar were irritating her, and the clincher was that she had been hired 

despite the stark realization that this was not the place she wanted to work.  

 “Ten dollars an hour I pay,” he said.  It was a non-negotiable fact.  
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 “Okay…” She was slow to add up her weekly earnings in her head but there was 

no hurry—Abrahamoff was lounging against the counter one hand feeding the cigarette 

between his thick, chapped lips, the other tucking his side curl back under his skull cap. 

The job would pay one hundred and twenty dollars a week which was a lot more than 

she had going for her at the moment. It would do until something better came along.” 

When do you need me to begin?” 

 “Tomorrow.” 

 Sofia nodded and thanked him.  

 “Wait one more thing,” he scratched the top of his head, nudging the skull-cap 

off kilter, while glancing at her legs in their slim-fitting jeans. “Please only come 

wearing long skirts and modest tops.” 

 An awkward silence pervaded her as Sofia stood for a moment grasping the door 

handle. Her simmering rage was quieted by the reminder that the last bit of money her 

father had wired into her account was nearing obliteration.  

“Right, of course” she managed to mutter before exiting into the hallway.  

 Walking down Forty-Seventh Street amid the neutralizing air of roasted peanuts 

and Subway smoke, Sofia noticed that Abrahamoff’s office was not alone in its contrast 

to the glamour fest of Fifth Avenue.  It set the stage for a chain of Jewelry stores 

huddled together in an enigmatic enclave. Glancing in through the window to her left, 

Sofia could see an Indian man shaking hands with a slight Hassid whose hat perched 

staunchly on his head, satisfied smile balling his cheeks. Hovering at the door of 

another store, she observed an Asian lady attend to an older woman trying on a 

necklace. Around her she could detect flecks of Japanese and Spanish flying through the 
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air, fighting for a place in a world that appeared dominated by Yiddish. Growing up she 

had heard her Viennese grandparents utter an expression here and there as they 

wistfully spoke of pre-Holocaust Europe, but never had she frequented a place that gave 

her a taste of those Shtetls she had heard so much about. Black coated Hassidim 

swarmed like bees, and even if they didn’t constitute a majority of the district’s 

population, it felt like they did because their dress and language was so very distinct. 

The other thing she noticed about Hassidim, as two men went flying by her—holding 

fast to their hats as a gust of wind blew eastwards, was that they were always rushing.  

 

 “They’re always running everywhere,” she told her grandparents Oscar and 

Helen as they sat around the kitchen table at her parents’ house that weekend.  

 “Old habits die hard,” her grandfather informed her, his Austrian accent like a 

velvet glove against her ear. “Jews have been on the move for centuries, and Hassidim, 

more than any other group, refuse to let go of the ways of their ancestors.” 

He spoke of his cousin Herman from Belgium, who had fled Europe before 

World War Two, leaving behind everything other than an early print edition of a 

Maimonides work. “He was offered a high price for it, but refused to sell and worked 

several jobs until he was able to start his textile business.” 

 Gabriel came in from the yard where he had been barbecuing lunch. “How’s 

Herman’s business going these days?” he asked. 

 “Wonderfully. He just purchased a second home in Jerusalem,” Helen said.  

 Gabriel leaned against the wall crossing his arms over his chest and massaging 

his shoulders. His wife asked him to stop standing around and bring everything in off 
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the grill; her brother and sister were on their way with their spouses.  

 “I told you I didn’t want to see any of them after what happened last week!” 

Gabriel said, his mind fixated on the evening when the extended family had all been out 

to dinner and his sister-in-law Suzanne had showed up with a shimmering bracelet of 

princess-cut diamonds. “Elliot knows how hard business has been for me lately and he 

chose to spend a fortune at Van Cleef’s for a generic bracelet, when he could have 

given me the business and I would have provided him with stones of a higher clarity! 

Elliot is just unbelievable—actually stupid is the better word!”  

 Oscar and Helen shifted in their seats at the mention of their son’s intelligence 

level.  Sofia herself was wincing, but more at the memory of her dad staring down at 

Suzanne’s arm for the duration of the dinner, informing her that she had been ripped 

off.  

 Laura yanked open the fridge and pulled out a pitcher of lemonade. “Suzanne 

wasn’t exactly thrilled with the last piece you sold her.” she muttered. 

 Gabriel went back into the yard to retrieve the trays of meat which he slammed 

down on the counter in front of his wife before retreating up to his office. 

Laura turned to her daughter, wiping her forehead with the oven glove. “Can 

you please go up and calm him down. The last thing I need is a scene when everyone 

gets here.” 

Sofia’s inhale was sharp as she climbed the steps to her father’s office—her first 

weekend home since the semester began and she was already being used as a 

desensitizer.  At the apex of the staircase, a dim, yellow light seeped out from under the 

closed door and Gabriel’s telephone conversation was a faint murmur. Sofia pressed her 
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ear to the door, listening to her father muttering in Italian. In an attempt to introduce 

Sofia to his native language, Gabriel had taught her a few words throughout her youth. 

She had forgotten most of them, but the two she could now hear her father uttering— 

“Malata e Pazza”—she understood perfectly, as they were the only words he ever used 

to describe her mother. Sick and Crazy. Gabriel must have heard her shifting around on 

the landing because his conversation came to an abrupt end and she heard him hang up 

the phone. Sofia pushed open the door, and walked towards where her father sat 

hunched over, his hands clasping his loupe as he zeroed in on a precious stone. 

“They’ll all be here soon dad,” she said. “Maybe you should come back down.” 

Gabriel’s hand was dismissive. “Let them wait. I’m in the middle of something 

here.”  Sofia stood behind her father watching as his hands etched a line around a rough 

diamond, marking the borders where the stone required cutting.  

“Can I see?” She asked. 

Gabriel hesitated for a second before moving his head allowing Sofia to peer 

into the loupe. “It’s a beautiful stone.” 

He looked through the lens again before voicing a barely audible affirmation. 

Gabriel’s lack of enthusiasm for his line of work had never seemed strange to Sofia. She 

attributed it to the pressures involved in sales, and most recently to a deal that fell 

through in its final stages.  

“It’s been cleaned up nicely,” her father said.  

Sofia sank down onto the worn leather couch, pulling a cushion to her chest. 

“How’s David doing?” She asked concentrating on a loose thread in the fabric. 

Her dad didn’t look up but he momentarily stopped fiddling with the loupe. 
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“Same as always.” 

Even though she had questioned him in the past, Gabriel always seemed irritated 

by Sofia’s interest in his relationship with David. The information Gabriel had provided 

her, made David into little more than a vague presence at the other end of a phone 

line—the sole person he spoke to in his native tongue. Sofia knew they had grown up in 

the same town and had conducted business together in the past. But she had never laid 

eyes on the man and she was beginning to wonder why. 

“Are we ever going to meet him—I mean it’s not like there are so many people 

from your childhood who you’re still in contact with.” Sofia’s eyes travelled to the 

photograph hanging above her father’s desk. 

Despite Gabriel’s estrangement from his parents, the picture of a young Renata 

Dayan, taken in 1952, had never been taken down.  Sofia often compared her treasured 

jet-black hair to the dark mane of this seemingly bitter woman. Although the photo was 

taken in black and white, it was clear that Sofia’s thick, untamed locks had been a gift 

to her from her father’s side of the family. In the photograph several of Renata’s locks 

blew in the wind. They too were thick and wavy and from what little Gabriel had 

mentioned of his mother, it sounded as if Renata was a strong woman. Laura had once 

told Sofia that she had inherited Renata’s eyes. Eyes like the bluest sky seen through a 

stalactite. “Eyes that never lie, even when they should,” Laura had said. Sofia’s eyes 

refocused on her father’s back, hunched in concentration over his loupe. An unsettled 

bewilderment floated around her irises. 

“It’s not like I’m ever going to meet her,” Sofia said. 

“I can see you are in one of your special moods today,” Gabriel said. 
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“Wanting to learn more about my grandmother means I’m in a special mood? I 

think it’s quite normal actually,” Sofia said. She glanced down at the three gold bangles 

clasped around her left wrist. Her father had given them to her on her sixteenth 

birthday, told her they had been his mother’s. They were her sole connection to her 

paternal grandmother. 

“You don’t understand Sofia. They’re complicated, close minded people. They 

didn’t accept some of the choices I made in my life and have never forgiven me,” 

Gabriel said.  

“Strange that you grew up with such complicated people. Are all Italian Jews 

that way? Is David that way too?” 

Gabriel swiveled around to face his daughter, crossing one leg on top of the 

other. He wore a short sleeved Oxford shirt tucked into a worn pair of jeans, feet 

sporting an old pair of deck shoes. “What is this, an investigation?” the traditional 

Italian linger on the last syllable had continued a little longer than usual—a warning 

signal that Gabriel’s irritability was increasing.  

 “It’s just weird that David is a childhood friend of yours and we’ve never met 

him. I mean he lives in Manhattan—not that far away.” 

“Just because you grew up with someone does not make you close. He’s eight 

years younger than me—he was a little kid from down the street! We worked together a 

little in the past so we were in contact, but not anymore.” 

Despite the lengthening liner, Sofia persisted. “So why were you talking to 

him?” 

“I thought he would be able to help me broker a deal, but no. He thinks of 
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himself as very important these days—only works with big clients.” 

Sofia leaned back in her seat, studying her father’s brooding face staring out of 

the window. 

“So tell me how the semester is going. You still enjoying living the high life in 

the big city?” Gabriel asked. 

Sofia couldn’t help but laugh. Right! The high life. Her father had always 

opened his wallet generously, for whatever she needed. But everything had changed. 

Most recently, Gabriel had been late making his health insurance payments. In turn, the 

family plan had been terminated. Now not only was she insurance-less but she was 

stuck working for the Hassidic version of Count Fosco.  

Gabriel ignored the laugh. “How’s it going with Abrahamoff?” he asked. 

“I told you last week, it wasn’t what I expected but I don’t have many options at 

this point do I?” 

It was Gabriel’s turn to inhale. “I’m sorry Carina, It’s a difficult time. But who 

knows? Maybe you’ll actually learn something at this job. Abrahamoff is a smart 

business man.” 

“If he’s so smart why can’t he speak grammatically correct English?” 

“Just be glad he was able to offer you a position,” Gabriel replied. 

“Right.” 

Her father’s eyes appeared to want to burn holes into the floor, but Laura’s high 

pitch, calling directly to Sofia and indirectly to Gabriel, promptly interrupted his 

thoughts: “Sofia? Are you and your father determined to keep everyone waiting all 

night while my dinner becomes ice-cold?” 
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 “God help me,” Gabriel muttered.
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CHAPTER TWO 

Despite her initial vow to get out of the Diamond District just as soon as she 

could, Sofia became used to the routine and its undeniable convenience. It was a short 

train ride away from her dorm room, left her with enough time for class preparation and 

study time and the pay check allowed her to cover her daily expenses with the extra 

luxuries of her cappuccinos, and weekend nights out. The work itself was also fairly 

mindless and so far all it had consisted of was answering phones and billing customers. 

The only hard part of it had been getting used to the “modest attire.” Although her 

father had insisted her high school years be spent at a Jewish day school, the institute’s 

regulations had merely called for a polo shirt and pleated skirt—length requirements 

had not been enforced. So when Sofia was informed that she had to cover herself in 

near-totality, she turned to her roommate for help. Michelle’s wardrobe contained the 

same Zen-like qualities she herself did. Every skirt was long and bohemian looking and 

most of the accompanying tops were shapeless. Sofia borrowed many combinations of 

these outfits and with only her head poking out it was difficult to detect her body type—

her slight but voluptuous figure drowning beneath a sea of fabric. Abrahamoff seemed 

approving of her new look though, and was unaware that he and his office assistant 

presented an odd looking couple; Boro Park Hassid meets Woodstock re-invented.  

Odder yet was Abrahamoff’s efficiency in running his office. His demeanor 

often appearing disorganized and lethargic masked a brain that worked like a computer. 

Customers asking to see a particular stone would have the jewel’s four C’s rattled off to 
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them as it was being whisked from under the counter. Sofia knew that the vital 

components comprising a diamond were carat weight, color, clarity and cut. Each 

diamond’s four C’s were different than the next, yet all the information was organized 

in a highly efficient filing cabinet situated somewhere between Abrahmoff’s massive 

gold-framed glasses and his prominent skull-cap.  

On a Wednesday morning at the end of September, the frigid air tickling her 

skin through the buttons of her coat, Sofia walked into the office at eight forty-five. 

Abrahamoff’s voice, lacking its usual force, trickled out from the back room. Removing 

Michelle’s multi-colored knit shrug and hanging it up, Sofia walked toward the partially 

closed door, confirming the reason for the distinction in Abrahamaff’s usual colloquial 

rhythm. His phone conversation was taking place in Spanish. Sofia took her seat behind 

her desk, and began sifting through the notes he had placed on her desk in no particular 

order. They contained the names of clients and the amounts they were to be billed for. 

Although Abrahamoff officially ran a wholesale operation, he often sold to private 

buyers who were referred to him by word of mouth and were looking for wholesale 

prices. Abrahamoff—depending on the customer and the circumstance—often made 

allowances for monthly payments on a piece of jewelry. His only guarantee that the 

customer would make those payments was a hearty hand-shake at the closing of the deal 

if the customer were a man, and a clap of his pink, fleshy hands if he was completing 

the transaction with a woman. Other than that, the only reminder that they were 

supposed to send in a check was the statement Sofia typed out on unofficial-looking 

light blue paper—occasionally containing a typo or two.  Abrahamoff peered at her 

from around the doorway, tangling the phone cord around his butcher-like fingers. She 
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assumed he was examining her outfit for any discrepancies. His side of the 

conversation, emerging in streams when she initially entered the office, had gradually 

tapered down to a mere “Si’” or “no” with only slight exposition.  

 He hung up and walked over to her desk. “Start with Goldstein,” he said tapping 

his finger down on one of notes. “And today you should mail it out. He’s an friend of 

mine so he thinks I can wait till the Moshiach comes to get my money.” He laughed at 

his own joke, forcing Sofia to join in. He slipped into his hat and coat, informing Sofia 

that he had to go down to the club for a half an hour, and to let him know if there were 

any important calls.  “A cousin of mine neighbor is coming to look for an engagement 

ring. He’s looking for a groyser metziye you know?” 

 Sofia shook her head. She didn’t know at all. 

 “A good deal. I want that you should show him the rings if he comes before I get 

back.” 

 Sofia nodded. “Sure.” 

 Abrahamoff walked towards the door but turned around once more before 

leaving the room. “Hasta Luego,” he said. 

 “Sorry?” 

 “I’m just saying goodbye. I thought since your father’s Italian you understood 

some Spanish.” He lit a cigarette. “If you speak one, you can sometimes understand the 

other.” 

 Sofia shifted on her seat. “I never really got a chance to learn Italian, and don’t 

speak any Spanish yet but—”  

Abrahamoff waved his cigarette-toting hand, forming a smoky arch above his 
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head. “There are more important things in life than languages.” 

 Sofia turned back to the computer, the slamming door barely registering in her 

mind. She shook her head. Despite Abrahamoff’s attempt to quell any ambitions she 

may have to expand her qualifications, Spanish 101 had just become a top priority.  

 

No one had come into the office for the first twenty minutes of Abrahmoff’s 

absence, and Sofia utilized the time to review the material for her biology quiz—

cultural groups and their susceptibility to certain diseases. Her mind drifted from the 

line about Jews of Eastern descent and their pre-disposition to Tay-Sachs when she 

became aware of a painful stiffness coating her knuckles. A Sharp knock on the door 

pushed her concerns aside. She hurried to the door admitting a middle-aged man. She 

showed the customer to the locked counter displaying the engagement rings, pointing 

out several princess-cuts and pear-shaped diamonds she had come to admire over the 

past week. But every time the gentleman glanced at the price scrawled in Abrahamoff’s 

sloppy penmanship, he let out a slow, disconcerting whistle. After a while Sofia began 

to cringe in anticipation of the sound, and prayed that Abrahamoff would make a 

speedy return. This desire became even more fervent when the man asked her about the 

mining region of the diamonds and she had to shrug her shoulders in polite ignorance, 

displaying her widest smile in the hopes that he would be too preoccupied with her own 

youthful beauty to contemplate any further about the precious stones. This seemed to 

work, because the customer re-directed his attentions to Sofia inquiring about her age 

and the nature of her position in the store. Her response that she was working as a part- 

time receptionist while working her way through college appeared to impress him after 
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his initial “aaaaah, I see.”  

However, as soon as Abrahamoff blew in, introducing himself and requesting to 

know exactly what the “good Mr. Katz” was looking for, the neglected questions rose 

back to the surface. Abrahamoff was immediately able to tell him that all his stock had 

been mined in South Africa, far away from the troubled regions. Mr. Katz requested to 

see the two pear shapes he had only been able to gaze at from the counter. Abramoff 

whipped out his keys and fumbled with the delicate lock before placing the rings above 

the glass paneling. It was mid-day Thursday and Sofia was slipping back into her shrug, 

ready to head back uptown to begin her long-awaited weekend as Mr. Katz’s whistle 

escalated an octave higher. “What is inside these stones to make them so darn 

expensive?” he was asking? Sofia waved as she pulled open the door, but Abrahamoff 

paid no attention. He was too busy explaining, in surprisingly fluent English, that 

diamonds are created from heat and carbon, found in deeply recessed areas of the earth 

that surface through soil erosion. Some, he explained, are of higher quality than others 

but of course he, Abrahamoff, concerned himself only with the stones of highest quality 

with the minimum of impurities. Sofia walked out towards Fifth Avenue convinced that 

Abrahamoff would make a sale. She had a feeling he would even offer Mr. Katz the 

payment plan. She descended down to the subway conscious that the pain in her 

knuckles had intensified.  

 

Hartley Hall was an unceasing hub of activity for the majority of the week. The 

door admitted and regurgitated the dorm house’s students from dawn until way past 

sunset, the stair well emanating a sound of pounding feet racing to meet the full range 
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of University-enforced deadlines—fast increasing because of midterm week. Sofia, who 

had occasionally frequented the student lounge, cramming herself into an ungenerous 

spot on one of the sagging green couches filled beyond capacity with sweat-pant clad 

young adults convening for an episode of Law-and-Order, now removed herself far 

from the dorm’s hotspot.  Balancing her job with long hours of studying had rendered 

her somewhat of a recluse. She had no patience or energy for the relaxed bantering and 

crude jokes of the lounge; its floor, littered with straw covers and Styrofoam cups, 

irritating her more than ever before. The common area of Sofia’s suite was just as busy 

and given that everyone had varying schedules, it was difficult to find a time when the 

stereo ceased its wailing or the ping-pong table wasn’t being used—whether for its 

original purpose or some other. She avoided the library—its tables and desks crowded 

with overachievers memorizing aloud, entering their thirteenth straight hour of 

studying, high on caffeine, eyes blinking over dry contacts—and spent whatever free 

time she had in the study room, located on the uppermost level of her dorm building.  

Sunday morning was the only time of the week when a thick silence swept 

through Hartley Hall, blanketing any sounds of life until midday when the dorm 

residents would ever so slowly emerge from their hibernation, and the noise would 

gradually rise to the normative level. Sofia, usually awake by ten, lay in bed soaking in 

the silence, so appreciative that the only sound she could hear was the low drone of a 

plane darting over the Manhattan skyline. She glanced over at Michelle, burrowed 

beneath her quilt, one slouch-socked foot protruding over the edge of the mattress, her 

hair a frizzy fan across her pillow. The day she had moved into the dorm, Michelle had 

decorated the wall above her bed with careful selections. A signed and framed photo of 
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the Counting Crows lay right above her head, and she had hung a black beaded Ban the 

Bomb sign below the picture of her beloved Yorkshire Terrior, Scottie, back home in 

Illinois.  Sofia and her suite-mate Hiromi had whispered about Michelle being a ‘weird 

hipster,’ something Sofia felt guilty for now that she had made good use of Michelle’s 

wardrobe.  Sofia’s own wall lay empty, and her desk too, stood in stark contrast to 

Michelle’s trinket covered personal space. The only thing stacked on Sofia’s desk and 

on the shelves above it were her books. She had moved in with only a few of her most 

cherished; her childhood copies of Anne of Green Gables, The Picture of Dorian Grey, 

The Woman in White, and the leather bound Siddur with her name etched in gold 

lettering that her parents had presented her with upon graduation from high school. Now 

textbooks, dictionaries, anthologies and notebooks dwarfed the eclectic collection she 

had removed from her shelf back home. 

She must have lain there for close to an hour before hearing the first sounds of 

footsteps headed toward the bathroom. She clambered out of bed and got dressed in a 

quiet hurry determined to be dressed and in the study room before things became 

chaotic. In the kitchen across the hall, she bumped into Hiromi, who was apparently 

having the same idea. Hiromi had been the second person to move into the suite she 

lived in during her freshman year. At the ‘meet and greet,’ she discovered Hiromi was 

also an art major and would be taking some of the same core requirements. It had been 

nice to walk into her history class and see a familiar face. Their developing friendship 

had provided Sofia with a sense of cosmopolitanism. Sitting next to her Japanese-

American friend on that first day of Western Civ. in New York City she was overcome 

with a sense of satisfaction she had never before experienced. Each year since, the girls 
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had requested each other as suite mates and took most of the same classes.  

Hiromi had already made a pot of coffee, which she held out toward Sofia. 

“No thanks. You know I need my Starbucks on Sunday mornings.” Sofia opened 

a cabinet reaching in to the jar marked with her name, and pulled out a granola bar. “So 

what are you up to today?” 

“I think I’m gonna get a head start on holiday shopping. I have to ship 

something to my cousin in Kyoto which takes a long-ass time, so I have to start 

looking.” 

Sofia raised her brows. “It’s October, Hiromi.” 

Hiromi sat down on one of the wooden stools, causing it to wobble unsteadily as 

she crossed one leg over the other. “I’m picky so it takes a while to find stuff. You 

going to study?” She asked eyeing Sofia’s bag leaning against the wall, multiple books 

peeking over the bulging sides of the canvas tote. 

Sofia walked over to the mirror hanging on the side of the sink. She pulled her 

hair back into a clip. Her hair was as black as Hiromi’s, but what it lacked in that 

beautiful luster she had always admired, it compensated for in thick, cascading waves. 

“Yup. I can’t wait till this is all over. Midterms are killing me.” She rubbed her temples, 

moving closer to her perturbed reflection to examine her eyes, their sharp blue seeming 

a dimmer shade than usual.  

Hiromi shifted to face Sofia bringing one leg up onto the stool and resting her 

chin on her knee. “I never see you anymore. How’s the job going?” 

“Going okay I guess. I’m getting used to the system—if you want to call it that.” 

“I’d love to come and visit you there. Sounds pretty exotic, all these Hassidic 
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Jews running all over the place. Did I get the word right?” 

Sofia laughed. “You got it right, but trust me it’s not exotic at all. It’s pretty 

boring for the most part. The only time of the day when I actually have to use any brain 

cells is if my boss is having a conversation in Spanish and I’m trying to pin-point at 

least one word I can understand.” 

“I thought you said the Hassidic language is Yiddish.” 

“It is, but he speaks Spanish too.—I’m not really sure why that is…but at least it 

gave me the incentive to put all my energies into learning Spanish. Maybe I’ll 

eventually be able to use what I’ve learned in the office—spice up the day a bit, because 

for the most part I’m just sitting at a desk typing out invoices—which by the way has 

been pretty difficult lately.” 

“The typing?” Hiromi’s eyes peered at her from above the coffee mug. “What 

could be difficult about that?” 

 “My fingers have started to bother me lately. Actually everything just feels kind 

of stiff.” 

“It’s because you spend so much of the day sitting. First at the office and then 

all afternoon in class. Maybe you need to exercise more.” 

Sofia turned around putting her hands on her hips. Feeling liberated from the 

confines of her Diamond District attire, she had put on her favorite jeans, her legs 

feeling long and lean. “Thanks mom are you trying to tell me something about my 

weight?” 

“You’re being ridiculous you freakin’ rail. You need to exercise to loosen up, 

not to lose weight!’ 
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Sofia looked at her watch and picked up her bag. “There aren’t enough hours in 

the day for all the other stuff I have to do, so I doubt exercise is going to fit into the 

picture.” 

 

Despite that firm declaration, Sofia agreed to meet Hiromi at the Chelsea Piers 

tennis courts late that afternoon. By the time Sofia arrived, Hiromi was already 

confronting the tennis ball machine faring off each offender hurtling towards her at 70 

mph, her short white skirt in feathery flight above the petite musculature of her thighs.   

 Sofia, having left all her professional gear back home, wore black leggings and a 

sweatshirt. An impenetrable lethargy encased her like a sarcophagus, imbuing her with 

the feeling that she was watching everything from afar. The only sensation grounding 

her was the wind gathering speed over the Hudson, its cold tongue licking the back of 

her neck. She pulled her hood over her head and walked towards Hiromi, flexing her 

fingers and massaging the wrist that had absorbed the diminishing stiffness from her 

knuckles. Hiromi laughed at her, telling her that she loved her “get up.”  

“You’re nuts. It’s freezing!” Sofia responded, feeling cold just looking at 

Hiromi, her torso covered solely by a tiny pink Lacoste polo-shirt. No amount of 

warming up seemed like it would bring her to a degree of warmth sufficient to 

compensate for the lack of extra layering.  

Hiromi served first, sending the ball to the right corner of the court. Sofia tried 

to chase it but her legs refused to cooperate, and the ball rolled away before she had 

crossed mid-court. That first pitiful attempt set the stage for the entire game. Sofia’s 

limbs refused to function at the speed her mind commanded and the ending score was a 
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6-0 for Hiromi. 

Sofia leaned against the wall, taking short gulps from the bottle she had picked 

up from a bodega on the way over. The cold water had not warmed up since she had 

purchased it, and felt brutal in its scouring descent down her dry throat. Her animosity 

flared toward the bodega owner for not having the foresight to keep his store stocked 

with room temperature water during this brief introduction to a more brutal winter. She 

slid to the ground and looked up at Hiromi who was standing with her arms stretched to 

the sides, palms out to the sky.  

“We’re done?” Hiromi asked, “I thought you were a tennis ace.” 

“Yeh, I’m feeling kind of out of it. Sorry Hiromi,” Sofia dropped her forehead to 

her knees trying to make sense of the fact that she had been victorious in numerous 

tennis matches against her twin cousins but couldn’t respond to a single one of Hiromi’s 

serves. “I think I need to get back uptown.” 

 

Sofia awoke in the middle of the night to a staggering pain stemming from her 

right wrist. She padded into the bathroom and turned on the light, flooding her 

surroundings with a harsh white fluorescence.  She squinted down at her wrist. It was 

swollen, appearing and feeling like a rubber hand, puppet-like in its discordance with 

the rest of her arm. Sofia cradled the agitated wrist in her other hand, and stared down 

trying to make sense of it. She had played just one game. One in which the force she 

had used to swing her racket wouldn’t have had the impact to swat much more than a 

fly. For the duration of her adolescence she had been able to play three vigorous back to 

back match’s without needing more than a couple of water breaks. The only thing she 
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could diagnose herself with was an onset of carpal tunnel syndrome—something she 

knew nothing about other than it affected the wrists. She opened the bathroom cabinet 

and helped herself to some of Michelle’s Tylenol. She was out of bottled water and was 

hesitant about using the tap—despite Michelle’s assurance that NYC tap water was of 

the highest quality and was better for the environment anyway. She contemplated 

waiting till the morning to medicate, when she could run over to the cafeteria and get 

something to drink, but a sudden onset of throbbing overruled that idea. Rinsing out the 

toothbrush holder she held it under the rush of cold water she concluded was most 

likely streaming in from the heart of the Hudson River, and tilting back her head, 

downed two capsules. The convulsion, traversing from the top of her head through her 

shoulders, was immediate as the deeply chlorinated taste touched the tip of her tongue. 

Switching off the light, she felt her way back to bed through the darkness. 

 

“I want that you should go down to the club to pick up a parcel for me,” 

Abrahamoff informed her the next day. “I can’t leave right now because I have an 

important meeting.” 

Sofia stood up, aware that a heaviness was once again seeping into her mind and 

body. “No problem, I can go right now.” 

 Abrahamoff presented her with a stained envelope and instructed her to go and 

meet a Mr. Cohen at a specific location in the trading room, located on the tenth floor. 

She was to present him with the envelope and he, in turn, would give her some 

‘important merchandise.’ Abrahamoff pulled his ID card from his pocket and placed it 

on Sofia’s desk—on principle he refrained from directly handing her anything, 
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preventing their hands from ever coming into close contact. However, instead of her 

usual internal eye roll regarding what she considered to be an over-the-top precaution, 

she was grateful that she didn’t have to stretch out her arm displaying a still-inflated 

wrist, which looked more like Abrahamoff’s bear paws than she cared to admit. She 

swiped the envelope off the desk and put it into her jacket pocket.  

 “Careful with that,” Abrahamoff warned before lighting a cigarette and settling 

back into his chair.  

Sofia nodded and hurried out. The errand could not have come at a better time. 

The office had engulfed her in a claustrophobia for the duration of the morning, the 

clouds of smoke stemming from Abrahamoff’s Malboro Reds thickening the already 

foggy state of her mind. She welcomed the less-stagnant air of the hallway against the 

clammy pink of her cheeks.  Holding the envelope up to the light, she could make out 

the clear bold print of Abrahamoff’s Bank of America check. It was the dollar amount 

that she couldn’t decipher though, no matter how closely she examined the tangled 

scrawl of Abrahamoff’s dark blue Ball Point. She buzzed for the elevator and stepped in 

to join a cluster of Hassidim, quick to back away from their female offender and glue 

themselves to the wall.  

She got out on the tenth floor and passed in front of a glassed-in security office. 

Only members and their employees were permitted entrance into the club, so Sofia had 

to present the guard with Abrahamoff’s ID alongside her own. He examined her for a 

moment but waved her forward, then, following Abrahamoff’s instructions, she used the 

card to swipe herself through the turnstiles and let herself into the enclave of wheelers 

and dealers. The vastness of the room belied the amounts of people clustered around the 
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tables, the illuminated lamps doing little to enhance the prosperity of light streaming in 

from the windows dwarfing the walls on either side of the room. Across the room, a 

heavy pane of glass revealed a group of men standing beside several scales, 

documenting the weight of the goods nestled within. Above the sheath of glass wide-

faced clocks displayed the times in the primary diamond trading countries of the world.  

Abrahamoff had informed Sofia that Mr. Cohen would be waiting for her at the 

table in the far right corner of the room, and as she picked up her pace, she could 

already see him waving at her. Closer now, the man’s face was coming into clear focus. 

What surprised her the most, wasn’t that he lacked the side curls she had come to expect 

and instead was clothed in a tailored suit,  black dress-shirt fitted snugly beneath. Nor 

was it that he was of a younger generation that Abrahamoff. What really threw Sofia off 

was the gentleman’s face—the shadow of a beard caressing the angular smoothness of 

his jaw, and the way a deep dimple emerged below the right corner of his mouth. 

 The man stood up and held out his hand.”David Cohen,” he said, his voice 

accentuated by a familiarly foreign tone. “You must be Mr. Abrahamoff’s assistant.” 

 Sofia took his hand, forgetting about her concern with her wrist, her eyes 

locking into the darkness of his irises. “Yes…”  

 He gestured toward the chair across from him and Sofia sat down. “Everything 

has already been weighed and entered but I’ve written all the information down for Mr. 

Abrahamoff,” he said pulling a small metal chest out of his briefcase and unlatching it. 

Inside was the parcel paper which Mr. Cohen proceeded to open, spilling four 

diamonds from their dim shelter onto the steel gray of the table where they basked in 

the sunlight. 
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 Sofia stared at the stones shimmering in their nakedness, proud of herself for 

being able to estimate that they were one carat stones—something she would never 

have guessed two months earlier. “They are beautiful.” 

 “Blumenthal did a superb job at polishing and cutting these,” he said, his laugh 

deep. “I always tell him he has a magic cleaving blade. They are officially listed as E-

ranked diamonds on the GIA scale—virtually flawless.” 

 “I’m sure Mr. Abrahamoff will be happy,” Sofia responded. She had been trying 

hard to focus on what he was saying but was distracted by the intonations of his voice, 

the way it rose and fell like a lulling wave. It was the way he lingered on the last 

syllable of his final word that resonated most strongly and reminded her of her father.  

She wanted to determine that he was indeed Italian, but wondered about the 

unprofessionalism of the question. 

 “Well it’s been a pleasure meeting you miss….” He stood up once more and 

reached out for her hand. “I apologize but I don’t think I caught your name.” 

 Sofia stood up, her legs feeling like lead on the gray carpeting. “Sofia Dayan.” 

 “Dayan?” The dark eyes narrowed once more. “You aren’t Gabriel’s daughter 

are you?” 

 Sofia gasp was barely audible. “Oh my God. David.” 

  

 Sofia could not understand how she hadn’t put the pieces together earlier on in 

their meeting. How it never occurred to her that she was encountering the man who had 

been a silent responder to her father’s flurried venting for years. It wasn’t as if he was 

out of his element—after all, he had worked with her father and Gabriel’s network of 
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business associates was, and always had been, small and close knit. Running into him at 

the club made perfect sense.  Sofia picked at the early lunch David had insisted on 

buying her in the dining room after discovering their connection, wondering why her 

mental faculties failed to put the clues together. She must have known his last name was 

Cohen…. But as David’s dimple expanded beneath his disbelieving smile as he spoke 

of how thrilled he was to meet the daughter of such an old friend, Sofia knew the reason 

for her lack of shrewdness. It was David.  His presence had pulled the rug from under 

her feet.  Her mind searched out the image she had created of him in the past; the soft 

belly and fuzzy hair. The only accurate part of the picture her mind had painted for her 

was his dark skin tone. His height and features, poignant as a Renaissance portrait, 

caused everyone else in the room to become shadows in the background.  

  He questioned her work for Abrahamoff, his voice charming her with its 

hesitation to depart from the last syllable of a word—something that has always 

bothered her about her father’s speech. It fact it was odd, because David’s accent 

sounded stronger than her father’s and he occasionally ended a sentence with an 

unanticipated questioning ‘yes?’ or Italian phrase, however his English was more 

sophisticated.  

Sofia talked about how she was getting to know the ropes and joked about the 

dress code.  

“It’s a whole different ball game working for Hassidim. They’re what the 

Americans call ‘old school’ yes?” his long s faded into his laugh. 

 “Oh yeah. He’s definitely old school,” Sofia laughed back.   

 “Well of course! He has to keep his mind occupied with esoteric thoughts at all 
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times. How’s he going to do that if he’s working with a beautiful young lady wearing 

revealing clothing?” 

 Sofia smiled toward the window, concerned that if she looked directly into his 

eyes he would comprehend the impact of his words.  Luckily he changed the subject, 

asked her about studies. When she responded that she was an art major she was taken 

aback by David’s wholehearted “marveloso.” He revealed himself as an art enthusiast 

and, after a pause, told her that there was a Vassily Kandisky exhibit being shown at the 

Guggenheim the following week. A client of his, a patron of the arts, was sponsoring it.  

 “I think I’m going to view it on Tuesday afternoon—I like to avoid the weekend 

rush yes?”  

They were interrupted by an older man with a flowing white beard. He was 

tapping David on the shoulder and asking him if he cared to join the men’s prayer 

service about to take place in the sanctuary behind the dining room. David thanked him 

but declined giving Sofia a moment to glance at her watch. She had been gone for forty-

five minutes. 

 “I’d better go,” she said slipping an arm into her jacket sleeve. David stood up 

and helped her with the other sleeve. “I don’t think Mr. Abrahamoff expected to me to 

be this late. Hopefully he’s still busy with his meeting.” 

 David waved his hand. “Just tell him we were in deep discussion regarding the 

flawlessness of these stones.” 

 Sofia picked up the parcel paper. “Well thanks for the lunch. It was great to 

meet you.” 

 David smiled and accompanied her out to the elevator where the security guard 
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who had scrutinized her on the way in, was just hanging up the phone in his cubicle. 

“You Mr. Abrahamoff’s assistant?” he asked. 

 Sofia nodded. 

 “Your boss was asking for you. I’m going to walk you up to the office,” he said. 

As they stood beside the elevator bank Sofia avoided his gaze and focused her 

attention on the gun holster poking out from beneath the guard’s sweater. But the sound 

of the elevator hurtling toward her provided her with a surge of brashness. 

“How come I’ve never met you before? I mean, you’ve known my dad for a 

long time haven’t you?” she asked. 

 David smiled, his fingers swiveling the watch around his right wrist. “What does 

your dad say when you ask him that question?” 

 “He says you’re a busy man.” 

 The smile remained on his face but faded from his eyes.  

 The guard motioned Sofia toward the elevator. “You ready miss?” 

 Sofia nodded and waved to David who had summoned a lobby-bound elevator.  

As she rode up, she could feel the throbbing in her wrist starting up once more.   

  

 At the end of the morning, Sofia and Abrahamoff left the office together. Sofia 

was glad when Mr. Meyerson from down the hall joined them at the elevator bank 

interrupting the uncomfortable silence.  

 “You going to Mincha?” he asked Abrahamoff. 

 Abrahamoff nodded. “I must talk with the Aybeshter before I have my lunch,” 

he said.  
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 The two men followed close behind Sofia as she exited the building and turned 

onto Fort-Seventh Street. Heading east, she wove around a construction crew standing 

knee-deep in a closed off section of the sidewalk, and detoured down a makeshift 

wooden plank connecting to Fifth Avenue. A slow whistle emanated from beneath one 

of the hard hats, and as Sofia glanced toward the perpetrator, she encountered a smile 

whose depth of admiration outshone the row of broken, yellow teeth outlining it.  

 At the corner she uttered an awkward second goodbye to Abrahamoff and 

Meyerson— who disappeared into Holyland Books—and continued on, her thoughts of 

David interrupted by shooting pains in her wrists.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 The following day Sofia arrived at work twenty minutes late to find Abrahamoff 

closed into the back room. She walked over realizing that he was not alone and 

wondered why he had chosen to conduct a meeting in the cramped and windowless area 

housing the safe and serving as a storage unit. Clenching her stiff fingers she moved in 

to knock, but thought better of interrupting the rapid fire Spanish exchanges. Instead, 

she positioned herself behind the glass counters and picking up the bottle of Windex, 

attempted to eliminate some of the finger prints streaking the display case. She hoped 

that when Abrahamoff emerged it would appear as though she had been there for a 

while. 

 Sofia had entered the office so quietly that she was startled when a moment 

later Abrahamoff stuck his head around the door. “Mr. Katz’s son is coming with his 

Kallah to look at the rings.” 

He tossed the keys to the counter toward her. “Take out whatever they want to 

see.”  

Before she could respond, Abrahamoff shut the door behind him. 

Sofia continued polishing the counter, glad that someone would actually benefit 

from her labor. She heard a knock and quickly wiped off the last smudges.  Opening the 

door, she admitted a couple in their early twenties and, after giving them a rapid once 

over, determined that they belonged to the more modern section of Orthodox Judaism. 

The young man wore a skull-cup above his slicked head of hair but it was a much 
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smaller model than the one worn by Abrahamoff. The young woman’s skirt only just 

skimmed her knees and her ginger hair was long and flowing—something Sofia had 

come to learn was frowned upon in the Hassidic community.  

“Hi,” Sofia said, a forced enthusiasm poking through layers of fatigue. “I’m 

assuming you are here to see the engagement rings.” 

“We are,” the girl said with a wide smile. 

“What type of ring are you interested in?” 

The girl’s response was prompt: “A one carat Princess Cut on a Tiffany setting, 

baguettes on each side of the diamond.” 

“She’s given this just a little bit of thought,” her fiancé joked.  

“Okay, well let me show you what we have.—If you don’t see exactly what you 

are looking for, we can custom make it to your specifications,” Sofia said, remembering 

Abrahamoff’s words to Mr. Katz. She led them over to the counter. 

The door of the back office opened amid satisfied laughs and Abrahamoff 

stepped out accompanied by a man in an olive green suit. A slim beard outlined his jaw, 

compensating for the lack of hair on his closely cropped scalp. Abrahamoff’s palm 

rested on the small of the man’s back as he escorted him out and he didn’t so much as 

glance over toward Sofia, oblivious or perhaps indifferent to what was going on with 

the young couple. It was the man however, who slowed down to gaze at Sofia. She was 

pointing out a ring, yielding murmurs of delight from beneath the pale hair cascading 

onto the glass.  

“Your receptionist?” the man asked. 

“Yes yes. That’s the girl.”Abrahamoff shuffled along, attempting to move his 
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client along with him, but the man stopped dead in his tracks and shifted his folded 

trench coat to his other arm.  

“Introduce me,” he said. 

“What?” Abrahamoff’s laugh was loud and confused. “Come now, she is 

irrelevant to our business.” 

The man paid no heed and throwing his coat over Abrahamoff’s shoulder 

stalked toward Sofia with his arm outstretched.  

“Nice to meet you,” he said, his grasp feeling tight over Sofia’s tender knuckles. 

“We’ve spoken on the phone a few times…” 

“Have we?” Sofia looked up into the near-transparent blue of his eyes noticing 

the black flecks surrounding his left pupil. “I’m sorry but what’s your name?” 

“Rick por favor,” Abrahamoff called out, wrapping a side curl tightly around his 

finger.”   

Sofia’s eyes narrowed, her mind grappling with the question of why Abrahamoff 

was acting even giddier than the love-struck bride-to-be giggling in her fiancé’s ear.  

“That’s it,” he smiled, resting his hand, still holding onto Sofia’s, against the 

counter. 

Sofia recalled taking down messages for Abrahamoff from a Rick. His English 

was so completely accent free though, that it had never crossed her mind that he was the 

individual Abrahamoff always referred to as “mi companero.”  

“Oh yes, I remember,” she said hoping his leopard-like eyes would drop their 

gaze. She slipped her fingers out of his hand. “Nice to meet you too.” 

“Oh I’ll definitely remember you,” he replied. A face behind a voice had been 
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unveiled for the second time that week, but this time there were no feelings of warm 

appreciation stemming from the attentions of a man.  Instead Sofia felt rather sullied.  

The couple had stopped their low amorous chatter and were looking toward 

Sofia. Abrahamoff latched onto Rick’s arm. “Let the girl do her work,” he said.   

Rick waved and allowed Abrahamoff to walk him to the door. Their 

conversation reverted back to Spanish while Rick accepted a cigarette from 

Abrahamoff’s pack of Marlboro Reds. Sofia had watched her boss expertly light his 

cigarette on countless occasions, but on that particular morning it took him several tries 

to light both his and Rick’s cigarettes.  

  

 Sofia’s attempted to remain focused on the couple but couldn’t help wondering 

the purpose of Rick’s unabashed presence, leaving Abrahamoff in an inconceivable 

fluster. The few times Sofia had worked with a customer when Abrahamoff’s smoke-

filled breaths had not been hovering around her neck, he always sat at his desk watching 

her closely. But that morning as soon as he had shaken Rick’s hand, he shut himself into 

the back room.  The young orthodox couple didn’t make a purchase and left with a 

“we’ll be back.” A promise Sofia found even less reassuring than usual due to 

overhearing the boy whisper that he was pretty sure his “father’s other guy” could do 

better.  That she hadn’t succeeded in making a sale was the farthest thing from her mind 

though. Her knees, which she simply assumed had been weighing her down all morning 

because of the ongoing grogginess she was experiencing, were now banging out a 

familiar throbbing rhythm. As she pulled up her skirt, she noticed an undeniable 

swelling around her left kneecap. Sofia stood there staring down, her quick swallows 
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keeping time with the ruthless pulsing cursing through her veins. Telling herself that she 

was under too much stress and the swelling would subside by the week’s end, was no 

longer calming her. Whatever was happening wasn’t going away, it was worsening. 

“You need help,” she slowly said rapping on the door to the back room.   

 “Yes,” Abrahamoff called out. 

She walked in to find him sitting at the small desk by the safe. He was staring at 

the picture of an old rabbi shrouded in a white prayer shawl situated on the wall above 

him. He repositioned himself in his seat, fiddling with the loupe hanging around his 

neck. Unlike her father’s loupe, which looked like a laboratory microscope, 

Abrahamoff’s small lens fit on the thumb he regularly used to scratch his forehead. 

“What can I do for you Miss Dayan?” he asked using the loupe’s edge to target a spot 

directly above his left eye.  

 “I’d like to leave a little earlier today if that’s okay,” Sofia responded. “I’m not 

feeling that great.” 

 He removed a small block of gold from his desk and slipped it back into the 

safe. “That’s fine. I think I’m going home early also. Mine back is terrible.” 

 “I’m sorry to hear that—” 

 Abrahamoff cut her off with a shooing motion of his hand. “Goodbye Miss 

Dayan.” 

 Sofia left him fumbling with the lock to the safe, his skull cap falling down over 

his forehead. The sounds of taxis bullying each other down Sixth Avenue felt distant to 

Sofia as she wound her way through the ongoing construction at the corner. She pulled 

her cell phone from her bag as she slowly crossed the street, oblivious to the pedestrian 
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light that had turned red, prompting maddening honks. The pent up fear pooled in her 

eyes as she dialed her parents’ home number, and she found herself wanting to tell her 

mother everything. But instead, she abruptly hung up in up mid-dial. What was her 

mother going to do for her anyway? Perhaps tell her that she needed to see a doctor, 

then launch into a whole tirade about just how unbearable her father was becoming 

lately. She was off the family plan anyway so there was no point going home to seek 

medical care.  Times had changed and the days of her mother’s hand grabbing her arm 

as she accompanied her into Dr. Segal’s office were over. The subway rattled its way 

uptown, the car empty aside from a young doctor in blue scrubs, appearing even more 

exhausted than the drunk slumped over himself in the corner. Sofia glared at her 

reflection in the dark window, bars of light splicing her face down the middle. A 

subway going in the opposite direction hurtled past at full speed, appearing close 

enough to graze the sides of its sister train. The lights in Sofia’s car momentarily 

flickered out before pulling into the 110th Street station.  

 Walking through the wrought iron gates facing Broadway, Sofia hurried across 

campus making a beeline for the Hartley Hall nurse, and catching her just before she 

left for the day.  The nurse, dressed in plainclothes, spoke in a pronounced Scottish 

accent and quickly brushed her cold hands across Sofia’s knees and wrist. After 

questioning Sofia and ruling out the unlikely possibility of three sprained joints, the 

nurse suggested that Sofia see a doctor—perhaps an orthopedist.  

 “How would I find one?” Sofia asked. 

 The nurse walked over to a thick file wedged between two coffee mugs on her 

shelf and flicked through the yellowed pages with a freshly licked finger. “There’s an 
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asterisk next to this Dr. Harry Goldman, I must have referred someone to him in the 

past.” She scribbled his information onto a scrap of paper. “He’ll figure you out dear 

heart. He’s a smart Jewish doctor—just like the rest of them.”  

 “Thank you,” escaped from Sofia’s feeble smile as she clutched the notepaper in 

her hand and walked down towards her room. She mused about whether the nurse 

would have made that final comment if her last name had been as blatantly Jewish as 

Dr. Goldman’s.  

 

 It turned out the “smart Jewish doctor” wasn’t able to figure her out, and was 

only able to determine that her problem was not orthopedic-related. He thought she 

would be better off seeing a rheumatologist and suggested she get a referral from his 

office manager on her way out—something Sofia never did. The shock waves resulting 

from being slapped with a two hundred and fifty dollar bill, which she paid for with her 

debit card, propelled her out of the office in a rage. She was so busy picturing the hard 

earned pennies from her newly established “Abrahamoff account” evaporating into thin 

air, she barreled down Park Avenue unconscious of the vicious wind assaulting her hair 

and obstructing her view.  At that point she could no longer hold back and directly 

called home.  It was her father who answered her call and his immediate tone of 

concern responding to Sofia’s shaky voice caused a surge of tears to flatten the levee 

she had so carefully constructed. She told him everything. The swelling, the tiredness 

and lack of energy. The pain she experienced when flexing her fingers, and most 

recently when she straightened out her arm. And finally her shock regarding the hard-

earned money she’d had to fork out to see a doctor who had no explanation for her 
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symptoms. “I don’t know what’s happening to me dad,” she said suddenly feeling like 

she couldn’t walk another step. “I just feel awful.” 

 “Listen to me,” Gabriel said. “Get into a taxi and go straight back to your 

room—” 

 “I can’t Dad, I’m already late for work. I told Abrahamoff I’d be in by ten-

thirty.” 

 “Leave Abrahamoff to me Sofia, you just go and get some sleep. I’m going to 

call Dr. Segal right now and see what we need to do for you and then I’ll come and pick 

you up.” 

 The crying was becoming louder, but now it stemmed from an unfurling sense 

of relief toward her father who had lifted the crushing panic from where it sat on her 

shoulders and placed it firmly on his own. “And don’t worry about the money you paid 

the doctor. I’ll pay you back for that carina,” her father said.  

 “It’s fine dad, I know things are tight.” 

 “Things are looking better at the moment. You don’t have to worry.”  

 Sofia hung up, her father’s voice still warm on her thawing left ear. It was like 

she was seven again and her father was pulling her onto his knee after she had come 

home crying, insulted by a stinging comment a rival classmate had made. “Babbo is 

going to look after everything,” was the last thing he said, referring to himself in his 

native language with the same accented reassurance as always. And just like then, she 

felt her derailed emotions slowly veer back on track.  

 

 Just as he said he promised, Gabriel Dayan immediately called Dr. Segal and 
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obtained a referral to a rheumatologist located just a few blocks away from the 

Orthopedist’s office, and by the time he drove into Morningside Heights that afternoon, 

he had already made Sofia an appointment. Gabriel was waiting in the car on Broadway 

as Sofia walked through the gates. He pulled her in to his chest as soon as she got into 

the passenger seat, immediately provoking a fresh onset of tears. He held her warm 

hands in his and looked down at Sofia’s knuckles, sharp mounds of bone cushioned by 

layers of wind-chapped puffiness, and shaking his head reassured her once more that 

“Babbo would take care of everything.”  He took her to dinner at Bella Casa, a kosher 

Italian restaurant on the Upper East Side. He always insisted on eating at a kosher place 

if there was something close enough, despite the fact that he did not keep a kosher 

home—another of his quirks Sofia had never quite understood.   

 “I got you an appointment for a top rheumatologist,” he said after they had been 

seated on the upper level of the restaurant at the table closest to the window. “It’s for 

this Friday.” 

 “Wow, that was pretty quick…thanks dad,” Sofia said, positive that her father 

had pushed his way into that early appointment.  “But I have work on Friday and I don’t 

think I can miss another day so soon.” 

 Gabriel shook his head as he reached into the bread basket. “It’s unbelievable. I 

stick my neck in for you to get medical care as soon as possible and this is the reaction I 

get.” 

  Distorting common English expressions was the first indicator that her father’s 

anger level was rising. She pushed the bread basket closer to him, hoping the warm 

Ciabatta would calm him as he continued on between fierce mouthfuls. “This is your 
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health carina, you can’t play games.” 

 “Dad, just because you’re friendly with Mr. Abrahamoff doesn’t mean I can take 

advantage of him!” Sofia’s determination to quell her father’s temper was quick to fade 

into her own rage. 

 “Saul will understand that you need to take care of yourself. He’s a good man,” 

Gabriel said. He gestured towards Sofia’s swollen hands.  “All this must be a result of 

stress. You’re pushing yourself too hard in school. I’m sure that’s exactly what the 

doctor will tell you once he looks at you.” 

 “What?!” an elderly couple glanced toward her table as Sofia’s voice rose an 

octave higher. “If it was just stress, don’t you think the first doctor would be have 

mentioned that as a possibility?” 

 Gabriel swallowed a burp before it floated amongst the softly lit tables. He 

fingered the last piece of bread from the basket. “I’m sure it’s not helping that you also 

have to work, but I have something in on the horizon. I’ll be able to help you again soon 

and you won’t need the job.” 

 The waiter came by to take their order, neutralizing the tension. Sofia ordered a 

fettuccine alfredo and Gabriel requested the pasta con melanzana with three separate 

sides. 

 “Really?” Sofia asked, her arms tightly folded against her sweater. 

 “I’m working on a large scale deal involving a buyer who has promised to buy 

diamonds in bulk,” Gabriel sipped his water. “He’s willing to pay top dollar for the best 

stones I can get hold of—and I think I found the perfect supplier. Yesterday he received 

four stones that were graded internally flawless by the Gemological Institute.”  
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 It was the most Gabriel had ever said about a deal but Sofia only realized that 

later. “I’ve learned the lingo now dad. You can just say that the GIA rated them IF.” 

Gabriel lifted his wine glass toward Sofia in a salute before bringing it in toward 

his impressed smile. “You always were a smart cookie. So what’s been going on with 

Abrahamoff lately? Is he busy?” he asked. 

Sofia thought for a moment. “There’s a guy he’s working with—Rick. They 

always talk to each other in Spanish.  He acts like a jumpy school girl when Rick’s 

around.” 

“Why’s that?” Gabriel asked attacking the last piece of Ciabatta.  

“I don’t know. I can’t understand them.” 

“Does Abrahamoff talk about this Rick guy with you or any of the other guys 

around the building?” 

Sofia raised her brows. “No. He never says a word. Why are you asking?” 

Gabriel leaned back using his forefinger to stamp up the crumbs from the bread 

basket. “Well that proves that the deal involves a lot of money and he doesn’t want 

anyone else trying to steal away his client.” 

Sofia nodded. It made sense. 

“So how did you find this buyer whose going to help you liberate me from the 

working class?” she asked.  

“A contact,” Gabriel answered looking straight out onto Second Avenue, brash 

yellow headlights merging into the evening congestion. “Look, it hasn’t been finalized 

yet but it’s looking good.” 

 “That’s great news,” Sofia said feeling a sense of relief for her father. The waiter 
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bought over the food and set it down at their places. Gabriel immediately began cutting 

through a stack of velvety basil, warm goat cheese and blackened shitake mushrooms, 

and, for a few moments the conversation ceased. Sofia contemplated telling her father 

about her encounter with David, but instead allowed her father to devote his full 

attention to his pasta.  

“Not as good as my mother’s,” he said. 

“Was she a good cook?” Sofia asked. 

“The best,” Gabriel said. “She made a fresh dinner every night, even when she 

wasn’t feeling well.” 

Sofia wanted to know more, perhaps now would be the time to ask her father 

what really happened between him and his parents.  But he looked so calm, and as 

Rachmaninoff’s theme on Paganini reverberated through the speakers, blanketing their 

corner of the room in a subterranean relaxation, the words “I met David last week,” 

simply tumbled out of her mouth.   

 “I know.” Gabriel said. “Abrahamoff told me.” 

 Sofia’s eyes widened, her mind re-registering the words her father had spoken. 

“I’m surprised you didn’t mention anything sooner, I mean you know I’ve always been 

curious about him—” 

 “Well, did he live up to your expectations carina?”  

 “Actually he did. He took me out to lunch just because he knew I was your 

daughter. I guess he considers you more than ‘just an acquaintance’ Dad. He’s a really 

nice guy. I don’t understand what your problem is with him.”  

  Gabriel’s sigh only hardened the glare in his eyes. “It’s complicated Sofia,” he 
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muttered, the music dying out with his words. 

 Sofia ran her hand through her hair, a clump of knots entangling her fingers. 

“Everything’s complicated with you, Dad.” 

 For a few moments Gabriel sat staring down at the last remnants of sauce 

bordering his polished plate. He looked up as his daughter began to slip her arms into 

her coat. She was fast tiring of the conversation turning into an annoyance in her 

already exasperating day.  

His words were brief. “When David and I were young men, we worked together. 

I did some things I’m not proud of.” 

 Sofia stared at her father who once again averted her gaze, staring right through 

the passersby beneath their window.  

 His shame seeped deep into Sofia, making her want to take her father’s hands 

and tell him that she wouldn’t judge him, that he could tell her everything. But all she 

could muster was a light squeeze of his clenched fist, hesitant to venture any further into 

the murkiness surrounding his soul. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

“Sofia Dayan,” the nurse called out into the waiting room. Sofia rose from her 

seat and hurried through the door.  She was shown into an examining room looking 

much like a bathroom modeled in the 1960’s—its squat brown sitting chairs and pale 

yellow drapes befitting a physician of the horn-rimmed glasses type. From her 

experience at the orthopedist’s office, Sofia was fully aware that her new position in the 

examining room said very little about how much longer she would have to wait for Dr. 

Orenstein. Moving her around was merely a tactic to make her think her appointment 

was about to commence.  After her blood pressure and weight were charted, the nurse 

left, giving her a gown to change into. She pulled her clothes off in a hurry, convinced 

the doctor would walk in just as her jeans fell around her ankles, exposing her like a 

little child about to use the toilet.  She lay back on the paper-shrouded examining table, 

her knees and elbows bloated and tender, and turning toward the window she felt like a 

warm Zabar’s baguette packaged in a crisp bakery bag. She glanced through the narrow 

opening in the window shade, the branches of Central Park waving for her attention. 

Her mind revisited that last conversation with her father, his fast-blinking eyes forcing 

her to refrain from asking him for the details of his questionable past as he kissed her 

goodnight.  Whatever it was that Gabriel and David had done together, it was clear to 

Sofia that her father wanted her to remain untainted by that other period in his life. But 

the David she had met didn’t fit the image of a partner-in-crime—the pressed and 

dimpled aristocrat seemed too polished. She focused on her memory of David’s face;
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his smile, the dark hairs of his stubble framing the corners of his mouth.   

Her eyes were closing but the hazy sleep she was falling into was disrupted by a 

quick double knock. Far from her original imaginings, the doctor had no horn-rimmed 

glasses. In fact, he wore no glasses at all. His incredibly tall frame topped by a head of 

thick curly hair caused him to stoop as he crossed over the threshold.  Sofia sat up and 

shook his hand before his eyes quickly absorbed her medical chart. “Recurring swelling 

of the hands and knees,” he muttered. “No family history of joint disease….twenty-one 

years of age.”  The Doctor put aside the clipboard and told her to lie back on the 

examining table. There was a sensual feel to his fingers pressing deep against her 

swollen joints.  

“You’re definitely having a flare,” he told her. “There’s quite a bit of fluid in 

these knees. Your knuckles are inflamed as well.” 

Sofia sat up again. “How could all of this have been caused by one tennis game? 

It doesn’t make any sense.” 

Dr. Orenstein took off his glasses and tucked them into his pocket. “That’s 

because this wasn’t caused by any tennis game, Miss Dayan. Now I’m going to have to 

get some blood work done to be sure, but this seems like a clear case of rheumatoid 

arthritis. 

“Rheumatoid arthritis?” Sofia repeated sounding out the words with caution.  

“Yes.” Dr. Orenstein turned his attention back to her knees. “We’re going to talk 

about it.”  

Sofia instantly found she could not stop swallowing. Every time a new thought 

came into her head regarding the definitions of Rheumatoid Arthritis, her heart 
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attempted to catapult through her stomach.  

“I’m going to drain these knees. It’s not pleasant but you’ll feel instant relief.” 

He buzzed for his nurse to come and assist him before taking his pen and drawing two 

small circles on each knee. The nurse walked in with a tray containing one of the largest 

syringe and needles Sofia had ever seen. She must have seen the terror jump into 

Sofia’s features, as she immediately moved the tray out of her line of vision. Once it 

was prepared she handed it to the doctor and placed her hand gently over Sofia’s eyes. 

“You’ll be fine” she said. “Dr. Orenstein knows exactly what he’s doing.” 

 The thick needle penetrating her knee cap caused flashes of white to blur her 

vision and her entire body flinched as she wondered what the hell she could have done 

to deserve this. “Hold still please!” the doctor said.  

When the torture was over she was given a quick jab into her rear end. “The 

cortisone will spread through your system and take care of the wrists,” Dr. Orenstein 

said. “We’re going to draw some blood, then I’ll meet you in my office.” 

 

Dressed and seated behind a heavy oak desk, Sofia felt substantially less 

vulnerable to whatever was coming her way. Picking up a plastic molding of a knee cap 

Dr. Orenstein settled back into his arm chair. Rheumatoid arthritis, he began, was an 

autoimmune disease that attacked the cartilage lining the joints. It was a chronic 

condition that could be treated but not cured. Other than various unproven theories, the 

cause was unknown—especially when there was no family history.  

The words failed to penetrate Sofia’s mind. How was it possible that two months 

ago she had been fine, and was now being told that she had some crazy condition? Her 
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fingers massaged her knee caps, still tingly from the needle’s crude invasion. He was 

going to start her on some prednisone, a steroid that would reduce the inflammation.  

“But didn’t you say the test results are needed to confirm your diagnosis?” Sofia 

said, aware that her voice was not her own.   

“Yes. We can wait on the treatment until your test results are in,” the doctor 

said, a mild smile brushing his lips”—but Miss Dayan, I wouldn’t get your hopes up. 

I’ve been in this profession for twenty years and I know a case of rheumatoid arthritis 

when I see one.”  

His voice became gentler as he looked up at Sofia’s face, the olive of her skin 

appearing to yellow. “Although there are no cures for this disease, it can be managed 

very effectively. Your life can be completely normal.” 

Sofia stared out at the rain pelting down onto the potted plants sitting on the 

window sill, her eyes glazing over. Her life had taken a strange turn.  Dealing with 

recurring pain and swelling in her joints was something she simply could not handle.  

She had come into that office confident that the doctor would confirm her suspicions 

that it was all just a freak incident. Now she was being told that there was no long-term 

cure. 

 

Sofia’s weekend commenced directly after her appointment with Dr. Orenstein, 

allowing her to promptly return to her room and hibernate. All the worrying and 

discomfort of the previous week, culminating with the news regarding her health—or 

lack of health—manifested itself in an exhaustion so deep, it was as though she had 

been removed from the world around her and was watching life continue through the 
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misty windows of her retinas. Sofia curled up beneath her covers at five o’clock that 

Friday afternoon and slept all the way through till eleven a.m the next morning, waking 

only once to relieve her bladder and change into sweat pants. She awoke to weak 

daylight fighting through the narrow cracks of the blinds. Michelle was out of town, 

having returned home to visit Scottie, her beloved pooch, and Sofia could not have been 

more grateful for the rare state of prolonged privacy. She lay on her stomach tossing Dr. 

Orenstein’s words around in her mind, and the depths of her despair became obvious 

when she reassured herself with her father’s words—words she had previously deemed 

nonsensical— that “some doctors talk a lot of idiozie.” 

She pulled herself out of her dim cocoon and padded over to her desk where she 

flipped open her laptop and immediately did a search on rheumatoid arthritis. Again, the 

described symptoms matched her own: Chronic fatigue accompanied by the sudden 

swelling of multiple joints.  Her eyes skimmed the list of medications. Steroidal drugs, 

Disease Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs, Non-Steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs, 

followed by various cocktails that had miraculous effects. It all passed over Sophia in a 

cloud of confusion, but what sank in deep were the potential side effects: Deformed 

fingers. Joints with such extensive cartilage damage they would require replacements—

hip and knee were the most common…. It had to be a mistake. Despite Dr. Orenstein’s 

conviction that she was undoubtedly afflicted with this disease, Sofia was certain her 

blood results would prove this to be untrue. This was a condition for people whose days 

of youth were but a fond memory. Maybe doctors really did talk garbage.  

 

Back at Abrahamoff’s on Monday morning, it was like nothing had ever 
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happened. The prednisone was working its magic and her stretched and swollen skin 

had shrunken back around her joints. By Wednesday, she was so convinced that things 

were back to normal she couldn’t stop humming under her breath as she typed out the 

invoices, stopping only when Abrahamoff—in the midst of a phone call—covered the 

mouth piece and loudly whispered genug! He had never reproached her in Yiddish 

before, and Sofia understood that she had crossed a line, diminishing her boss’s 

authority by failing to respond to any of his initial quiet shushes.  

As soon as Abrahamoff hung up the phone he wrote out a check and stuffed it 

into an envelope. “I want that you should this down to the club for me,” he said. 

Sofia prepared herself for a tone of indifference. “Is it for Mr. Cohen?”  

“No. It’s for Mr. Feingold.” 

“Does he have stones to send back for you? Will I have to be escorted up?” 

Sofia asked, attempting to reinforce the fact that she was interested in every aspect of 

this assignment. 

“No. Nothing to bring back.—Actually,” Abrahamoff reached into his pocket 

and pulled out a twenty. “If you could go to Kosher Kingdom and get me an Shawarma. 

For yourself you should buy too.” 

Sofia nodded and pulled on her coat. She hurried down to the club, still having 

to flash Abrahamoff’s ID card at the glass window even though the guards were 

beginning to recognize her.  Mr. Feingold was waiting for her at the designated place, 

and he was no David. A tall, spindly Hassid with glasses larger and side curls longer 

than Abrahamoff’s. He failed to make eye contact with Sofia and only picked up the 

envelope once Sofia’s hands were far away from the table. Naturally there was no lunch 
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offer and Sofia hurried down to the lobby and eight blocks up to Kosher Kingdom 

where she picked up Abrahamoff’s shawarma and a veggie burger for herself.    

Walking back down Broadway Sofia picked up speed, delighted that her knees 

felt supple as she dashed across the avenue a second after the pedestrian light had 

turned red.  But twenty minutes later, sitting at her desk, she felt a pulsing sensation 

tickle her knee caps. She wasn’t sure whether Dr. Orenstein had turned her into a 

paranoid, crazy person or whether the swelling was creeping back into her knees. 

Determined that it was the paranoia, she turned back to her invoices, listening to 

Abrahamoff sharply tap his finger on his desk each time he mumbled the word 

cinturones into the receiver. Cinturones, why did that word sound so familiar? Her 

mind travelled back to last Thursday’s Spanish class, pairing up for conversation 

practice. She had been coupled with Graham Sykes—a guy also in her art class. The 

disdain she felt toward his smothering self-absorption came in angry spurts and 

prevented her from properly focusing on the topic of the day—articles of clothing. 

Sykes, graciously enough, said that he would go first, and as his eyes travelled skyward, 

he spoke of his preferred style of dress, accent laid on thick. On nights, when he was out 

with a muchacha bonita, he wore his mejor zapatos, and un buon chaqueta, and 

naturally he changed into his favorite cinturon negro, he explained making a grandiose 

gesture toward his belt.    

 

“What’s with you? Drink too much last night?” Hiromi asked, turning around to 

wait for Sofia who was slowly making her way up to the first floor gallery. The 

conscious effort it was taking on her part to ascend the circular ramps of the 
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Guggenheim was proof to Sofia that the inflammation was unequivocally back. Her 

smile cracked the chapped skin of her lips as she watched Hiromi jump up and down in 

her tasseled denim mini skirt. “Only a few more steps and we’ll be there!” she said 

pointing at the sign reading “Wassily Kandinsky” in large block letters, followed by an 

arrow pointing to the left. The two had paired up to work on their art history project 

together. They had been assigned the topic of color symbolism in abstract art, and as the 

professor rattled off a bunch of artists they could study, Kandinsky’s name jerked Sofia 

from her internal ranting and raving. That she of all people had been assigned abstract 

art was beyond her. The medium often left her wondering why art had become less 

about satisfying the eye and more about manipulating the imagination to make 

something of nothing. Why had she not been assigned to one of the other topics she so 

coveted—the Pre-Raphaelites or Canaletto’s Venice. But the mention of Kandinsky 

jerked her back to her conversation with David.  

Hiromi, knowing exactly how Sofia felt about the assignment, had been curious 

as to why she had insisted on going immediately that Tuesday afternoon.  Sofia had 

nonchalantly responded that Sunday was too hectic, that they would get better work 

done when the museum was emptier—and she would need all her concentration for that 

stuff. But from the moment they walked into the gallery, it wasn’t the paintings her eyes 

were furiously searching out. It was David. 

He was nowhere to be seen in the first gallery, and Sofia dragged her heavy 

joints over to where Hiromi stood in front of a canvas entitled Small Pleasures.  The 

dizzy configurations of lines and shapes made her withdraw further into her fatigue. 

“The mass of swirling colors and lines in the center has been convincingly 
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interpreted as the figure of a lance-bearing St. George on horseback, an allusion to 

Moscow’s tsarist tradition,” Hiromi read from the descriptive plaque situated next to the 

painting. “Remember Mrs. Farrow talking about the complex context of his works? 

Well what do you think he’s trying to tell us here?” 

Sofia couldn’t detect any allegorical figure on horse cap within the tangle of 

swirling color. Instead, she could see a bruised and bloody knee-cap surrounded by 

outstretched limbs attempting to yank out the dozens of needles piercing through the 

skin. She decided not to share her observations with Hiromi. 

“I don’t know. That he can mix colors?” Sofia said. She leaned against the wall 

pushing her shoulder blades up against the white plaster in attempt to ease the 

discomfort in her lower back.  

“Come on, Sofia. We have to pick ten paintings and find a recurring theme. 

Help me out here!” 

Sofia sighed and opened her pamphlet. “Let’s go with the music theme. It says 

here he painted a series that attempted to unify visual and acoustic art. Maybe we can 

find a violin or flute somewhere.” 

Hiromi shrugged. They walked towards the next room, Sofia’s eyes fixed on the 

candy land dancing across the canvases. She pointed to the one directly in front on her, 

vaguely aware of the lone man examining the painting to its left, his jacket bunched 

over the arms stuck deep into his pockets.  

Sofia attempted to thrust aside her immediate viewing of cartilage-like clouds 

swarming through a vibrant bazaar.  “That one looks like it has bars of music soaring 

into space and I think that’s a piano and a guitar in the two lower corners,” she said.  
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The man turned at the sound of her voice “Sofia?”  

Sofia turned her head in the direction of the voice, the unexpected face coming 

into view.  “Wow David. How are you doing?”  

“So wonderful to see you again,” he said taking her hand in both of his. “I 

always come to these exhibits on a weekday, trying to avoid the Sunday rush. I suppose 

you were doing the same yes?” 

“Yes, and we were given the class period to do some research,” Sofia said. She 

looked at Hiromi eyeing her from over David’s shoulder and attempted to control the 

shaky breaths escaping between words. 

“How wonderful that you were assigned Kandinsky. He’s fabulous, don’t you 

think?” 

“Absolutely. The colors are really amazing.” This time Sofia avoided looking at 

Hiromi, whose smile could not possibly have stretched any wider.  

She quickly introduced David to Hiromi, concerned that she would explode into 

giddy school girl laughter if she waited another moment. David shook Hiromi’s hand 

and commented again on how nice it was that they were given the opportunity to study 

such an important artistic personality. 

“It’s funny that you mention that because Sofia was just saying the exact same 

thing!” Hiromi said.  

“I was,” Sophia replied, this time unable to hold back a laugh. “Although I 

admit that I don’t really understand the meaning behind his works.” 

“That’s the beauty of it,” David said. “You have to work to find the meaning. 

Like with everything else in life, nothing is as it initially appears.” 
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Later Sophia wondered whether David rued the moment he’d asked whether he 

could help them, because for the next hour and twenty minutes, they picked his brain to 

the core for ideas and ways of interpreting Kandinsky’s colors to convey a sense of 

sound. David introduced them to the term “synesthesia” and showed them how a pattern 

of colors could symbolize the recurring motifs of a movement. Pain, joy, pleasure and 

sorrow all twisted into a harmonious vignette.  Hiromi had opened her notepad and was 

scribbling furiously, recording every word of David’s theory on the “fugue,” 

Kandinsky’s creation of a visual vocabulary and his determination to bring 

compositional music to another level. Sofia, not bothering to take notes when Hiromi 

was clearly doing such a good job, focused her attention on David. She observed the 

veins pulsing at the sides of his strong neck as he spoke and the way the V of his hair 

brushed the nape of his neck. Whenever he would turn her way, her eyes would dart to 

the canvas squinting in attentiveness at the point of discussion. The constant effort to 

refocus her concentration tired her out quickly and at the completion of the exhibit even 

David, who claimed to be a fan of the abstract, looked as though he had had his fill for a 

while to come.  

“Can I buy you girls some coffee downstairs?” He asked. 

Sofia, resistant to having Hiromi rain on her parade, was about to tell him that 

they should get back uptown but Hiromi gave an animated “yes” before she could 

answer.  

At the café they were seated at a table looking out onto Fifth Avenue. They 

ordered cappuccinos and croissants and repeatedly thanked David for all his help. 

Hiromi excused herself to the bathroom right before their drinks arrived and Sofia felt 
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David’s eyes on her as she looked out at the cabs jockeying for position. He asked her 

how work was going and how Abrahamoff was doing. Fine. Had he lost any weight? 

None whatsoever. They were laughing as Hiromi walked back to the table and sat to 

drink her coffee. Basking in the light-heartedness of the atmosphere, Sophia confessed 

that she was no fan of abstract art and that this assignment had been a disappointment to 

her.  

“I did notice Hiromi’s enthusiasm more than your own,” David said, his eyes 

amused over the top of his mug.  

Sofia immediately launched into a speech about her passion for art—the right 

kind of art, which she could look at for just hours and hours. Baroque, Pointillism, 

Impressionism, almost anything painted from Holbein to Monet. Was she sounding 

cultured or merely desperate to outshine Hiromi? David suggested that they all 

reconvene for a follow up outing at the Met. “Holbein through Monet, that’s what we’ll 

do,” he said. Hiromi laughed, said they would need a couple of days for that. 

“That’s fine with me,” David said, looking directly into Sofia’s eyes. 

  

It was hard to focus on work. Every time Abrahamoff walked into the back 

room, Sofia would stare at the walls, but instead of seeing the rabbis of upstate New 

York Hassidic sects, Sofia would see David’s smile almost like a hand against her 

cheek, a flush of warmth rising through her. Abrahamoff, busier than usual with his 

Spanish-speaking clientele, gave Sophia a velvet bag to take to the polisher on the 

eighteenth floor. It was the third time Sophia had been sent to Mr. Blumenthal but this 

time she didn’t mind. The swelling in her knees had subsided once more and her energy 
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was back to a normal level. With her mind a flutter, she lacked the patience to wait at 

the elevator bank and chose instead to hike up the three flights to the little workshop—

despite of or in spite of the irrefutable proof that she was smitten with rheumatoid 

arthritis.  

Dr. Orenstein had waved the blood test results under her nose when she had 

returned to his office the Friday after her visit to the Guggenheim—teetering on legs 

boomeranged by inflammation, small sacks of fluid ballooning above her wrists. Her 

ESR, CRP, and rheumatoid factor were all abnormal. Sofia’s knees were drained and 

Dr. Orenstein told her to up her prednisone to twenty milligrams a day for five days but 

insisted that it was “just a band-aid.” He thought it would be wise to get Sofia started on 

a TNF inhibitor, but suggested she get herself on a health insurance plan because those 

drugs were “way too costly to pay for privately.” Gabriel had commanded her to sign up 

for school health insurance immediately, but she soon discovered the pre-existing 

condition clause that automatically exempted her from the plan.  

The band-aid was working well though, and Sofia had devised a plan of action 

to get herself cured. She took the prednisone as instructed but had also begun to partake 

in a nightly toke on Michelle’s bong. Her roommate always claimed that positive 

energy combined with good quality weed had medicinal qualities that conventional 

doctors were completely unaware of.  And it was true; she was feeling better and did 

not attribute it to the high doses of steroids coursing through her veins, but rather to the 

“chillaxed” state of mind Michelle insisted she achieve. She knew she would be back to 

normal within a matter of weeks.  

Stepping onto the landing, she could see Mr. Blumenthal, perched on a circular 
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stool, his hunched back and crinkled neck a narrow arch over his workbench. She 

rapped on the dusty window and without looking up, he buzzed her in. She walked over 

and placed the velvet bag beside him. “Hi Mr. Blumenthal. Stones are right here,” was 

all she had to say, and even those words may have been too much. The first time she 

had come to Blumenthal, she had explained who she was, why she was there, and had 

pointed out the surface flaws on the stone. Blumenthal had not even shifted his eyes 

from the diamond he was in the midst of attending to and, flicking on his antique tape-

recorder—filling the air with a Yiddish sermon—made it crystal clear he was not 

listening to a word she was saying.  

Mr. Blumenthal wiped his glasses, slowly picking up the bag. His prune-like 

fingers pulled at the drawstrings and fished around for the diamond.  He leaned back in 

his seat, and shifting his skull cap to the top of his head, squinted down at the stone he 

maneuvered in the cracked palm of his right hand.  The blandness of this miniature 

factory was suddenly coated in a feverish brightness seeping in from the small window 

above their heads. It pooled down on the rough diamond nestled in Mr. Blumenthal’s 

hand, penetrating the uneven surface of the stone and sending beams of lightning in 

every which way. Blumenthal—seizing the opportunity to work in the natural light of 

the day— leaned forward and began his work. He placed the diamond on the polishing 

wheel, which looked rather like the scratched base of an old record player, and pinned it 

down with the arm of the machine. Hunching over once more, he held it beneath his 

loupe and slowly started to rotate the diamond. Sparks of debris exploded, settling on 

Mr. Blumenthal’s beard and shirtsleeves and on the work-trodden floor surrounding his 

workbench. Sofia took a step back and placed a hand over her mouth, convinced there 
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were toxic particles likely to travel down her throat. Blumenthal stopped and squinted, 

rotating the stone in the other direction then adjusting the arm several times. When he 

was finished he wrapped it in a handkerchief and slowly rubbed it before holding the 

diamond up, allowing the day to fully illuminate its radiance. 

  

Excited to show Abrahamoff Blumenthal’s precision in skimming the stone of 

its impurities, Sofia hurried downstairs. “There’s an surprise here for you,” Abrahamoff 

called out as she stepped into the office. Sofia looked up to find her father sitting across 

from Abrahamoff at his desk.  

“There’s my girl,” Gabriel said reaching out to his daughter. 

Sofia bent down to kiss him, her father pulling her onto his knee in the process. 

“What are you doing here, Dad?” 

“I had some business with Saul,” he said matter-of-factly. “So Saul, has my 

daughter here been working hard?” 

“She’s been gut. Helping me organize this shmatta of a place.” Abrahamoff 

leaned back and lit a cigarette, Gabriel’s laugh echoing off the walls. 

Sofia’s smile was as stiff as her back weighed down by her father’s hand. Her 

legs twisted beneath her as she attempted to find a comfortable position on the knee she 

had long outgrown. Abrahamoff was busy filing through a stack of documents, 

neglected cigarette ash raining down onto the pages. Sofia’s eyes scanned the mess of 

the desk, searching for the invoices she had left on Abrahamoff’s desk. But what caught 

her eye instead were several square pieces of gold nestled between the fax machine and 

the ash tray.  Abrahamoff’s elbow nudged aside a large manila envelope revealing a 
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stack of belt buckles amid a mess of cap-less pens, safety pins and a clutter of various 

other unimpressive items.  

Abrahamoff cleared his throat and requested the polished diamond. Sofia put the 

parcel paper on the table—their reliable middleman—and Abrahamoff’s clumsy fingers 

pulled it open. He lifted the diamond out of the bag and held it up for Gabriel to see. 

 Gabriel shook his head, a skipping whistle exiting his pursed lips. “I can see 

Blumenthal hasn’t lost his touch. I can’t believe that’s the same stone.” 

Abrahamoff took out his loop and examined it before passing it on to Gabriel. 

“It’s also the perfect size.”  

Sofia slid off her father’s lap and stood with her arms crossed, stopping herself 

from asking any nosy questions in front of her boss. It was eleven fifty-five. “I’m going 

to head back to school if that’s okay Mr. Abrahamoff.” 

“Of course it’s okay,” Gabriel responded. “And I’ll take you back myself. I’m 

parked around the corner.” 

Abrahamoff’s smile was stiff, hand cocked toward Gabriel in mock salute. 

“Meet the new boss,” he said.  

 

Gabriel offered to take her to the restaurant of her choice for lunch, but Sofia 

insisted on getting back to school with enough time for a final review before her 

midterm.  

She stared out of the window, her thoughts like a crowded carousel. “So do you 

know anything about Abrahamoff’s project?” she asked her father. “How belts and 

buckles come into it?” 
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“Belts and buckles,” he murmured, the USS Intrepid looming up on the left as 

they cruised up the West Side Highway. “I don’t know. Maybe he’s doing something 

for a friend in the Garment District.” 

Her seat belt cut into her neck as Sofia looked at her father. “What were you 

doing at the office?” she asked. 

“I told you. We’re working on something for a client together,” Gabriel said 

swerving into the next lane. They were both quiet for a moment.  “But we were also 

discussing your health. I just told Abrahamoff that you haven’t been feeling well lately. 

He thinks he can get you onto his group plan—which would be the only way you could 

afford those medications the doctor thinks you need.” 

“You shouldn’t have done that without asking me dad,” Sofia said, her voice 

rising. “I’m an adult now for God’s sake.” 

“This is a big problem which we have to resolve quickly. There’s no time for 

your childish pride,” Gabriel said reaching for the bag of peanuts stashed in his cup 

holder.  

“There’s nothing wrong with me. I’ve been fine lately. You’re the one who’s 

always telling me how doctors know nothing.” 

“What you have could be a little more complicated,” Gabriel said, pouring the 

bag into his upturned mouth.  

“How do you know that?” Sofia asked, her eyes narrowing. 

“I realized the other day that I know someone who had the same illness,” he said 

pulling up in front of the campus gates. “You’ll be fine carina, but you have to follow 

the doctor’s instructions.” 
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Sofia shook her head. First her dad was convincing her she would be fine, now 

he was telling her that what she had was serious. “Thanks for the ride dad,” she said 

through a lengthy exhalation. 

Gabriel grabbed her arm. “You’ll be fine Sofia,” he said again. “And I told you, 

I’m working on something and when it goes through, you won’t need a part-time job 

anymore. You can devote all your time to your studies and your friends.” 

“I’m happy that things are getting better for you, Dad,” she said getting out of 

the car without looking at him. “And thanks for offering to support me again, but it feels 

good to be independent. I’m actually learning stuff about the trade.” 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Much to Sofia’s dismay, it was her turn to clean and restock the bathroom. She 

had spent the day down in the East Village that past Sunday; despite Hiromi’s 

determination to get a head start on her holiday shopping, she hadn’t yet found 

appropriate gifts for her family.  Panicking about the holidays only a month away, Sofia 

had promised to help her out and the shopping trip turned out to be successful in every 

way. Not only did the girls discover gold at a little antique store off of Union Square, 

where Hiromi purchased gifts for both her brother and grandmother, but further down 

the street Sofia became infatuated with a pair of camel-skin boots and spent three-

quarters of her earnings making them hers.  Her next paycheck would not be arriving 

until the end of the month. Until then she had to calculate every expenditure, deeming it 

necessary for survival, before withdrawing her wallet from her bag. Toilet paper was an 

inescapable expense—it was her turn replace the diminishing pile obscuring the 

bathroom window. So Sofia purchased the thinnest recycled toilet paper from the dollar 

store at the corner of 125th and Broadway, and tried to remain apathetic to the hoots of 

laughter regarding her penny-pinching ways.   

Naturally, Hiromi didn’t let up. “Man, the amount of times I need to fold that 

flaky-grey crap in order to have any semblance of a good, clean wipe! You’re killing 

me, Sofia,” she said.  

Sofia, in the midst of clearing the bathroom floor of long golden strands of hair, 

ignored the stiffness surrounding her knuckles and brandished the dirty mop at Hiromi. 
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 “Everything always seems so easy for you, I thought you needed a little challenge—” 

Sofia’s cell-phone belted out a loud ring, the caller ID flashing unfamiliar digits. She 

hesitated momentarily before answering. “Hello?”  

“Sofia. How are you?” spoke the familiar voice.  

Sofia averted her eyes from her reflection in the bathroom mirror.”David. Hi.” 

He was actually calling her—taunting the doubt she had experienced after scrawling 

down her number for him outside the Guggenheim’s blank rotunda. Hiromi who had 

been on her way back to her room, scurried back into the bathroom and stood facing 

Sofia, hands staunchly on her hips. 

“I’m following up on my invitation to go and see some real art,” David said, the 

smile in his voice apparent. 

Sofia pulled out her ponytail holder, her hair tumbling out of its messy bun. 

“What did you have in mind?” 

“They’re having an Edward Munch exhibit at the Met. I think you’ll enjoy it. 

The works they’re showing are Expressionist, but have many characteristics of the 

Impressionist era—maybe your friend Hiromi would be interested too.” 

Sofia glanced up at Hiromi, questioning whether her friend had heard her name. 

It was hard to tell as the Cheshire-cat grin had not escaped her face “I’ll find out. But as 

for me—sure. I’d love to.” In keeping with David’s desire to avoid the weekend rush, 

they arranged to meet mid-afternoon Tuesday.  

Sofia was barely able to say her goodbyes before Hiromi began her cat-calls, 

addressing Sofia as Lolita and asking her why she hadn’t stopped messing with her hair 

during the entire conversation.  
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Sofia didn’t even try to pretend that David’s phone call was insignificant to her. 

It was pointless. She also failed to mention that David had extended the invitation to 

Hiromi as well.  

 

Sofia was in the midst of printing out a receipt for a client who had just 

purchased a twenty-thousand-dollar, two-carat engagement ring. She was surprised to 

learn that the gentleman, a fellow Hassid, was someone Abrahamoff had never before 

met, the jovial banter and constant back slapping making it appear as though the two 

men had been acquainted for years. Zalmy Hershkowitz had been in the office for 

merely an hour, during which time Abrahamoff had shown him three pieces. An 

emerald cut, a princess cut on a Tiffany setting, and lastly a pear-shaped diamond with 

two identical-shaped miniature baguettes on either side—the one that was now 

enshrined in a cushioned, velvet box. Hershkowitz had been indecisive at first, 

explaining to Abrahamoff that he was marrying off his first son, who merely requested 

something exquisite for his bride-to-be. Abrahamoff patiently explained the pros to 

sticking with a classic stone such as the emerald or princess cut, or venturing towards 

the less common but exotic pear-shape. When Hershkowitz still seemed far from 

reaching a resolution, Abrahamoff requested that Sofia model all the rings for him. 

Sofia complied, moving around the counter to stand next to Abrahamoff.  She noticed 

how Hershkowitz, surpassing Abrahamoff in the Ultra-Orthodox department, avoided 

eye-contact with her at all times, concentrating on her hand as she slid the first diamond 

onto her ring finger. Abrahamoff always looked at Sofia, even if it was over the rim of 

his glasses—perhaps thinking that if he was looking at a young lady, at least it was a 
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blurry view. Sofia, feeling rudely ignored, thought he should teach that trick to 

Hershkowitz. 

For the most part, the sizes in the display case ran large, so the second ring also 

slid on pretty easily, its stone sparking a jitter of light on the back wall. The emerald 

cut, however, was a smaller size and refused to budge over her ballooning red knuckle 

forcing Sofia to display it ridiculously on the tip of her finger.  Neither of the two men 

noticed though, because Abrahamoff had walked Hershkowitz over to the window 

looking out onto Forty-Seventh Street at the height of traffic.  

“You’re asking for a lot of gelt for these rings,” Hershkowitz was saying, 

pulling on the edge of his beard. “Maybe I should shop around a bit.”  

“You’re getting the best deal for the perfect stone. You’re not going to find 

cheaper unless you want to go over to Klein’s for some cubic zirconium,” Abrahamoff 

said gesturing to the store across the street before throwing his arm over Hershkowitz’s 

shoulder. “Zalmy, I’m treating you like my own bruder. I’m selling you a beautiful 

stone for a wholesale price.” 

Sofia, now familiar with the drill, was waiting for Abrahamoff to map out his 

stress-reducing payment plan. But after a few moments Hershkowitz whipped his 

checkbook out from beneath his long black coat, exhaling sharply.  For the important 

details regarding exact figures, the conversation transitioned into Yiddish, while 

Abrahamoff lit a cigarette for himself and this new addition to the mishpocha. 

Hershowitz returned to the counter for the ring and receipt which Sofia slid across the 

counter to him.  

“Thanks for coming by, and mazal tov,” she said loudly, determined to catch his 
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eye before he left.  Hershkowitz, however, didn’t so much as glance up before leaving, 

Sofia’s eyes boring into the back of his black hat.  

Abrahamoff shut the door. “Mazal tov to you Miss Dayan, you helped me broker 

a deal!” 

  “I’m glad I could help,” she said, and this time it was Sofia who did not know 

where to look. She sat there playing with her fingers desperate to avoid an awkward 

silence. “How come you didn’t offer Mr. Hershkowitz the payment plan?” she blurted 

out.  

 Abrahamoff, in the midst of rolling his side curls up beneath his skull cap, 

paused. “Miss Dayan, Hershkowitz was wearing a Rolex. A payment plan he didn’t 

need.” 

Sofia’s open-mouthed gaze followed Abrahamoff back to his desk. She rose to a 

stand, a sensation like revolving pliers wrenching her knees, turning her smile into a 

grimace.  

“Come, I want that you should make some phone calls,” Abrahamoff said 

turning to see Sofia’s face as she lowered herself into the desk chair.   

“What’s going on? You’re in pain?” He asked, looking at her directly through 

the lenses of his glasses. 

Sofia lacked the patience to construct another story. She also knew that 

Abrahamoff needed to know the whole truth, especially if it got to the point where she 

had to take time off. She turned towards him. “I’ve been having pain in my joints. They 

think it’s this disease called rheumatoid arthritis—”  

“Your father said there were some health problems, but arthritis? Riboyno Shell 
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oylam You’re so young!” 

“It’s juvenile, but it’s giving me a lot of trouble right now.” 

“I have an cousin with that same condition.” Abrahamoff said, going on to 

describe her life of tremendous suffering, how she had been one of the first recipients of 

Knee Replacement procedure. “One was unsuccessful and she had to redo it.” 

Sofia knew she was cringing, desperately hoping Abrahamoff would stop 

talking.  

“So that’s why you need the health insurance?” Abrahamoff said. “Your father 

was talking to me about that.” 

“Yes, he told me. There are some medications that could help me, but it would 

be impossible without coverage.” 

Abrahamoff stroked his beard, blew his cigarette smoke toward the ceiling. He 

was quiet for a few seconds. Sofia’s frantic thoughts bumped against her skull. It was 

stupid to have mentioned anything. He wasn’t going to get her onto any group plan but, 

she thought, he was certainly considering letting her go—hiring a more efficient, 

healthier, office assistant. Abrahamoff handed her a paper with names and phone 

numbers scrawled in near-illegible print. “Please call these customers and tell them their 

pieces are ready,” was all he said.  

 

By the end of the morning Sofia’s fluid–filled knees boomeranged out from her 

torso. Painfully aware of her behind protruding outwards like a pincushion, she utilized 

every piece of furniture in the room as a crutch, attempting to disguise her limp as she 

exited the office. Making her way down the block was an excruciating ordeal. The 
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swelling in her knees left her walking no faster than a rain-drenched slug. A haziness 

veiled her eyes from the sun winking down upon the chrome-topped building directly 

ahead of her, and every clumsy step she took resonated as a thump towards the base of 

her skull. A fatigue so powerful it threatened to lay her down on the sidewalk lowered 

her onto the steps ascending to the New York Public Library. She rested her pulsing 

forehead on her knees and felt the wet saltiness gather behind her eyelids. The last time 

her joints turned on her, she began a mental negotiation with God, making numerous 

desperate promises regarding self-improvement until the swelling subsided. Today there 

was no negotiation. As the tears paraded down the sides of her face, she demanded help, 

screamed for mercy. Dr. Orenstein’s haunting prognosis surged through her mind. A 

potentially debilitating disease…potentially debilitating. The energy needed in order to 

round the corner and descend into the smoky wilderness of the subway system was 

beyond her. Raising her head and stripping away the matted hair affixed to her temple, 

Sofia waved for a cab and gave him the address of Dr. Orenstein’s clinic. She rode 

uptown thinking of her meeting with David scheduled for the following day, realizing 

how going anywhere with him was the last thing on earth she wanted to do. Laying her 

head against the back seat, Sofia watched the whirlwind of the towering city gaze down 

upon her insignificant suffering.  

Twenty-five minutes later she was steadying herself at the secretary’s station. 

She was informed that the doctor never accepted walk-ins but when Sofia lifted her skirt 

displaying the inflated anger of her knees, a look of sympathy traversed the secretary’s 

face. Two and a half hours later, she was shown into an examining room where her 

knees were doused with iodine and stabbed with a large syringe, extracting 4ccs of fluid 
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from each knee. It was the highest volume that had ever been drained from her joints 

and according to Dr. Orenstein, would slowly annihilate her cartilage. 

 

Sofia slipped into a seat in the auditorium ten minutes after class had 

commenced. She turned to wave at Hiromi, seated a few seats to her left, who raised a 

quizzical eyebrow in return. Opening her book, she flipped to Chapter Eight, and 

skimmed the opening summary about the Romantics before glancing up at John 

Constable’s rural Suffolk. Dr. Monroe, stick pointed at the vast space above the pastoral 

landscape, asked his students for the significance of the clouds canvassing the sky. The 

professor’s nose twitched upon observing Graham Sykes waving his hand with 

frustrated sighs. Sofia’s annoyance at this head of thick curly hair constantly bobbing up 

and town to some unheard tune, increased.  Especially now that she was seeing him in 

her dorm house as well as in class. His mannerisms, shared by many of the boys she had 

encountered throughout her college career, simply maddened her; the pseudo-

intellectual tone he took while placing the arm of his glasses in the corner of pursed 

lips. The way he glanced heaven-ward mid sentence searching for additional 

inspiration, was nausea-inducing.  

Sykes was aware of the professor’s recent attempts to ignore him, and instead, 

call on a student who wouldn’t spend a half-hour undermining his omniscient position. 

Sofia followed Monroe’s stick as he gestured towards the landscape intent on absorbing 

his words about Constable’s use of clouds as a way to express sentiments of 

melancholy. It appeared to Sofia that the fixation on the melancholy was common in the 

eighteenth century. Just earlier that week in her literature class, she had been called 
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upon to read a verse from Keats’s somber ode: But when the melancholy Fit shall fall, 

Sudden from heaven like a weeping cloud… She stared at the clouds hovering above the 

distant mill, fingering the round band aids masking the pin-pricks at her knees.  

 Slowly, she made her way out of the auditorium, deciding not to wait for Hiromi 

who was laughing out loud at something and gathering her books at a leisurely pace. 

Outside on the lawn the crunch of the dead leaves beneath her feet quieted Sofia’s mind. 

A squirrel stood before her on his hide legs, hands together in a plea for anything else 

she could toss his way. He scampered off at the sound of fast steps heightening the 

rustle of the leaves. Sofia ignored the footsteps until the “can you please wait up?” 

pierced the gentle wind.  

 “Hi Hiromi,” Sofia said without stopping. 

 “Uh hello! Are we not eating lunch together today?”  

 Sofia glanced at Hiromi, eyebrows raised again, yet this time without the 

accompanying grin. “I actually think I’m skipping lunch today. I’m really tired.”  

A silence hung between them until Hiromi placed a hand onto Sofia’s arm. “Are 

you limping?” she asked. 

“I’m fine. So tired. Would I be able to photocopy today’s notes? I think I missed 

some stuff.”  

Hiromi ‘s shaking head accelerated the gentle sway of her purple hoop earrings. 

“I can’t believe that! Who would have thought that you would ever miss a word Mr. 

Twitch has to say?”  Hiromi had never stopped reminding Sofia of her comment on the 

first day of class, that Professor Monroe was attractive and his twitch gave him 

character.  
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A forced laugh exited the back of Sofia’s throat. She attempted to ignore the 

tenderness in her still puffy knees, her light frame feeling one hundred pounds heavier. 

Glancing at Hiromi’s bony knees protruding from beneath her denim mini skirt, Sofia 

felt the strange nature of self consciousness surround her. Hiromi once again raised the 

subject of lunch, trying to persuade Sofia that if they bought some sandwiches out to the 

lawn it could be relaxing. “I’ll bring down my picnic blanket—” 

“Hiromi, I just want to go to bed!” The abruptness of her tone surprised them 

both and before she was able to hold herself back Sofia was crying for the second time 

that day.  

Hiromi grabbed Sofia’s arm and steered her to the bench facing the back wall of 

the administration building. “Can you please tell me what is going on with you?”  

For a few minutes Sofia simply could not speak, and the more alarmed Hiromi 

became, the harder she cried. Finally, she lay her head on Hiromi’s lap and unleashed it 

all. The pain, the swelling, the trips to the doctor’s office, the draining. The prognosis. 

The acceptance of the prognosis. The lack of desire to live. 

Instead of interrupting her friend with meaningless consolation, Hiromi sat there 

in silence, her fingers combing through Sofia’s hair.  She waited until Sofia stopped 

speaking and was sobbing once more before she spoke. “I’m going to e-mail to my 

grandmother in Tokyo. She studied homeopathic medicine for years. She’ll know what 

to do.” 

Sofia failed to acknowledge Hiromi’s words. “I guess I conform more to the 

Jewish stereotype now that I’m inflicted with a genetic illness—” Hiromi tried to 

interject but Sofia continued on. “And I always thought I’m the antithesis of all the 
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fucking stereotypes. I don’t look Jewish—I don’t have a big nose. I’m not fantastically 

smart and am terrible handling money. I was going to come here and be the projection 

of the real Jew. The Jewish girl all you people would want to hang with. And now look 

at me—I am predisposed to illness—I’m sick with rheumatoid arthritis. I’m tainting my 

family’s gene pools!” 

“Would you stop that!” Hiromi shrieked. “You’re nuts, girlfriend. Just because 

you have this condition does not mean a thing about who you are! Do you think people 

are going to start pointing at you, talking about what a ‘dirty Jew’ you are because 

you’re limping! You’re freaking insane. I doubt anyone even knows about Jews and 

genetic illness—I sure as hell didn’t. If you want to talk stereotypes let’s talk about me. 

I’m Asian so that automatically means I eat rice all day and am super smart and 

computer savvy right? That’s why at the end of every class, about five people who I 

don’t even know come up to me and ask for my notes. Oh, and when the girls return my 

notebook, naturally they ask me for the name of a good nail salon because I must have 

cousins all around town who work in them.” 

Sofia sat up and turned toward Hiromi. “Is that really how you feel?” 

There was a smile in Hiromi’s eyes. “Some of the time, yeah. I feel my Asian-

ness way more than you feel your Jewishness—that I can guarantee you, oh Queen of 

Drama.” She looked down at Sofia’s knees. “Did you get your knees drained today?” 

Sofia pulled her skirt over the rainbow mix of purple bruise and yellow iodine 

peeking out from behind the band-aids “Yes. It wasn’t fun.” 

Hiromi leaned over and kissed Sofia’s cheek. “I know Grandma can help. She’s 

got all kinds of theories and they work! I had major stomach issues in twelfth grade and 
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none of the stuff the doc was prescribing for me helped at all. She sent me some kind of 

herb and after three days of taking it I was feeling back to normal. I guess I really am 

typical Asian even if I do hate rice—I’m big into alternative medicine.” 

Sofia laughed. “You’re the one who’s nuts Hiroms.” 

“And you know what else,” Hiromi continued. “I actually thought you were the 

quintessential Jew way before this all happened. Your cheap toilet paper was the dead 

give-away.” 

 

The inflammation was like a powerful rainstorm, hitting hard but then drying 

out with not much of a remnant that it was ever there. This surreptitious nature of the 

disease had been the reason for Sofia’s state of denial, for her failure to comprehend 

that like an annoying pest, her symptoms would be back. Talking out loud with Hiromi 

had finally cured her of her disbelief and she awoke the next morning feeling physically 

better but very conscious that the inflammation had only temporarily subsided. Hiromi 

barreled through the door, awakening her from an unsettled sleep to broadcast a piece of 

breaking news. She had just walked in on Graham Sykes in the bathroom naked. “The 

nerd doesn’t even lock the door and he pisses sitting down!”  

Sofia sat up “What is he doing in our suite?” 

“Well that’s the best part,” Hiromi said sinking down onto the mattress. “He 

went back into Shannon’s room. Those two are sleeping together!” 

Michelle rolled over, a loud groan escaping from beneath her quilt. “Could you 

two stop being so selfish, I don’t have class until eleven.” 

Sofia lowered her voice to a whisper. “Those two are perfect for each other.” 
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“Of course,” Hiromi consented. “I knew Shannon was going to end up with a 

boyellectual from day one!” 

“Boyellectuals” was the term they had come up with for the overwhelming 

majority of Columbia’s male student body. These were guys who still appeared pre-

pubescent. Their hair grew over their ears, converse boots laced widely at the foot of 

bedraggled jeans. However, they considered themselves men to be reckoned with 

merely because they had read “Call Me Ishmael,” the book Hiromi insisted graced 

every one of their bookshelves. They studied Nietzsche during their down time, but 

were still “Uber cool” because they analyzed every Radiohead song to death. 

“I’m feeling nauseated just picturing those two,” Hiromi said grimacing. 

Riding the subway down to work Sofia laughed at the memory of Hiromi’s 

disgusted face.  She had behaved toward Sofia just like she always had, leaving the 

room with her usual “kisses to Abrahamoff from me.”  Hiromi mentioned nothing about 

the previous day’s conversation and Sofia loved her for it.  At the next stop a homeless 

man, hands clasping a burgundy bottle wrapped in paper, got into her car. Raising the 

volume of her discman Sofia drowned out the man’s seemingly fabricated rendition of 

how he ended up on the streets of New York City. As he passed her by she pulled her 

knees in towards her chest ensuring that his grimy work pants wouldn’t brush against 

her. She covered her mouth with her hands but could still smell the oppressive cocktail 

of alcohol and urine. 

 

 The morning at the office felt interminable, primarily because Abrahamoff was 

out for meetings and had left her with nothing to do other than entertain herself with 
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thoughts about her upcoming afternoon at the Met. At eleven-thirty Abrahamoff’s 

private line rang. Sofia was only meant to pick up the main office line, but given that 

her current activity was making a chain out of multi-colored paper clips, she answered. 

It was Blumenthal.  

 “Where’s Solly?” he asked without greeting her. 

 “He’s down in the club,” Sofia responded. “Can I take a message?” 

 “Tell him I shaved down the stone but it still didn’t fit. Tell him to get me a 

Mont Blanc.” 

Brow furrowed into deep grooves, Sofia sat fiddling with the box of Marlboro 

Reds on Abrahamoff’s desk. “Is that all you want me to tell him?” 

 “Dus is alls,” Blumenthal said promptly hanging up the phone.  

 Abrahamoff, sauntering into the office at twelve-thirty, found Sofia standing by 

the front door, bag over her shoulder. 

“Busy morning, I’ll pay you overtime,” he said, proving that Sofia’s wooden 

smile was doing little to cover her fury. 

“Thanks,” she muttered before pulling open the door. At the end of the block, 

Sofia let out a loud “damn” and went running back. Abrahamoff had already settled 

himself at his desk with his Talmud and cigarette.  

“I forgot to tell you that Mr. Blumenthal called. Said he needs a Mont Blanc—

the stone didn’t fit.” 

Abrahamoff scratched his head. “Blumenthal never calls the main line.” 

“Yeh—” The phone rang again. Abrahamoff’s wife.  

Sofia waved and hurried out leaving Abrahamoff whose conversation with his 
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wife—always in Yiddish— had become quite animated. She left the store and walked 

towards Fifth Avenue. Appreciative of the change in scenery from her usual west bound 

route, she hurried up the avenue. Rockefeller Center was abuzz with the flurried 

movements of corporate slaves breaking for lunch, the winter season ice-skating rink 

slowly materializing in the background. Sofia’s eyes drifted to the eye-popping displays 

beyond every store window, pausing outside Saks to examine the jacket casually laid 

over the shoulder of a disinterested mannequin. Glimpsing through the revolving doors 

tirelessly spitting out and drawing in shoppers, she caught sight of the chrome-topped 

cosmetic counters systematically placed on the ground floor. She realized then, that her 

desire to work in that gilded and perfumed environment, had waned.  Further up the 

avenue, she passed the doors of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, its defiant spires piercing the 

hazy sky. The intricate rose window above the main entrance, forever a testament to 

Gothic architecture, filtered in a weak daylight. A bride and groom stood posing for 

pictures before the open doors, their shifting forms providing glimpses of solemn pews 

facing the altar. 

 

The wind, dormant when Sofia entered the subway station, had stirred by the 

time she exited at Eighty-Sixth Street. Walking directly against its force grappling with 

the sleeves of her coat, she made her way back to Fifth Avenue. David was waiting for 

her outside the museum’s main entrance, trench coat buttoned, a felt fedora pulled low 

over his ears.  

“David!” Sofia called hurrying over to him. “Why are you waiting outside?” 

“I only just got here myself and I couldn’t remember where we had arranged to 
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meet,” he said between cold, cloudy breaths. 

They hurried up the steps and into the high-ceilinged lobby, its vast stone space 

surprisingly warm. Standing in line for coat check David removed his hat and shrugged 

off his coat.  His cheeks were flushed, and his hair stood in stiff formation at the back of 

his head making him appear tousled and boyish. The pressed collar of his shirt peeked 

out over the top of his form-fitting sweater and the toned bulges of his arms were 

clearly defined beneath the dark fabric. Sofia turned away, aware that she was smiling 

and preoccupied herself with removing her coat and zipping her gloves into the interior 

pocket of the lining.  

“You look good,” he said hand running through his hair, eyes scanning the 

outline of Sofia’s figure, clad in an olive green turtle-neck and black knitted skirt.  

She waved her hand, belittling the comment but so happy he had acknowledged 

her efforts to dig further through Michelle’s wardrobe than ever before—determined to 

find something with some degree of sex appeal while still meeting Abrahamoff’s 

regulations. The black knitted skirt fell just below her knee but she knew that it was 

snug around her behind, betraying her small curves.  

 At the front of the line the coat clerk asked whether they wanted two separate 

check-in numbers. “One’s fine.” David responded taking Sofia’s coat and handing it 

over the counter with his own.  

 Watching the clerk place her coat on the hanger and then shroud it with David’s 

heavy trench, Sofia’s felt her body temperature begin to climb. 

 

 The woman’s long tresses of dark hair, veiling her face, spilled over her bare 
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leg. Her shadow caressed her from behind, burrowing between her naked torso and the 

pink hues of the wall above her. And then there was the eye-catching crimson of her 

coverlet, cushioning her knees as she wept.  The hues of red were intoxicating, running 

like a poisoned river, leaving no traces on the quiet walls between the canvases.  There 

was the red traversing the sky above the wailing man on the pier. The long fiery arms 

dangling down over the mourners shrouded in black, their faces hollow. The flaming 

hair of the prostitute crying into the nape of her lover’s neck. It was here though, in 

front of the weeping nude, that the color was actually wrapping itself around Sofia. She 

no longer had to read the caption to learn of Munch’s depression and feelings of sexual 

longing, or ask David about for his interpretation of the piece. She could see it in the 

woman. Her obscured face revealing her despair, her legs splayed, heart yearning to be 

violated in place of her body. 

 They stood there for a long time, the quiet sound of heels tapping the parquet 

floor far away from them. David touched Sofia’s shoulder guiding her over to the last 

painting in the exhibit; a self-portrait of Munch dining alone at a restaurant. The 

painting exuded a sunny tranquility swimming through the window, brushing the outer 

edge of the wine bottle, and pooling onto the stark white table cloth. The calm could 

also be witnessed in Munch’s hands, gently clasped together on his lap but loosing its 

way to his solemn face shrouded in a red halo.  

 Out in the hallway David turned to her, smile embedded deep within his eyes. 

“You liked it didn’t you?” 

 “It was pretty amazing. I mean, I feel like I know who he was. Each of those 

paintings was telling me something about his life.” 
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 “I was worried because of your feelings about abstract—Munch’s paintings are 

not exactly realist.” 

 “It’s different though. Even if there were abstract concepts in his work, his 

characters seemed so real to me.” Sofia paused for a second. “It’s like you can feel their 

pain.” 

 “I know,” David said, eyes locked onto Sofia’s. 

 Sofia felt his gaze searching within her, trespassing beneath her exterior. 

Flushed, she averted her eyes and walked over to the great staircase. She clutched onto 

the stone banister and rounded her back, attempting to dull the ache rising from her 

tailbone. David leaned against the banister and folded his arms across his chest.  

 “It’s terrible. The standing really aggravates the back,” he glanced at his watch. 

“And we were in there for eighty minutes yes?” 

 “I don’t know. I never wear a watch,” Sofia said. She shifted so that they both 

stood facing the kimono-clad dolls staring blankly at them through the glass cases lining 

the walls. “It was an intense exhibit.” 

 She turned her head sideways to look at David, their shoulders almost touching. 

His eyes were upon her once more.  

“Let’s walk through another exhibit before we go. I don’t want you to leave here 

feeling the weight of Munch’s life on your shoulders,” he said. 

“Okay,” Sofia responded finding difficulty formulating words with David’s 

Roman nose only inches from her own. 

They walked down a long hallway lined with award winning photographs 

entitled Lovers and Haters. David asked her about school, how Hiromi was doing—
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sparking a brief but wild stab of jealousy—and of course about Abrahamoff. Sofia told 

him about how she had helped Abrahamoff make a sale, including the details regarding 

how Abrahamoff had gotten his original asking price in a mere twenty minutes. 

“That’s why we all work with Abrahamoff, he could sell birdseed to a king,” 

David said laughing, a tone of affection lacing his voice. 

Sofia’s responsive laugh came out louder than anticipated, but more because of 

David’s absurd expression she assumed he had translated from Italian, rather than any 

fondness for Abrahamoff’s endearing quirkiness.  

“I mean, you must have noticed that the man can size up a client in a minute flat 

and know exactly how to handle him.” 

“Absolutely,” Sofia nodded remembering Abrahamoff’s comment about 

Hershkowitz’s watch. Since then she paid close attention to the wrist of every customer 

who walked through the door and was quite familiar with the time-teller brands worn by 

the upper-crust. Her eyes grazed David’s wrist swinging by his side catching the 

unmistakable face of a Breitling.  

Quickly she looked away, feeling David’s hand on her back guiding her into 

another special exhibit—a room flooded with the vitality that was Pierre Auguste 

Renoir. This time around, there was no retrospection or analysis. They merely absorbed 

the explosion of color in the floral forest surrounding the two little girls on the terrace, 

soaked in the red lips and silken sashes of the ladies at the outdoor luncheon.  The 

French countryside was infinite, winking its golden glory down upon the boating party 

standing at the shore, spreading its summer warmth upon the nursing mother seated 

outside amongst the elements. They gazed at the regal presence of Madam Charpentier 
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poised on a plush sofa, her little girls beside her in their matching frocks. A St. Bernard 

lay stretched out on the floor, his coat the same color as his mistress’s dress.   

“This is the good life,” David murmured looking up at the two maidens 

gathering flowers in a lush meadow.   

Sofia pointed across the room toward the painting detailing a rainy Paris 

afternoon, grey sky leering out from behind a cluster of black umbrellas. “But I guess 

even Renoir realized that all summers come to an end,” she joked. 

“It appears you’ve joined the opposing camp. Welcome. I knew a bit of time 

with Edvard Munch would do the trick yes?” His arms spanned the room. “As beautiful 

as all of this is, it’s not a true depiction of life.” 

“So was that your goal? To rid me of my love for Impressionist art?” Sofia 

asked with a look of disapproval.  

“No, not at all.  I love all of this. It’s just that the concepts behind some of these 

paintings are more abstract than you realize.” 

The musicality of David’s accent sank in again. The way his voice lingered on 

the word love, diminishing all surrounding sounds. They had moved over to the 

painting and Sofia was pointing to the lone girl at the forefront of the picture, her face 

consumed with sadness, bare head exposed to the downpour. And when the melancholy 

fit shall fall…. 

“I’m like her. I’m grappling with the cruelty of life.” 

“What do you mean?” David asked. 

Sofia shrugged and moved on to the next picture. 
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Outside the wind had not let up and the temperature drop accompanying the 

darkened sky was severe. Sofia yanked her collar around her neck, cursing herself for 

leaving her scarf in her room. At the curb David walked over to a waiting black Lincoln 

and pulled open the door.  

“Please,” he said to Sofia. Surprised, she slid into the back seat and David got in 

beside her.  

“Home?” The driver asked.  

“Yes. Thank-you Daryl,” David replied. “Daryl will drive you back to campus 

later, but there’s something I want to show you first.” 

As they edged down Fifth Avenue, a tiptoeing flutter ran up the sides of Sofia’s 

arms. She looked out of the window observing the antique furniture in the dimly lit 

foyer of The Mirage. The décor in the next building was modern; slabs of marble 

topped with giant glass vases overflowing with lilies and pale leather couches taking up 

little space in the vast lobby. For the most part though, the buildings maintained an 

appearance of traditional luxury—plush Persian rugs and high backed velvet arm chairs 

with gold lacquered arms. It was in front of the burgundy-carpeted lobby of number 

nine-fifty that the car stopped. “This is me,” he said.  

A uniformed doorman sat leaning against a high booth, his right hand rubbing 

the hairs poking out beneath his cap. He jumped up at the sight of them, and pushed 

open the door. “Good evening Mr. Cohen,” he said. “Ma’am.” 

“Hi Walter. It is cold out there,” David said stamping his feet on the mat. Sofia 

followed suit, using her fingers to dislodge a piece of ice affixed to her boot heel. 

Pulling off her hat, she looked up at the majestic chandelier, serpentine moldings 
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snaking around it toward the four corners of the ceiling. The structure, like many others 

she had seen, must have been erected at the very beginning of the twentieth century, 

possessing a grand solidity to it that was deficient in the more modern complexes.  

The ride up to the ninth floor was smooth despite the fact that the elevator was 

operated by cranking a gold lever to the desired floor. Walter stepped to the side as they 

got out, tipping his hat to Sofia, a slight smile illuminating his face. She knew exactly 

what he was thinking and it sent a thrill throttling through her at full-speed. 

David unlocked the door at the end of the hall, admitting them into his living 

area. Her first thought as the door bolted behind her, was that this was a home. The 

space was large and open yet felt secluded from the world, possessing the same 

charismatic orderliness of David himself. A camel-colored leather sofa leaned up 

against the wall. In front of it sat a small glass coffee table overwhelmed by 

symmetrical stacks of newspapers and books.  The small wood-paneled kitchen to the 

left of the living room contained a stainless steel sink and stove. A metal folding table 

placed underneath a partially opened window supplemented counter space and held a 

microwave and toaster oven. The surrounding walls displayed several landscapes, 

riddled with the unmistakable stroke of impressionist-style.  Sofia turned to David who 

had put the kettle on.    

 

“Well, I don’t see any Kandinskys on this wall,” she said. 

David laughed. “I knew that was going to be the first thing you said and I 

wanted to prove to you that I really do love Impressionist art.  I appreciate the beautiful 

illusion even if it isn’t the whole truth and I wouldn’t want anything else on my walls.” 
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He turned and pointed to the Chagall hanging on the wall beside the kitchen. “That’s the 

most abstract I’ll go for my apartment.” 

Sofia walked up to the painting. “Is it an original?” She asked.  

“Yes. It was a gift.” 

The painting depicted a bride and groom locked in embrace. They were floating 

in the sky, flowers pirouetting around their heads. Maybe it was the long journey for the 

deeper meaning they had embarked upon for the last several hours that automatically 

propelled Sofia’s next question. 

“Have you ever been married?” she asked. Immediately embarrassed she 

refrained from making eye contact with David. 

“No, I haven’t.” 

She pointed at the painting. “Do you think this is an illusion too?”  

“No.” He walked out with the tea and pointed his chin at the couple. “Not for 

everyone but maybe for me.” 

She walked over to the painting hanging behind the couch. It was a sweeping 

view of an old city at sunset, last exhales of gold breathing down upon the distant 

rooftops.  

“This is really beautiful,” Sofia said.  

“It’s my hometown—Florence. The artist painted it from the Piazza 

Michelangelo which is positioned high up over the city,” David said. He walked over 

and pointed out the Duomo cathedral and the Synagogue known as Tempio Maggiore. 

David pointed to the left of the panorama, where a narrow bridge extended over the 

river. “The Ponte Vecchio.” 
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David asked her to sit down and poured her some tea. He was quiet for a 

moment as his eyes drifted back to Chagall’s bridal scene. 

“What about you?” he asked, the smile in his eyes deep. “There must be 

someone special a beautiful lady like yourself has met at a place like Columbia 

University.” 

“Not really,” Sofia answered sipping her tea.” The majority of the guys there 

aren’t exactly what I’m looking for.” 

“Why is that?” David asked, his smile puzzled. 

“They just try too hard. That’s the only way I can explain it,” Sofia said. 

“They’re pathetic.” 

His eyes studied her. “I think I know what you mean.” he said. “Suffocating 

intellectual types—boys who think they’re big-shots because they’ve studied Voltaire 

yes?”  

“Yes!” She was surprised at how David, coming from a different generation, had 

so precisely zeroed in on the very accurate stereotype. 

“Those types have always been around. But they’re not all like that. You’ll find 

the one.” 

She was struck by an immediate pang of hurt over David’s complacent 

confidence in the idea of her dating someone and walked over to peruse the bookshelf 

lining the opposite wall. Her eyes scanned over the complete works of Primo Levi and 

Natalia Ginzburg, then bumped into a thick folder labeled List Prices. She paused and 

turned to David who was following her every move.  

“Can I take a look at this?” she asked.  
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He raised his mug. “By all means.” 

The opened folder revealed rows upon rows of letters, numbers and prices. 

“Abrahamoff is always telling everyone he’s selling them a stone for ‘way below list 

price,’ I’ve always wanted to see this list for myself.”  

“Of course that’s what he’s telling them. The list educated the consumer—too 

much according to most dealers. But they have to work with it, beat the list price,” 

David said. 

Her finger traced along a line of stats. “We just sold a D color two carat marquis 

for twenty-three thousand.”  

“About a grand and a half below list price.” David said 

She raised her brows. “Do you know the whole list by heart?” 

“Yes, for the most part. It is my job. What was the clarity?” 

“Vs2 with GIA report,” Sofia said sitting at the edge of the arm-chair across 

from David. 

“I’d say the customer got himself a deal,” David said smiling. “I think he’s 

probably grateful that I sent him to Abrahamoff.” 

“You sent him to us? Why would you do that—I mean wouldn’t you want the 

business yourself?” 

Now David looked surprised. “I’m not a trader, I’m a broker, so it’s my job to 

set my clients up with a dealer I think will meet their needs.”  

Sofia’s mind traveled back to the conversation she had overheard at the club 

when she was in line to drop off the stones Abrahamoff had sent downstairs for pre-

GIA evaluation. The two traders behind her, an Asian and Israeli, were laughing about 
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their broker and how the guy was such a “poor schmuck” who had to do all the ass 

kissing for his two percent commission. “I’ve heard that’s a tough job,” she said. But 

the words felt funny coming out of her mouth as she watched David ease back into the 

leather upholstery, his fingers gently gripping the ankle above his soft leather moccasin.  

He said nothing as she returned the folder back to the shelf. “I guess it’s not 

always so hot for dealers either. I know my dad’s having a hard time.” Satisfied with the 

way she had transitioned into the subject Sofia leaned against the wall, flexing her 

stiffening fingers, and casually verified that David had known her father back in Italy.  

“Yes that’s right, we were neighbors growing up in Florence. We spent so much 

time together because our mothers were best friends. He became like an older brother to 

me.” David leaned over to the cabinet on his right and removed a small photo album. 

He quickly flipped through the pages, stopping towards the end. “Have a look at this,” 

he said. 

Sofia stooped down to glance at the photograph. A teenage boy with brilliant 

green eyes knelt down beside a younger child with skin like polished mahogany, his 

sticky chocolate smile glistening in the Mediterranean sun. Behind them a sweeping 

mountainside held a cluster of pastel-colored houses high above the crashing waves. 

“Oh my God,” Sofia whispered, immediately recognizing her father. “He looks so… 

young.” 

David laughed. “Age gets to all of us I’m afraid. I can’t see a trace of myself in 

that boy either.” 

“Where was this taken? That place looks like a paradise.” 

The place was called Cinque Terre, and according to David, before it became a 
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commercialized tourist trap it was a paradise. He spoke of the long summer afternoons 

when he and Gabriel would slide down the slick-surfaced rocks jutting over the ocean, 

spraying tepid water over the topless bathers. It was impossible for Sofia to picture this 

person David spoke of in such blatantly fond terms. This fun-loving Gabriel who 

invented the wildest and most dangerous games, sheer bliss for any adventurous young 

boy. The man she knew as her father wasn’t capable of careening head first down the 

slick cliffs of any seaside village. In fact, he had displayed a persistent intolerance for 

any childish behavior on her and her brother’s part as they maneuvered through 

childhood beneath his reproachful stares. She told this to David as she dropped down to 

the floor beside where he sat. 

“I’m sorry that you never got to see that side of him Sofia,” he said shifting in 

his seat, his fingers beginning to drum against the arm rest. 

 “It seems like the two of you were close, so why have you never come out to my 

parents’ house? I mean, I’ve heard your name mentioned but always wondered about 

the face behind the name,” Sofia said, unable to hold back her smile as she thought 

about how unexpected that face turned out to be. 

 “What does your father say when you ask him that question?”  

 “He says that the two of you only have a professional relationship these days. 

That you’re a very busy man.” She looked up at him, her back pressed into the couch. 

 “Oh really?” David cleared his throat. “Well, I’m afraid our professional 

relationship has been somewhat stagnant lately as well. As you mentioned, your father 

is having a tough time right now and I think he’s a little disappointed that I haven’t been 

able to introduce him to the types of clients he’s interested in meeting. So I suppose 
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we’re no longer such great amici, Sofia.” 

 The sound of her name rolling across his tongue was pleasing, momentarily 

distracting. Quickly Sofia refocused herself. “But why is he relying on you?” 

 “I was able to introduce him to some big clients in the past,” David hesitated. 

“But not anymore.” 

 “You’d think since you have known each other for so long, it would take more 

than that to weaken your friendship.” Sofia massaged her throat. “But Dad’s never been 

the best with relationships. Things have never been great between him and my 

mother—or even his parents.”  David’s hand slid down his pant leg and rested on 

Sofia’s shoulder. She closed her eyes, suddenly afraid she might cry. “I take it none of 

that is news to you.” 

 “I only knew your mother when they first got married, before they came back to 

the U.S. But no, she didn’t seem too happy even then.” 

 “Is it because they left Florence that my grandparents don’t speak to them 

anymore?”  

 “Sofia, I understand that you have many questions, but I think you need to get 

these answers from your parents, not from me,” David said. 

 “I’ve asked my dad so many times and he won’t tell me a thing about it.  Once 

my mom said he was in trouble with the authorities so he dragged her half way around 

the world—but she’ll say anything about him when she’s mad. Please, David, I need to 

know what happened. “ 

 David stood up, started to collect the mugs. “Your father worked in his parents’ 

jewelry store on the Ponte Vecchio. Your grandmother was experiencing health 
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problems so they were relying on him. I don’t think they were too happy with the way 

he was running things. It caused a little friction.” 

 Sofia followed him into the kitchen. “What exactly was he doing?” 

 David placed the mugs on the sink, then turned around and touched Sofia’s 

arms. “I understand that you are frustrated, but I think your father needs to give you the 

details about that—whenever he is ready.” 

 She hoped that he wasn’t understanding just what his touch was doing to her and 

was attributing her reddening cheeks to her dissatisfaction with his answers. “You’ve 

already told me that he wasn’t doing a great job with the store, and I know that the 

authorities may have been involved.  I can use my imagination to fill in the blanks, so 

you might as well tell me.”  

“As I’m sure you now know, the diamond trade is a very regulated business,” 

David said. “Your father was having trouble adhering to those rules, and he got his 

parents in some trouble. Their store was almost closed down Sofia.” 

Sofia wondered why the news was not shocking to her. Perhaps the described 

actions seemed to match her father’s often dark and illusive ways. She wanted more but 

David was quick to point out the time and picked up the phone to call for his driver 

“Don’t oversleep tomorrow. I don’t want you to get into trouble with Saul on 

my account yes?” He said walking her to the door. 

“I doubt he’ll even notice whether I come in tomorrow. He has a big meeting 

with one of his Spanish-speaking clients first thing in the morning and he’s going to be 

oblivious to everyone else.” 

“Spanish-speaking clients?” David asked, his tone abrupt. “Who are they?” 
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“I have no idea. All I know is that everything else is on hold when these people 

come in. Their representative is a guy named Rick—I don’t know what his last name is, 

but he’s the one who usually comes in. Weird guy but whatever…” She had started 

walking to the front door but David had remained rooted to the spot, distracted.  

“I take it these clients weren’t your contact,” she said somewhat jokingly. 

“No. They weren’t.” David followed her out of the apartment and down through 

the lobby. Outside the air was as brutal as it had been earlier on in the evening but the 

cold didn’t appear to have any effect on David despite the fact that all he wore was a 

thin shirt.    

“I hope I haven’t caused any trouble between you and Mr. Abrahamoff,” she 

said, suddenly concerned she had said too much about Abrahamoff’s business affairs, 

leaving David feeling slighted about losing out on a commission.  

“I’d be curious to know who the contact is,” David said turning to Daryl and 

instructing him to take her back to the university.  His attention returned to Sofia, now 

seated in the Lincoln. “It was an absolute pleasure, Sofia, and I look forward to seeing 

more of you.” 

Sofia wished him a good night and the cab surged ahead. As they sailed through 

the park, beneath a canopy of bare trees, Sofia thought of her grandparents and their 

little store in Florence. How disillusioned they must be with their only son. She 

wondered about the magnitude of her father’s actions, what he was capable of, 

uncertain she really knew at this point. Leaning her head against the seat, she thought of 

David’s dimly lit apartment, the Chagall flanking the entranceway to the kitchen, the 

feeling of his hand resting on her shoulder. But what captivated her mind pushing all 
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other thoughts to the wayside was that last glimpse of David’s face through the car 

window. The look he had shot her. Desire in its rawest form. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

A disoriented Sofia found herself awake before the crass calling of her alarm 

clock. She lay on her back recalling the events of the previous evening. She thought that 

perhaps she had come on too strong questioning David about her father. She inhaled 

deeply, relaxing the tightness in her chest and arms. She told herself she didn’t care. She 

needed answers, and David was the man who was going to give them to her. The 

familiar ache in her heart was returning again and she found her hand travelling down to 

release a slow building tension. She closed her eyes after a quick glance at Michelle’s 

empty bed and wholeheartedly submitted to the sweet, rising flame paralyzing the pain 

in her fingers. 

Minutes later, Hiromi’s signature rap on the door shook her from her nest of 

tranquility. “You ready for class?” 

 Sofia got up and opened the door. Hiromi came in and sat on the bed stretching 

out her legs. Her tight jeans were tucked into a pair of black Uggs—a  boot Sofia 

refused to even try on, determined to be the one student on campus who didn’t wear 

them.  “I came looking for you last night, it was around one. Needed the assignment for 

class today but you weren’t here. Pretty late to be out and about on a Tuesday night.” 

 Sofia stood in front of the mirror looping large hoops through her tiny ear-lobes. 

She could see Hiromi smiling, waiting in anticipation for her response. “Yeah, I know.” 

 “Well, where were you? Hanging out with Davide again? Being wined and 

dined?”
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 Sofia grinned at Hiromi’s dramatic Italian accent.”Um yeah, actually I was 

spending some time with David.”   

Hiromi’s smile widened. She crossed her arms. ‘What’s the deal here, Sofia? I 

mean I know he really helped us with our project, but we’re done! Isn’t that point where 

you ditch him?” 

Sofia folded herself into her pea coat and pulled on her boots. “He’s a nice guy. 

We have a good time together.” 

“How good of a time?” 

Sofia ignored the playful tone and pulled Hiromi out into the hallway. Busying 

herself with locking the door, she hoped in vain that the long strands of hair escaping 

from behind her right ear were blocking the crimson appearing on her cheeks.  

Hiromi squealed and grabbed her by the shoulders. “Don’t you dare tell me you 

really have a thing for him, don’t you dare!” 

“Ssssshh, will you keep your voice down!” Sofia hurried downstairs with 

Hiromi close at her heels. Outside dried leaves succumbed to strong winds.  

“Sofia, he’s your father’s friend for God’s sake, he’s old! Man this weather is 

brutal!” Hiromi wrapped her cream-colored scarf around her head, silky strands of hair 

escaping down her back. 

“In case you haven’t noticed, I haven’t said a word, Hiromi. You’re coming to 

these conclusions all on your own.” 

“Then why is your face bright red?” 

“Because it’s damn cold! You said so yourself!”  

Hiromi laughed. “I can put all the pieces together without you having to say a 
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word.” 

Sofia stopped in front of the library’s luminous gray facade. “Alright fine! I’ll 

admit it. I have a thing for him but don’t freak out! And he’s not old, he’s thirty-seven 

and absolutely gorgeous.” 

Hiromi squealed again. “How far have you taken this thing? Are you sleeping 

with him?”  

Sofia grabbed her arm and steered her towards the cafeteria. “No! Just come 

with me, I really need to get some coffee before class.” 

They hurried past the library and into the overheated cafeteria. Quickly, Sofia’s 

eyes grazed the line of impatiently shifting Uggs leading up to the industrial sized 

coffee thermoses. She made sure there were no familiar faces about her before she 

started to relate the events of the previous afternoon. She was planning to tell Hiromi 

everything but found herself unable to move past the Edvard Munch exhibit and into 

David’s apartment.  She felt badly leaving Hiromi partially in the dark, denying her the 

details she so craved, especially since Hiromi had more than proven herself to be a 

friend she could rely on. A week ago Hiromi had caught up with her limping back to her 

dorm room after English Comp. Her knees had once again rendered her a wobbly mess 

and she didn’t have time to wipe the tears of exhaustion before Hiromi smacked her on 

the back with a “hey there slowpoke.” Sofia, succumbing to the open arms of 

depression once again, told Hiromi that she shouldn’t be seen hanging with her when 

she was limping like a cripple.  Sofia explained that she had accepted the fact she was 

going to be looked at weirdly by all her suitemates, and then eventually everyone in 

Hartley Hall: She would be known as the girl with the freaky illness, possessed by a 
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demon chomping away at all the healthy cartilage in her body. A sad case limping 

around with no health insurance. The bag lady of Columbia University. But there was 

no reason for Hiromi to get dragged down with her. Hiromi had just laughed out loud, 

called her screwball. The next day she marched into the suite kitchen where Sofia was 

wallowing in a tub of Haagen-daz, and pulled out a sheet of paper with a list of 

instructions from her grandmother.  Shizuka was a healer, and believed in changing 

dietary habits in order to rid the body of toxicities. She had provided a list of 

instructions which Hiromi immediately read out to Sofia: She was to consume lots of 

fruits, vegetables and seafood containing high volumes of omega-3 fatty acids, such as 

sardines and wild salmon. She also thought tofu was a better alternative to meat, a plant 

based protein lacking the hormones fed to farm-raised meat and poultry. Most 

important, Shizuka strongly suggested completely eliminating the intake of refined 

white sugar, flour, and food-coloring. Sofia was touched by Hiromi’s words of 

encouragement as she handed her the page upon which she had translated and typed up 

all her grandmother had e-mailed.  

“That’s really great of you Hiromi. I really appreciate this. Though I don’t know 

if I can handle sardines,” Sofia said. 

“You can and will if helps you.” Hiromi had said, turning back before she left 

the kitchen. “You don’t have to put up your ‘miss tough’ act with me. You’re my best 

friend and I’m here for you.” 

Those words that had flown from Hiromi’s mouth in such a natural, unabashed 

way had Sofia swallowing hard. She never fared particularly well in situations where 

she felt herself getting dragged into a whirlpool of emotions, weakening in her 
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determination to keep a friendship from becoming too intense, but there was no turning 

back. 

Now that their relationship had strengthened, Sofia’s mind was constantly 

preoccupied with keeping tabs, ensuring that she was reciprocating Hiromi’s generosity 

of spirit in whatever way she could. But even though Hiromi squinted at her and said: 

“From what I hear, the Met isn’t open till one a.m,” Sofia just wasn’t ready to discuss 

her relationship with David any further. 

As they grabbed their coffees and Hiromi reminded her that she should opt for 

brown sugar, Sofia quickly swiped her card paying for both their beverages. She was 

fighting to stay ahead in the unrelenting give-and-take race of friendship. 

 Heading out, their conversation moving on to Hiromi’s lack of success with her 

holiday shopping, Sofia’s cell phone rang. She picked up quickly, recognizing 

Abrahamoff’s number.  

 “Mr Abrahamoff?” She said. 

 “Sofia, a favor I need to ask you. A stone fell out of mine pocket in the elevator 

yesterday. The cameras found it and I have a bad cold so my wife won’t allow me to go 

into the city to pick it up. I don’t want to leave the stone with the management over the 

weekend. I don’t trust anyone these days. I want that you should pick up the stone and 

bring it to my house. I know it’s a Friday but for two days’ work I will pay you.” Mr, 

Abrahamoff said, between wheezing breaths. 

 Sofia glanced at her watch. She had class in five minutes but Abrahamoff 

sounded bad. “Okay… What’s your address?”  

 Abrahamoff lived in Williamsburg, a place she knew only because of the 
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landmark bridge connecting it to Manhattan. She snapped her cell phone shut and 

looked at Hiromi, whose eyebrows were aimed straight toward the sky. “My my, your 

life is like a soap opera. What’s going on now?” 

“An emergency situation at work. I have to run. Tell the professor I’m sick—

terrible cramping.” 

 “Don’t worry, I’ll go into explicit detail about your periods in front of the entire 

class. Cramping, dry heaving, I’ll even throw in a little diarrhea,” Hiromi said.  

 Sofia was backing away toward the gate, laughing loudly. “Thanks!” 

 “Kisses to Abrahamoff,” Hiromi said watching Sofia hurry out onto Broadway. 

 

 Sliding her card through the turnstile at the DDC, she waved to Sydney— a 

guard she had come to regard fondly—who did an exaggerated double take as he caught 

sight of her. “The big guy’s got you working Fridays now too? Girl, your college years 

are supposed to be fun.” 

 “Don’t worry, it’s just a quick pick-up and delivery”, Sofia said running to catch 

the elevator. She rode up to the management office on the eleventh floor and presented 

her ID to the receptionist.  

 “I’m here to pick up Mr. Abrahamoff’s stone,” Sofia said. 

 The receptionist unlocked her desk drawer and took out the tightly wrapped 

parcel paper. She handed it to Sofia. “When are these men going to learn not to be so 

careless?” 

 “I take it this happens often?” Sofia asked, slipping the package into the interior 

zipper compartment of her bag.  
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 “Yes, very. And then sometimes we get another person claiming he lost a stone, 

too, and we have to run a whole arbitration. It’s a mess!—You tell Mr. Abrahamoff to 

be more responsible,” the receptionist said, turning back to her buzzing phone. 

 Sofia nodded despite the awareness that she would never utter those words to 

Abrahamoff. She wished Sydney a nice weekend on the way out and he, to her 

amusement, wished her a good Shabbes as if he was just as observant a Jew as any of 

the others. 

 

Abrahamoff had made it seem as though his house was a hop, skip and a jump 

away from the office, but by the time Sofia reached Delancey Street, thirty-five minutes 

had passed. It felt strange to be carrying an expensive stone in a thin leather bag, slung 

over her shoulder—especially while waiting for the J train accompanied solely by a 

man playing an unidentifiable wind instrument, his music lulling him into a passionate 

high.  Alone with the haunting music echoing off the dirty walls, Sofia slung the bag 

around her neck, gripping it with both hands. Finally she was rattling her way across the 

East River, the nervous fluttering in her core distracted by a sharp ache in her hips, 

increasing with every bump the train encountered.  Her right knee, which had been only 

slightly swollen in the morning, had ballooned beyond reasonable proportions and she 

was glad that Abrahamoff’s urgent call had left her with no time to change out of her 

jeans before she rushed out on her “mission.” She didn’t care if Abrahamoff shot her a 

disapproving look. She was doing him a favor on her day off.  

 Per Abrahamoff’s instructions, Sofia got off the train and walked the few short 

blocks to Kent Avenue, passing a large synagogue on her right and several lone 
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Hassidic men—one who practically mowed her over because he was concentrating so 

hard on shielding his eyes from her.  A few short blocks later she stopped outside 

Abrahamoff’s house, a compact red brick structure. She walked up the two steep steps 

to the entranceway sheltered by a measly yellow awning and rang the bell. The door 

was opened by a woman in a long floral housecoat, her head tightly wrapped in a 

mismatching turban. A little boy with long wavy side curls peeked out from behind her, 

his plaid shirt un-tucked, an unfinished Danish in his hand. A miniature Abrahamoff.  

 “Come in please,” she said, her eyes darting towards Sofia’s jeans. “I’ll let my 

husband know that you’re here.”  Immediately feeling uncomfortable, Sofia stepped 

inside and stood in the hallway while Abrahamoff’s wife hurried upstairs, tripping on 

the sweeping hem of her housecoat. Once the door was shut, the intensifying scent of 

roasting meat and frying onion travelled her way, making Sofia unbearably hungry. She 

glanced at the line up of rabbi’s plastering the walls, recognizing one of them from 

work—an apparent favorite of Mr. Abrahamoff’s. Unlike the photo from the office in 

which he sported a prayer shawl, in this picture the rabbi wore a fur hat. To Sofia it 

appeared as though he was saying: “You again, huh? And in jeans no less!”  She looked 

at the little boy who had backed himself against the wall and was fingering the empty 

space between his front teeth. She had no idea Abrahamoff had a son this young. Sofia 

looked down at him. 

“Hi,” she said, merely to break the silence. 

  The boy turned away from her but she could tell he was smiling. He said 

something she couldn’t understand. “I’m sorry, I don’t speak any Yiddish. Can you say 

that again in English?”  The boy immediately started laughing.  
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 “Berel doesn’t speak any English,” she heard Abrahamoff say, the red carpeted 

steps whining under his bulk. He wore striped pajamas under his long black coat. 

Abrahamoff ruffled the boy’s head. “Dementum a bissel rogelech Berel.”  

 The boy ran toward the kitchen and Sofia followed Abrahamoff in the other 

direction, glancing up at his wife who was standing at the top of the stairs, arms tightly 

folded over her monstrosity of a house coat.  

 At the back of the house was an office too small to accommodate the number 

and size of its occupants. Naturally, Abrahamoff seemed larger than life perched on his 

flimsy swivel chair, and cheap bookcases bent beneath the weight of large Talmudic 

volumes flanking the walls behind him. Sofia’s eyes encountered a box of black belts in 

the corner of the room. One was hanging over the side of the carton, its gleaming gold 

buckle grazing the carpet. Photos of rabbis once again crowded every available space in 

the room obviously including several shots of Abrahamoff’s Guru, photographed in a 

variety of pious poses. Abrahamoff scratched the side of his red nose “Can I have the 

stone please?”  

 Sofia took out the parcel paper and placed it on the desk. “I have to admit, I was 

kind of nervous about the responsibility.” 

“Why? Unless you’re acting nervous there’s no reason anyone should know 

what you carry in your bag.” Abrahamoff said simply—belittling her feelings of 

insecurity in one fell swoop. He immediately opened the parcel paper and picked up the 

diamond with a pair of tweezers. He held it up to the light of the one small window to 

his right. “This is the one,” he said.  

 “It’s lucky they found it. It’s not all that big,” Sofia said.  
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 “I was careless, but if you’re going to be careless, the DDC is the place. The 

cameras pick up everything.” Abrahamoff was now looking at the stone through his 

loupe. “But I didn’t want to leave it with the management. Last time I did that, the 

Indian goy from 912 said a stone he also lost. Of course there was nothing on the 

cameras to support him, so the stone I got back—but I’m not taking any chances. Not 

with everything going on right now.” 

 Uninvited, Sofia sat down at the other side of the desk. “What’s going on?” 

 Abrahamoff looked up. “The whole gesheft with De Beers.” 

 Not wanting to risk sounding stupid, Sofia simply nodded. “Right.” 

 Abrahamoff leaned back, his large fingers fishing around in his cigarette pack. 

“I tell you, it used to be so simple—De Beers controlled the world and if you were a 

site-holder, about getting supplied you didn’t have to worry.  All I had to do was make a 

trip to London twice a year and pick up my parcel. The stock wasn’t always exactly 

what I was looking for—or such a groyser metziye, but sometimes I stopped in Antwerp 

and found some other prime stones—even if they weren’t the best. But of course the 

Riboyno Shel Oylam always provided enough for me to make sales for a good few 

months.” Abrahamoff was now slamming the packet into his palm—attempting to 

retrieve that last cigarette.  He leaned to his side and cranked open the window before 

lighting it.  

 It was a strange feeling to be shooting the breeze with Abrahamoff, having an 

exchange that did not include billing instructions or the nonsensical sound of his voice 

thinking aloud while making some calculation or other. Perhaps all he needed in order 

to loosen up a bit was to be in his home, his warm pajamas nurturing away the 
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congestion. 

 Sofia leaned back. Whatever it was, Abrahamoff had said more to her just then 

than he had over the last three months. “So things are more complicated now,” Sofia 

said. 

 “Complicated?” Abrahamoff tipped back his head and laughed, exhaling a trail 

of smoke toward the center of the ceiling. “Sometimes at night I don’t sleep because 

I’m worrying about if I can trust my newest distributor, wondering whether I could find 

better stones for lower prices.  With De Beers, a certain quality you always knew that 

you were getting. You could sleep at night. Now I have to rely on brokers who can 

supply me. Cohen is the one I can rely on, but he has so many clients he can’t always 

help me….” 

 Sofia knew she was missing something and no longer had the patience to skirt 

around the issue. “What happened with De Beers?” 

 Abrahamoff paused, his drooping gray eyes looking at her from over his glasses. 

“I was dropped as a site-holder!” he roared.  

 Before Sofia could respond, the door was pushed open and Berel walked in with 

a plate of little chocolate buns.  

 “Thank-you Berel,” Abrahamoff said regaining his composure and rubbing the 

back of the boy’s head. “My grandson is a real mensch.” 

 “Oh, he’s your grandson,” Sofia said. 

 “Yes, my oldest daughter Mirel’s boy.” Abrahamoff informed her as he beamed 

down at his grandson. 

 “How old is your daughter?” Sofia asked.  
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 “Twenty-three.” 

 The boy looked about five, Sofia thought. Mirel had gotten busy at a young age. 

 Berel, in the process of helping himself to a bun, grinned at his grandfather’s 

wagging finger. Abrahamoff spoke sternly in Yiddish, most likely warning his grandson 

about an oncoming stomach ache because he rubbed his hand on his belly and 

commanded: “Berel, Genug mit der rugelech!” 

 A playful slap on the behind sent Berel running out of the office and 

Abrahamoff pushed the plate across his desk. “Please take. My wife bakes them and 

they are the best rugelech in the gantze world.” 

 Unable to refuse, Sofia leaned forward and grabbed one of the warm sticky 

cakes from the plate. She bit down on the glazed dough, an explosion of chocolate 

melting on her tongue. Abrahamoff had not exaggerated his wife’s baking talents. 

“Delicious,” she said hoping he would get back to De Beers.   

 But the abandoned cigarette propped up against the ashtray was a more pressing 

issue for Abrahamoff. They sat in a not uncomfortable silence as Sofia stared at the 

favorite rabbi hanging on the wall opposite Abrahamoff’s shoulder. She pointed at the 

picture. “Which rabbi is that?” she asked. 

 “That was my father,” Abrahamoff said without looking.  

 It was clear now why everywhere she went, this slight man’s weak gray eyes 

followed her every move. Abrahamoff bore no resemblance to his father— the slight 

man in the photograph possessed delicate facial features, his face framed by well-kept 

side curls snaking down the shoulders of his Hassidic garb. The contrast to the bear-like 

Hassid sitting across from her, his belly rising and falling beneath his tightly clasped 
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hands, was stark.  

 Abrahamoff finally looked over at the picture. “Mine father started this business 

from nothing, you know. He was born in Germany but moved to Belgium as a young 

boy—when he was Berel’s age. When the World War One began after a couple of 

years, the Belgian government—big anti-Semites—sent him back to Germany. Through 

that war he lived and returned to Belgium, but in 1940 when he heard about the Nazi’s 

newest plans for the Yidden, he wasn’t going to wait for the Belgians to send him away 

again. His parents would not leave—they were too old and sick, so he came to America 

alone just before the Nazis raided the bourses in Antwerp. His parents gave him four of 

their most expensive stones—in their raw form, and he got past the customs by putting 

one of them in a toothpaste tube and the rest between his toes. His toes were so cut up 

when he arrived in America, for weeks he couldn’t walk right. But that was the price to 

pay for keeping his goods. The government would have taken everything from him.” 

 Sofia gazed at Abrahamoff’s father, imagining the man voyaging across the sea 

with rough diamonds piercing the skin of his feet. His demeanor no longer seemed so 

intimidating and his eyes seemed to soften before her.  

 “My father got in touch with a cousin of his, Herschel, as soon as he got off that 

boat. Herschel told him to sell the diamonds for cash immediately, but my father—The 

Aybeshter bless his soul—took his time with everything. He got a job as an apprentice 

at the same firm as his cousin working for an old man who escaped from the 

concentration camps. The man was the only member of his family who survived and he 

trusted no one other than Hershel, and then my father. He taught my father everything 

about the diamond trade—how to polish and cut a stone, assess a diamond’s value, 
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reduce imperfections. He taught my father to have a sense for the type of client you 

could trust. The type of client who wouldn’t turn around and stab you in the back.” 

 Abrahamoff who had been staring at the picture, shifted his eyes to look at 

Sofia, perhaps checking to see if her eyes had glazed over like they often did when he 

was mumbling about something in the office. This time though, she was fully focused 

on him. For once his words were of interest to her. She appreciated hearing the specifics 

of a story so personal to him and his family. Much of senior year had been devoted to 

Holocaust studies, and videos of survivor testimonials and been shown in class. Each 

one had touched Sofia in some unexpected place, another drop in the slow-filling river 

of pain within her. This story was bringing it all back, and then some.  

 “Back then they stuck to others who had also come from the shtetls. It was a 

small trading circle made of families who you knew would never cheat you because 

they had also lost everything and were trying to make an honest living, building up from 

nothing. You know, in those days a contract you didn’t need just to loan someone a 

stone on consignment—everything was done with a verbal agreement. Mazal und 

bracha was all you needed to say. Well those days are over, with the type of people 

we’re dealing with today that’s all narishkeyt. But anyway, the man left his firm to my 

father when he passed on—which of course caused some problems between mey father 

and Hershel but that’s another story. And my father, who had held on to those diamonds 

which he bought with him from Antwerp eight years earlier, was able to sell them at the 

height of the market. With that money he moved into a renovated office space in the 

DDC.” 

 “So that’s how Abrahamoff’s Jewelers on Forty-Seventh came into existence,” 
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Sofia said, smiling. 

 “Yes. But it was a different firm then.” Abrahamoff picked up a rogelech and 

demolished it in one bite. “My father built a network of trust and the syndicate made 

him a site-holder.  He was blessed with a generous flow of merchandise for many years 

and about his next parcel, he never had to worry. Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to 

continue this relationship my father had with De Beers and that has changed my 

business.” 

 “Why did they drop you?” Sofia asked jumping in her seat at the sound of 

Abrahamoff’s yelping sneezes. She imagined a raging bull suffering from influenza 

would make a similar sound.  

 He pulled a stained handkerchief out of his pocket and blew his nose for an 

eternity. “Since September eleventh, the economy has been going downhill. De Beers 

have only kept selling to select site-holders. I didn’t make the cut. Now they say that 

they are privatizing and that’s going to change things even more.”  

 Abrahamoff looked tired and Sofia wished Berel would make another 

appearance, revive the smile vanished between the wispy hairs of Abrahamoff’s beard.  

 It could only have been the ease with which Abrahamoff had spoken. The 

relaxed, colloquial atmosphere that had been created within the walls of the tiny study 

which caused Sophia to succumb to her thoughts. “Is that why you’ve branched out into 

the garment industry?” 

 Abrahamoff’s eyes narrowed as he leaned forward. “What?” 

 Sofia immediately felt a claustrophobia engulf her. She swallowed hard aware 

that she had stepped into a territory she didn’t belong. “I’m so sorry Mr. Abrahamoff, 
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it’s really none of my business.” 

 Mr. Abrahamoff’s cold stare was beginning to sting. “What exactly are you 

talking about?” 

 Sofia shifted in her seat, a flush spreading across her cheeks and scratching her 

earlobes. The little voice inside her was telling her to shut up and she knew from 

experience that she should always listen to that little voice. Still, she kept talking. “I’m 

talking about the whole business with the belts.” 

 Abrahamoff shifted his gaze to the box in the corner of the room.  

 “I think my father mentioned something about a client in the garment district—

some new deal.” 

 Abrahamoff looked confused but the sharpness had left his eyes. He relaxed 

back into his chair and was quiet for a minute. “I don’t know what your father was 

talking about, but the belts were given to me as a form of payment. You see, I have a 

friend who owns a fabric and belt company. His son is getting married and an 

engagement ring he needed—the girl comes from an important family and he needed 

something impressive but didn’t have the gelt. So he paid me what he could, and the 

rest he gave me in merchandise.” Abrahamoff laughed, then coughed deeply. “We 

worked out a barter system just like they would have done in the shtetls. A block of 

cheese for some potatoes.” 

 Sofia remembered the day the belts had been stacked on Abrahamoff’s desk, 

some of them missing their buckle. She shook her head. “I must have misunderstood. I 

thought you were doing something with them—fashioning a new kind of belt….” She 

stood up, determined to make a quick exit before she said something else to make 
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Abrahamoff uncomfortable in his own home. “Well I have to run. Have a good 

Shabbes.” 

 Abrahamoff didn’t seem to hear her. He lit a cigarette from a newly opened 

packet, eyes glued to the box by the wall. “It was actually your father who thought of 

the whole barter system. If you have any other questions, you should ask him. He 

knows more about it than I do.” 

 Abrahamoff’s wife showed Sofia to the door, her eyes jumping back to Sofia’s 

jeans. Sofia thanked her for her hospitality and complimented her on her baking, but the 

woman merely gave a curt smile and slowly pushed the door shut behind her. 

 Walking down the steps to the street she turned and glanced back at the house. 

Abrahamoff’s wife was watching her from the front window, the filmy white curtain 

veiling her untrusting face. Sofia waved and made her way back to the subway station. 

Later, as the train was shuttling her back across the East River, her jostling hips burning 

against her pelvis, Abrahamoff’s words resurfaced in her mind. He knows more about it 

than I do.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

It was a different uneasiness that accompanied Sofia back into Manhattan. She 

had anticipated the relief she would experience at having safely delivered the diamond, 

the “mission accomplished” feeling that would ride her into the weekend on a silver 

chariot. But no, a stampede was racing back and forth between her temples, its tempo 

unharmonious with the throbbing in her hips and pointer finger. Her thumb had doubled 

in proportion, appearing puppet-like alongside her slim fingers. Surfacing to street level, 

she wandered the Lower East Side at a snail’s pace, unsure of where to go. She had told 

her father there was a possibility of her coming home for the weekend, but when Hiromi 

had spoken about a Sunday art fair in Soho followed by lunch and shopping, home had 

seemed like a lame alternative. Now the mere thought of spending hours on her feet 

perusing the make-shift stalls lining Spring Street was enough to bring her to her knees. 

Home was suddenly the tranquil refuge from the suffocating web of motor and subway 

smoke. An escape from the non-stop walk and wait process of pedestrian traffic running 

in all four directions of Manhattan’s cluttered compass. Despite the widening distance 

she felt from her parents, in her present state she simply needed to be taken care of. 

Right then Sofia got back on the subway to Penn Station, and transferred to the LIRR. 

 She called her father when she was ten minutes away from her stop. He was 

waiting in his car as she limped off the platform, and she could tell he was upset.  

 “What happened? Why are you walking like that?” he asked getting out of the 

car.
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 “Not feeling so great dad,” Sofia responded brushing his cheek with a kiss and 

going round to the passenger side. 

 “I thought you’ve been feeling good lately,” he said. 

 Sofia did not remember having uttered those words. The semi-stable patches 

between doses of prednisone lasted for such short periods of time. But with her father, 

no news always meant good news. “Still feeling pretty shitty,” Sofia said succumbing to 

the irritation.   

 “Carina, you have to get to the doctor,” her father said, the term of endearment 

clashing with the thump of his hands against the steering wheel.  

 “Well it’s the weekend and I’m here now. I’m seeing the doctor when I get back 

into the city next week.” 

 “At least call and find out what you should do. I don’t like the way you are 

walking. I just don’t like it.” Gabriel often repeated phrases, working himself up into a 

frenzy about the few situations in life beyond his control. 

 “He’s just going to tell me to up my dose of this stuff, which is what I’m doing!” 

Sofia pulled the prednisone and Aleve out of her bag. Her father, so disconcerted with 

the sight of her swollen fingers fiddling with the caps, missed the stop sign by about ten 

feet and almost went careening into the Toyota rounding the corner.  

 “Wow, Dad. Maybe you’ll just put me out of my misery and I won’t have to 

deal with any of this anymore,” Sofia said amid the screeching tires and honking horns.  

 “Don’t you talk like that, that’s the not the Jewish way. You count your 

blessings!” Gabriel thrust his chin in the direction of the SUV escaping by a hair’s 

breadth. The woman behind the wheel gave him the look of death. 
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 Pulling into the driveway, Sofia had the car door open before Gabriel had shifted 

into park. She let herself into the house and heard her mother in the kitchen.  

 Laura looked up as her daughter walked through the door. Her wet hair was 

pulled back into a tight bun. Sofia momentarily paused as she observed her mother’s 

naked face stripped of its usual layers of bronzer. Her eyes were smaller and paler 

devoid of the eye-shadow running deep into the crevices of her lids. It had been a month 

since they had last seen each other but unlike Sofia’s reunions with her father, they 

lacked any displays of affection.  

 “I didn’t know you were coming home this weekend,” Laura said looking up 

from where she stood wiping down the countertop.   

 “Spur of the moment decision.” Sofia said walking over to the fridge. “I’m 

starving.” 

 “I was actually on my way over to your grandparent’s house. They had a late 

lunch, so there’ll be plenty of leftovers.  Come with me.” 

 Sofia agreed immediately, never needing much of an arm twist to get her over to 

her grandparents.  

 Gabriel sat down at the kitchen table with a glass of sparkling water. “My 

daughter just got home and you’re already taking her away?” 

 Laura didn’t so much glance in Gabriel’s direction and busied herself with 

rinsing off the dishes in the dairy sink. Despite the fact that they were not orthodox 

Jews, Gabriel claimed his mother had always upheld the law of separating dairy and 

meat dishes, and insisted Laura do the same.  

“She’s not feeling well, you know,” Gabriel added 
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Laura looked up, her brow furrowed. “Joints acting up again?”  

Sofia nodded. Since the short conversation she’d had with her mother after the 

initial diagnosis—when after a lengthy pause, Laura had determined to thoroughly 

research every medication on the market in order to find the miracle drug— they hadn’t 

really discussed the condition.  “When is it exactly that you will be starting the proper 

treatment and getting yourself off these steroids?” 

“As soon as I get back on an insurance plan,” Sofia said sinking into a chair 

opposite her father. 

“The whole fiasco with our family plan couldn’t have happened at a more 

inopportune time,” Laura said, speaking through Sofia. 

“They wanted to throw her off the plan before then anyway,” Gabriel shot back. 

“They said she was too old to be considered a dependente. They were going to throw 

her off.”  

Sofia cringed. The Italian was seeping into her father’s words, immediately 

followed by a repeated phrase. Things did not look particularly promising. 

“Well what are we going to do about it?” Laura asked through gritted teeth. 

“Abrahamoff is working on something. Shouldn’t be too much longer now,” 

Gabriel said tapping the table with his glass. 

“He’s going to chip my table and there’s already a huge scratch on my tile 

which he has refused to replace.” Laura said, her voice rising as she pointed toward the 

floor in the far corner. 

“Oh dio,” Gabriel muttered, pushing the cup to the center of the table. 

“How is it going at the job?” Laura asked, perhaps sensing her daughter’s 
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immediate regret at her last-minute visit.  

“Not bad. I actually had to go to Abrahamoff’s house in Williamsburg this 

morning. He lost a diamond at the DDC and asked me to deliver it because he wasn’t 

feeling well,” Sofia replied. 

Her father looked at her. “He lost a diamond?” 

“That must have been quite the experience.” Laura said, easily comprehending 

the facts Gabriel was still coming to terms with. 

“It was. Interesting neighborhood. He has this really cute grandson with these 

curly things hanging over his ears—” 

“Payot” Gabriel said immediately.  

“Right. And his wife is a really good baker. We actually had quite an interesting 

conversation—he was pretty open about his life and how the industry is changing. But I 

think I may have gotten a little too comfortable. Overstepped my boundaries.” 

Sofia looked at her father, whose eyes were glued to her face. “Why do you say 

that?” he asked. 

“Remember you once said he must be working on something for someone in the 

garment district?” 

“Did I?” her father asked resuming the tapping sound with the cup. 

“Yes, Dad, you did,” Sofia said. “When I brought that up, Abrahamoff said he 

wasn’t working on any project. He got the belts as a form of payment from a client. He 

said I should ask you for the details because you came up with the idea.” Both Sofia and 

Laura were staring at Gabriel, waiting for his response. 

“There isn’t really much more to tell Sofia,” Gabriel said taking a long gulp 
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from his water.  

“Maybe I just thought there was more to it because of the pen project.” 

Laura had her arms folded across her chest. “Pen project?”  

“Yes. I think Abrahamoff is creating a new kind of Mont Blanc pen made with a 

one karat diamond pen cap.” 

There was a silence before Gabriel legitimized Sofia’s hunch. “And how’s that 

going?” 

“Are you involved with that project too?” Sofia immediately asked.  

“Nothing gets by you carina,” Gabriel laughed. “It makes me so proud how 

smart you are.” 

“That doesn’t really answer the question, does it,” Laura said to Sofia. 

Gabriel leaned back. “We have some mutual interests but the pen project is 

Abrahamoff’s bambina, so I can’t tell you much about that. Do you ever hear 

Abrahamoff discussing these projects with any of his colleagues?” 

“No, he never says a word about it,” Sofia said. 

“A smart business man doesn’t discuss his affairs with others,” Gabriel said. 

It now made sense why Abrahamoff had been on edge. It had nothing to do with 

the belts. He hadn’t wanted to discuss something he was patenting with his amateur 

assistant. “I think I was a little too pushy,” she admitted to her father. 

“You’re just shrewd, and that’s how you stay on top carina—become 

successful,” Gabriel said.  

“Well your father is the expert on success,” Laura said, her mouth contorted into 

a grimace. 
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“Well thank heavens for that—how else would I be able to keep you in the 

lifestyle you are used to?” 

Laura looked at her husband for the first time. “What lifestyle is it exactly that 

you are referring to?”  

Gabriel made a mad sweeping gesture around the kitchen. 

“You’re a fucking madman,” she simply said. 

Gabriel winced “How can you speak like this in front of our daughter? You’re 

malata e pazza, that’s what you’ve always been. Malata e pazza!”  

“I guess our daughter doesn’t understand that phrase. She’s only been hearing 

you say it for the last twenty years.”  

Sofia was hunched down in her seat, her parents’ voices like white noise. It was 

true, the house had looked beautiful when it was first renovated. She clearly 

remembered coming down to the kitchen when she was nine years old. The marble 

island had just been unveiled, the upside-down daffodil light shades casting a spherical 

glow on the lavender stone. The house had undoubtedly had its heyday, but that sleek, 

modern look had faded into the nineties and was insignificant in comparison to the 

updated kitchens of Laura’s neighbors, containing every convenience the new 

millennium had to offer. Sofia looked through the bay window situated behind the 

kitchen table—the window that her mother once claimed would “flood her home with 

light.” The backyard had been left unattended. Patches of grass looked like dry 

buckwheat, weeds intercepted the plants shriveling at the corners of the lawn and the 

once shiny brass trampoline she and her brother had been enamored with, had rusted 

over and caved in. 
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Laura grabbed her bag off the counter. “I’m getting out of here. You coming 

Sofia?” 

Sofia stood up, steadying herself at the glass table. She felt as if a hot water 

bottle was strapped to each knee and it took her a few seconds to straighten her legs. 

She could feel her parents’ eyes on her.  

“My God Sofia. Is it that bad?” Laura asked. 

Sofia inhaled. “It’s not great, but it’s happened before, I know how to deal with 

it. I’ll ice them when I get to grandma and Grandpa’s house.” 

For a moment the hostility had seeped out of the room, replaced by what Sofia 

could tell was a sadness shared by both her parents at seeing their daughter in such 

obvious pain. But just as quickly, it rushed back at her mother’s mention of Mark Segal, 

family friend and physician. “Let me call him. I’m sure he can give you something to 

relieve the pain even if your father has owed him money for over a year.” 

Gabriel stood up, slamming his chair against the window. 

Laura took Sofia’s arm and walked her out to the car. “He’ll see you anyway 

just because he has so much respect for my parents,” she said loudly dialing Mark on 

his cellular phone. He told them to stop by his house for some Tylenol with Codeine.  

The doctor, a robust man in his mid-fifties, was standing in his driveway as they 

pulled up. 

Laura rolled down her window. “I really appreciate this Mark, she’s really not 

feeling so well.” 

The doctor’s bearded face appeared at the window. “What’s the deal with this 

arthritis, kiddo? You’re still in your prime,” he joked. 
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Sofia smiled. “You tell me.” 

He handed the medicine to Laura. “How is everything with you Mrs. Dayan?” 

Sofia wasn’t sure whether the inflammation was having hallucinatory affects on 

her sensibilities but the doctor appeared to be looking at her mother strangely.  

“Same old,” Laura said shifting the car in reverse. “I’ll see you soon, and thanks 

again.” 

“Glad I could help,” he said as she pulled out of the driveway.  

“Isn’t it so nice to see that normal men still exist?” Laura asked. 

“Aren’t you being a little hard on dad?” Sofia responded. 

“No, not at all,” came the immediate response.  

 

Sunk deep into the sofa, leaning into a soft, large cushion, Sofia finally felt that 

the trip back home had been worth her while. The plastic lining usually covering the 

furniture had been put away in her honor and the familiar smell of her grandmother’s 

citrus-based perfume bounced off the walls. Her grandmother’s pearl colored nails held 

two ice-packs against her knees as she prompted Sofia to have another of the blueberry 

scones sitting atop the coffee table.  

“You need your strength to deal with this illness—you have to eat,” Helen said. 

“It’s not the illness I need strength for. It’s the craziness at my parent’s house 

that I can’t handle.” 

Helen looked over at her daughter. “Laura, can’t the two of your give it a rest—

look at what she’s going through.” 

“I’ve had it with that man—” 
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Laura was quickly cut off by her father. “I refuse to listen to any of this right 

now! I want to hear all of Sofia’s news.” 

Desperate to remove the quiver from her grandfather’s voice, Sofia once again 

spoke of her morning’s excursion to Williamsburg. She even retold Abrahamoff’s 

father’s story because she knew it was something that would interest her grandparents. 

“They thought they were going to stamp us out like roaches, but we showed 

them that our flame was not going to be extinguished.” Her grandfather was smiling, 

repeating the phrase he uttered with complete conviction each year when he spoke at the 

Jewish day school on Holocaust Memorial day.  

“Abrahamoff has apparently got some deal in the works with Gabriel—the 

diamond pen. Maybe there’s hope!” Laura said. 

Sofia cringed at the cynicism in her mother’s tone. She couldn’t help but feel as 

though she was betraying both her father and her boss. 

Oscar held out his hand to silence to his daughter. “I’m sure if Saul’s involved 

it’s promising.” He looked at Sofia. “He reset your grandmother’s ring a while back, 

and I found him to be a very decent man.” 

“Which is more than I can say for his partner,” Laura said hurrying out of the 

living room before her father could reprimand her. 

“What is going on with my parents?” Sofia asked her grandmother. “I don’t 

remember things ever being this bad.” 

Helen sighed deeply. “It’s complicated, sweetheart, but your father is 

experiencing tremendous financial difficulties.” 

“I know about that,” Sofia said. 
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Laura returned to the living room with a cup of coffee. “What you don’t know is 

that he is up to his eyeballs in terrible debt—the kind of debt you never want to hear 

about and the only reason we are surviving is because your grandparents have been 

making charitable contributions to the Dayan family,” she said. 

Sofia looked at her grandfather, a survivor of Auschwitz. She remembered the 

vicious arguments between her parents—her father claiming that Laura’s parents did 

nothing to help them. That they had the worst case of post-war mentality. It took a while 

for Sofia to understand the meaning of that phrase but eventually deciphered its 

significance. It meant that you lived each day as it were your last, were mindful of every 

frivolous act, word, or penny spent. You lived guarded from the light of the outside 

world, and protected what was rightfully yours with every essence of your being. You 

and everything surrounding you was encased in a thick cover.  Even as a young girl, 

Sofia understood that Oscar had every right to live that way. She never stopped 

reminding her father of that.  

But her grandfather had mellowed with age. For years, the incomprehensible 

fact that everything associated with his life as a Jewish youth in Vienna had been wiped 

off the map had shriveled him. Now he thrived on hearing survivor testimonies, gloried 

in his grandchildren and the continuation of his people. He focused on what he Nazis 

hadn’t been able to take away.  

Oscar raised his hands in surrender, resigned to the fact that this was all going to 

come out eventually. But before Sofia could respond, Laura was crying softly and 

Helen had hurried over to embrace her. Her grandfather signaled to Sofia to leave the 

room. Bewildered, she slowly went upstairs but remained on the landing trying to hear 
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whatever she could. She slid down to the carpeted floor and leaned her head against the 

railing. The sound of her mother’s weeping was like a corkscrew charging through her 

intestines. Sofia and Laura had never had a conventional mother-daughter relationship. 

She never confided in her mother, but had also never gone through a rebellious patch 

where she hated her mother’s guts and wanted to defy to her in every way. Their 

relationship had always fit somewhere in the middle of the way and they simply sidled 

alongside one another in two separate canoes, not really getting into each other’s way. 

Sofia could remember a time during high school when she had envied those friends who 

told their mothers every last detail about their lives, shared accessories with one another 

and ended a phone conversation with a declaration of love. Sofia and her mother never 

made that declaration to one another. She supposed deep down they loved each other, 

but their exchanges had always been simple and consisted only of the necessary 

dialogue that would keep their canoes rowing down life’s river in a quiet 

synchronization.  

Now, hearing Laura weep was hurting her.  Even as a teen, she suspected that 

layers of armor covered a bubbling turmoil within her mother. But now Sofia was 

certain that her mother had been miserable for years.  

Her grandmother was telling Laura that she had to pull herself together, that this 

too would pass, but Laura’s voice was rising over Helen’s. 

“I can’t go through this again—all the ups and downs and the secrecy. I’m past 

my prime and cannot deal with any more nasty surprises. I just want a normal life with 

some damn financial security. Is that asking for so much?” 

Laura was immediately shushed and the conversation again fell to a whisper. 
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Sofia fingered the edges of her hair, mulling over what secrecy her mother was referring 

to. Had Gabriel ever cheated? She could use one hand to count the times she had ever 

seen her parents physically affectionate with one another. It would make sense if he 

had—Laura hated him with a passion so he must be going somewhere for love. She 

didn’t even feel sick at the thought.  

She protected her swollen wrists by using her knuckles to push herself up from 

the floor and walked into her mother’s old bedroom. The mint green carpet felt soft 

beneath the worn tennis shoes she had taken to wearing during flare-ups. Sofia padded 

across to the room and slid her mother’s old photo album off the shelf. Curling up in the 

window seat, she searched out the picture she had come across several years earlier 

labeled Tuscany 1977. The photo had been taken on a beach and Laura, possessing the 

classic beauty of a young Elizabeth Taylor, was stunning in a red and white striped 

bikini. Her black hair was piled high on top of her head but a couple of stray locks 

caressed her shoulders. A tanned Gabriel, smooth hair canvassing his chest, sat to her 

left. His cheeks and lips were sun kissed and one of his large brown hands gently 

gripped the ankle lying in his lap. Sofia stared at the picture. Her mother’s smile 

radiated a heat that was warming her hands. Sofia watched a steady rain begin to fall 

outside. God’s tears, Sofia thought, shedding for them all. 

 

 Sofia felt a light tapping bringing her back to the present. An orchestral 

downpour had nudged her into an exhausted sleep, and she awoke to find her mother 

standing over her, telling her she’d been asleep for two hours. 

 “That medication must have knocked you out,” Laura said sitting on the bed 
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beside Sofia. 

 Sofia rolled onto her back, revealing the open album tucked beneath her. 

 Laura’s eyes shot over to the picture. “Why on earth are you looking at this?” 

 “I love that picture,” Sofia said. 

 “Do you? I hate it. It reminds me of how stupid I was.” Laura closed the album. 

“Let’s go, it’s getting late.” 

 Sofia grabbed her mother’s arm, determined to venture further down a shadowy 

memory lane. “I always forget. How many years did you live in Florence for after you 

got married?” 

 “Two. Why?” 

 “Until dad had that falling out with his parents for messing something up in the 

jewelry store right?” Sofia pressed on. 

 Laura looked down at her daughter. “It was more than just ‘messing something 

up.’ The store was almost closed down.” 

 “What did he do?” 

 Sofia was expecting the brief “ask your father,” Laura always responded with in 

the past. That day, however, Laura seemed too tired to stave off Sofia’s questions.  

 “Your father was always trying to make a buck quickly. He thought your 

grandparents’ profits were pitiful. They had always only just got through the month 

paying their bills—their store is on prime real estate, you know. Your father had this 

grand idea that he was going to increase the inventory in the store, raise sales creating 

another Emperio Romano! The mockery in Laura’s tone rang louder than her 

embellished Italian accent.  
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 “And?” 

“He messed about with the wrong crowd.” 

 “What, like the mafia?” Sofia asked, waiting to be told that the powers of her 

imagination had reached new heights. 

 “Yes, that’s what your grandparents claimed. Naturally your father denied it.” 

Laura fingered the edges of the floral bedspread. “I’ll never, ever forget the day I was in 

the back room, helping your father with some paperwork when that brick came crashing 

through the store window. A message for my husband. It was the cruelest wake-up 

call.” 

 Sofia suddenly felt as though she wasn’t present in the room but was watching 

herself and her mother conversing from outside the window. “They smashed the store 

window?  

 My God, this is like a movie. Was anyone hurt?” 

“Yes, your grandmother was. Shards of glass flew into her leg, causing quite 

serious nerve damage and she wasn’t well to begin with. They never wanted to see your 

father again.” 

 “My God.” Sofia whispered, looking into her mother’s empty eyes.  

 “Look Sofia, I probably shouldn’t have said anything, I don’t want this whole 

image you have of your father to come crumbling down—” 

 Sofia’s eyes narrowed. “What image is it you think I have of him? You’ve made 

him out to be this terrible person my whole life—just without ever telling me any 

specifics.” 

 “I haven’t ‘made him out’ to be anything, Sofia. That’s just who he is.” She 
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picked up the album and shook it in front of her daughter’s face. “Stop looking at this 

picture—it means nothing.” 

 “So why have you kept it?” 

 Laura paused for a second, then opened the album. She was about to tear the 

picture out from behind the plastic but Sofia lunged forward grabbing it from her 

mother’s hands. “NO!” 

 Laura watched her daughter protectively smoothing the picture down with her 

palm. “What is wrong with you, Sofia? Stop being so sentimental. The girl in that 

picture fell in love with a diamond, an illusion!” 

 Sofia looked down at the large stone gracing the young Laura’s ring finger. 

  “I had never seen a stone like that before, but of course it wasn’t the flawless 

two karat your father made it out to be. That was the first lie.” 

 “Was it a fake?” 

 Laura shook her head. “No, it wasn’t a fake, but it had been treated to look a lot 

more expensive than it was.” 

 “How did you find out?” 

 “Aunt Suzanne’s jeweler once took a look at it.” 

 A wave of nausea suddenly overtook Sofia, the heat from her swollen joints 

permeating her completely. She was being told that her father was corrupt, a swindler, 

and she just couldn’t believe it. The man she considered her father was someone who 

had always tried to make his wife happy, to no avail. He was a somber man, but a 

person who had only wanted to give his children everything he could. He loved his 

family. Sofia was convinced that her mother was exaggerating some mistakes that 
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Gabriel must have made because that love was so strong and because he never wanted 

to deprive his family of the things they wanted. No one was perfect. 

 An ever-present anger at her physical condition, at the cumbersome person the 

arthritis had made her lay within her constantly, needing just a small spark of added 

irritation to rise it from its slumber. “How can you say all of this about the person 

you’ve been married to for twenty-two years? Someone you’ve had two children with? 

How can you stoop this low?” 

 It took a moment for the impact of Sofia’s words to hit Laura. “I’ve kept his 

dirty secrets for years. You pushed me until you got the information you wanted and 

now you’re blaming me? How dare you? After all I’ve been through because of that 

man. You…you’re just like him.” 

 Those last words were like a knife in Sofia’s side. She couldn’t look at her 

mother and even though Laura was crying again, Sofia felt nothing. 

  

 They drove back to the house in silence and Sofia disappeared into her room for 

the rest of the night. The following morning she packed her bag and asked her father to 

drive her back to the station. Gabriel, who had received no answers the previous night 

from either his wife or daughter regarding what had happened between them, demanded 

to know why Sofia was leaving so early. Sofia simply shrugged, told her father that she 

was more comfortable in her dorm room. 

 The hurt was evident on Gabriel’s face as he followed her out to the car, but 

didn’t prevent him from continuing to question her about the run-in with her mother. 

Sofia shook her head and refused to utter a word. She felt that if she got involved in 
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another intense conversation she would pass out then and there. She forced herself to 

kiss his cheek before she boarded the train realizing that she suddenly felt resentment 

for him too.  

 

 The journey back to campus passed in a whirlwind. Tunneling into Penn Station, 

Sofia glanced into the darkened window. Staring back at her was a face sick with 

disillusion. The eyes were blank, corners of the mouth hanging limp. Sofia leaned her 

forehead against the window and closed her eyes. Her mother’s voice echoed from 

within. You’re just like him. She winced, letting her head fall back against the seat. 

 The weekend lull enveloped Hartley Hall and Sofia was happy to avoid any 

forms of life. She returned to her room and dived straight into bed. She slept a deep but 

troubled sleep for close to four hours, images of her parents running from pellets of 

shattered glass passing through her subconscious. She was awakened by the sound of 

her phone ringing. Removing the forest of hair obscuring her vision, she glanced at the 

caller ID. It was David, but for the first time his call failed to excite her. She let the call 

go to voice mail.  

Later on after popping some more Tylenol with Codeine, she got out of bed, 

changing into fresh jeans and a snow-colored turtle-neck. She stuffed her art history and 

biology text books into her bag and headed over to Starbucks to do some work. She sat 

there for an hour reading up on Brueghel for the quiz the following day, internalizing 

his pioneer technique of reflective art. Before she turned to Biology, she leaned back in 

her seat and finished her latte. In his message, David had simply requested that she call 

him back at her convenience. She reached for her phone and dialed his number.  
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“Sofia, how are you?” David asked. 

Sofia responded with a quiet “not too bad.” 

David waited for her to elaborate but was only met with silence. He cleared his 

throat. “I wanted to know if you wanted to join me at the opera this Wednesday. I have 

an extra ticket to La Traviata.”  

 Sofia played with her hair, tears threatening to burst forward. There was nothing 

she would rather do, but not in her state. In her current condition she lacked the fine 

motor skills to properly style her hair, and she didn’t see that changing by Wednesday. 

Heels were out of the question, and sitting in the opera house for hours would make her 

so stiff she wouldn’t be able to make it out of the theatre without looking like a 

complete retard. The thought of David watching her waddle around made her cringe. “It 

sounds nice, but I’m not feeling so great,” she said. 

 “Is everything okay?” he asked. 

 “Yeah, I think I just need to sleep it off.” 

 David accepted her response in his usual debonair manner, wishing her well and 

telling her that there would be other opportunities.  

 As she hung up, she immediately regret her decision, but after studying her 

swollen fingers, acknowledged that it was the right one.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

The subway station had always been a rather depressing place—clusters of 

people gazing into a pitch-black tunnel waiting to see that first glimmer of light. But 

waiting on the platform that Monday morning, the experience felt more like dying than 

ever before.  Sofia’s knee caps, swollen for three days now, had a marshmallow-like 

consistency to them. Her arms hung rigidly by her sides, swollen fingers curved over 

the palm of her hands. She still wasn’t quite sure how she had managed to get herself 

out of bed, maneuvering her disfigured self across campus and down into the 115th St. 

dungeon, but there she stood.  She felt the same out-of-body experience that had 

overcome her during the conversation with her mother, and the only thing grounding 

her in reality was the overpowering stench of urine. Aside from her physical difficulties, 

she was concerned about the mood at the office—whether things would be awkward 

between her and Abrahamoff after their encounter at his house.  

 As it turned out, things were anything but awkward. Rounding the corner to the 

office, Sofia could hear Abrahamoff’s voice raised to new heights. Hurrying into the 

office she went straight to her desk and hid behind her computer.  

 “How did this happen? Those were Grobbe Schteine –not a complicated job!” 

Abrahamoff was pacing back and forth behind his desk wrapping the phone chord 

tightly around his massive forefinger. “This causes a huge problem for me so don’t give 

me any of your narishkeyt.” 

 There were no invoice notices on Sofia’s desk, but not knowing what else to do, 
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she turned on her computer. The melody of uploading Windows sounded louder than 

usual and Abrahamoff turned to glare at her. She quickly lowered the volume on the 

speaker. When he got off the line, he was breathing hard. 

 “Riboyno Shel Oylam,” he said arms turned heavenward.  

 “Is everything okay Mr. Abrahamoff?” 

 “No no no. A large, very important stone just cracked on the wheel.” 

Abrahamoff was bent over his desk, his hands gripping the sides.   

 Sofia bit her lip, grasping the severity of the situation.  “Has Mr. Blumenthal 

ever….had an accident like that before?” 

 The desk was trembling under Abrahamoff’s weight. “Blumenthal? He didn’t do 

it, he’s in Eretz Yisrael.  It was Gottesman from the sixteenth floor. To touch it I should 

never have let him. I was stupid not to wait until Blumenthal got back from his trip—

he’s a like a surgeon. It never would have happened.” 

 Abrahamoff pulled on his jacket. “I have to go down and deal with this. I want 

that you should go to the lab and pick up the Certs.”  

 He waited for her at the door, locking up behind them and barreled down the 

hall toward the east elevator bank. Sofia, headed in the other direction and leaned 

against the wall waiting for the elevator down to west lobby entrance.  She hadn’t had a 

cigarette since the end of her senior year in high school, but she found herself craving 

one—possibly because of Abrahamoff’s chain-smoking habit. She also thought that the 

nicotine would help dull the knocking pain she felt all over. The elevator arrived. Sofia 

never minded the lurching stops made on the long haul down, because she was always 

accompanied by an eclectic group of people. Today was no different. To her right was 
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an elderly man who she concluded was most likely the patriarch of a family business, 

still coming into work because his children wanted to humor him.  He wore a tweed 

suit, a tie clip and one of those old-man caps. His mustache was perfectly trimmed.  

Sofia suspected he must be old-school European like her grandfather. She smiled at him 

and he tipped his cap at her. Oh yes, definitely old-school Europe. Next to him stood a 

Hassid with a long ginger beard. His eyes darted furtively around him, not resting for a 

second. A black briefcase lay nestled between his legs—undoubtedly containing 

thousands of dollars of merchandise. On her way in, she had recognized the manager of 

the club’s restaurant, a busty middle aged woman who always wore cardigans. The 

woman now stood behind her and was chatting to the old man whose name was Mr. 

Koppel. Sofia glanced to her left, locking eyes with a dark-skinned man. He smiled at 

her, swept his hand through his oiled hair.  

“I’ve seen you before,” he said.  “You work for Mr. Abrahamoff right?”  

 Sofia nodded, uncomfortable that they had become the central focus. 

 “I’ve seen you in the club. My partner and I occasionally work with your boss. 

I’m Vijay.” 

 “Sofia,” she said quietly, wishing his eyes would stop gravitating toward her 

chest. The doors opened at the fifth floor and another Hassid got in. He greeted the 

Hassid at the back, told him there was a late Shacharis starting at the club in twenty 

minutes. They needed a tenth man. The Hassid at the back waved his arm, said the time 

for Kriyas Shema had passed.  Mr. Meyerson from down the hall was often appearing at 

the office, trying to recruit Abrahamoff for a prayer service.  Abrahamoff always felt 

bad saying no if he had already prayed solo that morning. He did, however, almost 
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always attend the afternoon prayer service at Holyland Books, the Judaica store down 

the block from the office. “Our prayers travel to the Aybeshter much faster when 

coming from a group of men. My father always told me that,” he once said. Throughout 

the conversation she could see Vijay staring at her from the corner of her eye. They 

reached the ground floor and the group quickly dispersed. Vijay waved over his 

shoulder, said he’d see her soon. I don’t think so Sofia thought, exiting into a deep smell 

of vended peanuts.   

 At the lab there was a line of people waiting to pick up their report, the wait was 

long and Sofia’s desire for a cigarette increased. When she finally received the report, 

she glanced down at the single page, eager to see the stats listed beneath the 

computerized sketch of the largest stone in question. It had received a grade of F and 

was said to contain significant graining. She bit her lip, knowing that Abrahamoff was 

not going to be happy. He had expected at least an E. When she asked about the rest of 

the stones, she was informed they were not ready yet. 

 On her return to the office Abrahamoff was on the phone, ranting to someone 

about the cracked diamond. “It’s a whole gesheft now and this puts us behind schedule.” 

He glanced at Sofia. “The grading report came in. I’ll call you back.” 

 Sofia stepped forward and presented Abrahamoff with the parcel and the report.  

 “F?” he roared appealing to the Almighty for the second time that day. He fell 

back into his seat. “These stupid computers have changed everything. Anyone with a 

good eye would be able to see the value of this stone. But now this is what we have to 

do—rely on computers instead of our brains. Narishkeyt.” 

 Sofia stood there not sure of what to say. She felt bad the day was going so 
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horribly for her boss.  

 “Nu? What’s with the others?” he asked.  

“The gemologist told me they’re overwhelmed. They’ll have them ready as soon 

as possible,” she said. 

 “Ach. They’re useless.  That my deal is hanging in the air they don’t care. It 

means nothing to them that they’re costing me money.”  

 Sofia returned to her desk. Several pink post-its were stuck to her computer 

screen regarding invoices. She was surprised to find that it was getting easier to read her 

boss’s scrawl. Abrahamoff didn’t tell her who to start with but simply sat there staring 

into space.  

 

 An hour later Abrahamoff sent her down to the cafeteria to bring him some 

blintzes, and gave her extra money to buy herself some lunch as well. When she 

returned he wasn’t at his desk, and the door to the back room was closed. She got closer 

to the door as she put the blintzes on his desk and could hear him talking about the GIA 

evaluation and how it wasn’t acceptable. There was a long pause and Sofia sat down to 

eat her lunch. She tuned in and out to Abrahamoff’s muffled voice but clearly heard 

some of the conversation. “I don’t want to cut anything less than a 2-carat SI1,” he was 

saying. The individual on the other end must have been doing his utmost to change 

Abrahamoff’s mind because her boss finally said that maybe he would consider 

sacrificing weight if he could get twenty-five one –carat 85 V1 stones. There was quiet 

for a few seconds until she heard him say the word Antwerp with a jolt in his voice. He 

was asking if resubmitting the stone there would be worth the time and effort. More 
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silence. “Well Gabriel, if you think that is the smartest move we could make, I’ll do it,” 

he finally said.  

 Sofia’s spoon froze midway to her mouth as she heard her father’s name. 

Abrahamoff came back out, shutting the door firmly behind him. When he lifted his 

eyes catching sight of Sofia, he jumped a little. 

“That was quick,” he said. “What did you get for yourself?” 

She raised her plastic cup of yoghurt and granola. “Thank you.” 

“Ach, you eat like a rabbit,” he said demolishing all three of his blintzes in under 

sixty seconds.  

Sofia got ready to leave for the day but before she got her coat on, Abrahamoff 

walked over reaching deep into his pocket. He tossed a laminated card onto her desk. 

“Your insurance card arrived today,” he said.  

Her clumsy fingers grabbed the card. For a moment she just closed her eyes and 

breathed.  She was going to be able to visit the doctor without breaking the bank, get the 

medication she needed. Get herself back to normal.  

 Abrahamoff cleared his throat. “To the plan I’ve added you as an employee. 

Without having to work extra hours, a full-time worker you’ve become. The best type 

of full-time job there is, no?” He lowered his voice. “My accountant is a magician. To 

fix these things on paper he knows how.” 

 Relief and gratefulness battled to reign over her emotions. “I can’t believe it. 

Wow…. You really don’t know what this means to me Mr. Abrahamoff. I so appreciate 

all the effort—” 

 Abrahamoff tried to brush her off. “This plan doesn’t know from pre-existing 
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conditions so it wasn’t a problem,” he continued.  

 But Sofia refused to be quieted. “You don’t know how much easier this will 

make my life. You just can’t imagine how helpful this is.” 

 Abrahamoff pointed at his father staring down at her from the safe boundaries of 

the picture frame. “My father told me that in business I would always succeed if I did an 

act of kindness whenever I could. I always try to stick to remember that. Maybe that is 

why the Aybeshter has been so kind to me.” 

 Sofia felt an overwhelming urge to put her arms around that great big bear of a 

man and hold him tight. Naturally, she refrained. 

 

Two days later Sofia was back at Dr. Orenstein’s office. She had booked the 

appointment the previous week when she saw that the swelling in her knees wasn’t 

subsiding, knowing that they would need draining again. What she had never expected 

was that she would show up at the office with an insurance card. After the customary 

two hour wait, Dr. Orenstein graced her with his presence.  “I am thrilled to see that 

you’ve finally gotten some health insurance,” he said smiling. “You couldn’t have given 

me better news today.”  

Sofia was surprised to notice that his smile looked rather legitimate. After all it 

was in his best interest to see her privately. “Yes, and it couldn’t have come at a better 

time. My joints are terrible—”  

The doctor was already pressing down around the swelling in her wrists. “First 

and foremost, tell me what medication you’re taking right now,” he said.  

“Just ten milligrams a day of the prednisone.”  
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“So you haven’t managed to taper down….” 

“Every time I try, either a wrist or a knee swells up like a balloon.” 

Dr. Orenstein reached for Sofia’s hand and helped her into a sitting position. 

“And even with that dose you’ve still got plenty of fluid in practically every joint in 

your body, even your left ankle.” 

Sofia looked down, her scrunched eyebrows narrowing her eyes. “Really? The 

ankle hasn’t been bothering me at all.” 

“Feel it, it’s warm. Warm joints indicate inflammation.” He stepped back, 

pushing his glasses to the top of his head and rubbing his eyes. “Miss Dayan, the 

inflammation is everywhere and we have to stop it before it destroys all the healthy 

cartilage in your body. Now that you have health insurance, it is time to start aggressive 

treatment.” 

Sofia felt the pulsating from her joints resonate into a thumping above her ears. 

“What do you mean ‘before it destroys all the healthy cartilage,’ so you think it’s 

already somewhat damaged?” 

“I’m hoping that we’ve caught it in time,” he said. “We’re going to get you 

started on Embril which is a TNF inhibitor that protects the joints. The usual dose is 

given once bi-weekly but since your symptoms are so persistent, I want to be more 

aggressive and prescribe a once-weekly dose.” 

Sofia nodded.  

 “I think this drug is going to make a world of difference. I’m going to prescribe 

it in combination with methotrexate, and hopefully this will be the last of the knee 

draining,” he said tapping her right knee with his pen before marking the extraction 
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sight. 

 Sofia inhaled, preparing herself for the icy antiseptic spray, pricking her skin 

harder than the needle itself. “That sounds good. I’ve had it with needles,” she said. 

Dr. Orenstein kept his eyes focused on the cloudy fluid emerging from her left 

knee. “I hate to have to break this to you, but Embril is administered by self-injection.” 

Self-injection? He must be kidding. “You’re serious?” 

“Very,” the doctor said. The needle hit the bone jolting Sofia’s knee skyward. “I 

really need you to stay still, Sofia.” 

Needles, blood, veins—pretty much anything related, had never been Sofia’s 

department. The thought of giving herself a shot made her feel sick. “I really don’t think 

I can do that,” she said simply.  

Dr. Orenstein moved over to her right knee. “You can and you will. The nurse is 

going to give you a sample injection and show you what to do. It’s the easiest thing in 

the world.” 

 

After going over all the paperwork with the nurse and giving her the information 

for the pharmacy uptown, Sofia received her first dose of the Embril she would be 

receiving once a week. All she felt was a slight pinch as the needle entered her 

abdomen. It was a breeze compared to the knee draining. Doing it herself was another 

story though. The nurse understood her wariness and was sympathetic. She told Sofia 

that if she wanted to come by the office for the first few weeks, she would do it for her 

until she adjusted. Sofia immediately accepted the offer. 

“But only until you’ve adjusted,” the nurse said smiling. “It’s not a big deal and 
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you’ll see that coming all the way here for the shot is a waste of your time.” 

Sofia nodded, sure that it would be time worth spent. She planned to have a 

lengthy adjustment period. 

 

Being able to stroll down Fifth Avenue felt wonderful. The drained knees and 

cold air had removed the depressing lethargy, and Sofia couldn’t stop smiling. She 

trekked through the park and her thoughts drifted to David. It was Wednesday. Opera 

night. She felt like a new person. Would he think of her as an indecisive idiot if she 

asked him whether the invitation was still open? She was dialing his number before she 

had time to contemplate the question. David reassured her that the ticket was 

“absolutely still available” the sounds of street traffic doing little to cover the 

enthusiasm in his tone. “I’ll meet you by the Lincoln Square fountain at seven forty-

five, yes?” 

 Sofia let out the first spontaneous laugh of the week. “Yes! I’ll see you then.” 

 

At seven o’clock that evening Sofia walked towards the fountain at the epicenter 

of Lincoln Square, the radiating light from Avery Fisher Hall warmly encompassing the 

murmuring clusters. She wore the silk black halter dress she had worn on prom night, 

enjoying the familiar swish of the fabric against her hips, and enhanced her opera-going 

look by wrapping a black cashmere shawl (compliments of Hiromi) around her 

shoulders. Her knees were back to their usual dimensions and she wore the black 

stilettos she had never thought would grace her feet again. She moved forward feeling 

beautiful, a black flower clasping her hair into a sleek ponytail. She purposefully kept a 
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steady pace when she saw David leaning against the fountain wall looking straight at 

her. He wore a navy blazer and sported a close-shaven beard. He stood up to greet her, 

his lips brushing against her hand. He told her that she looked gorgeous. He offered her 

his arm and they moved towards the entrance-way.  

“I’m so glad you were feeling well enough to join me,” David said. 

Sofia hesitated for a moment before deciding to explain her situation to David. If 

she was ever incapacitated again, she didn’t want him thinking she was making excuses 

not to see him. While briefing David on her condition, he listened closely. She quickly 

told him about the Embril when his face started looking pained. “It’s supposed to be a 

wonder drug and I can afford it now that I am on Abrahamoff’s group plan.” 

“I’m relieved to hear that Saul was able to help you,” David said. “It sounds like 

you’ve had quite a difficult time, and I only hope this drug eradicates all these 

symptoms. 

Sofia crossed her fingers. “That’s the plan.” 

“You’re a remarkable young lady,” David said. 

Sofia looked away, not wanting to appear as the blushing school girl. Her 

biggest fear was that he would be turned off by her nursing-home associated condition 

but David seemed to have a higher regard for her. A delicious feel of calm following a 

long period of turmoil washed over her. The events of the past week slowly faded into 

the night.  

Inside, David presented their tickets and they were directed to the orchestra 

level, eight rows back from center stage. Sofia sank into her seat and gazed above her at 

the detailed engravings.  
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David followed her gaze. “It is beautiful here.” 

“Beautiful. I’ve heard so much about this place and it definitely lives up to all 

the hype.” 

“Wait until you see the show.” David said. He shrugged off his blazer and laid it 

over the arm rest.  

The buzzer signaled the beginning of the performance, sending stragglers 

hurrying to their seats and prompting final obligatory coughs from the audience. The 

stage was swiftly alive with exuberant color. The courtesan, Violetta, strutted amongst 

her guests, ball gown appearing her like a silver shrine. Her effortless soprano pitch 

immediately seduced audience members along with every male guest at her party. 

Alfredo’s tenor soon burst onto the scene, weaving around her with his sensuous and 

persistent libiamo. A heat rose towards Sofia’s core which could only be attributed to 

this boundless beauty wildly tumbling between the oratory and visual. She could see 

David watching her from the corner of her eye. She turned to him mouthing the words 

“this is fabulous.” 

 Later, when Violetta, in her revealing nightgown, sat beside the French doors 

leading into the meadow, the orchestral accompaniment spiraled into a melancholy 

overture.  Sofia’s pulse slowly accelerated as the heart-sick courtesan heeded Germont’s 

advice and between the lines of the farewell letter she composed to Alfredo, burst into 

the bitter-sweet octaves of a hunted nightingale.  But if Sofia thought that her emotional 

response had reached its peak, her heart threatened to implode when a dying Violetta 

lay at Alfredo’s feet. Her lover knelt over her disappearing presence, his white shirt torn 

open, black curls spilling over his beseeching face, for the heart-wrenching sequence of 
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Gran Dio! morir si giovane... 

 The burst of applause jolted her back to reality, nudging Sofia to her feet for the 

unceasing standing ovation. Violetta and Alfredo, hands joined, raced to center stage 

bowing low, faces flushed with exhausted gratification. The audience was persistent, 

demanding their return until the stage lights finally dimmed coaxing the crowds toward 

the exit. David gently took hold of Sofia’s elbow as they maneuvered their way past the 

sweeping staircases. The October air had a sense-sharpening chill that Sofia inhaled 

deeply.  

 “Based on the look on your face, I’d say that you enjoyed the show,” David said. 

 “I’ve never seen anything like it in my life. It was the most beautiful experience. 

Thank you so much.”  

David  laughed. “Thank-you for accompanying me. It is not always that I go to 

the opera with someone who appreciates the art. Some of my friends actually find it 

boring. I never understood that.”  

“I can’t comprehend how anyone could not be in awe at the mere sound of that 

soprano.” 

 “What about the tenor? Last year I saw Placido Domingo in the role of Alberto. 

It was just…. out of this world.”  

Sofia laughed at David’s attempt to find an appropriate expression for his Joie 

de vivre.  

“Will you join me for a hot drink before you head back uptown?” 

“Sure,” Sofia replied. 

With his hand gently pressed against the small of her back, David escorted her 
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to the café in the lobby of Avery Fisher Hall. Just as they were seated by the window 

looking out upon the square, David’s name was called and a tall woman came rushing 

over to their table. 

“Francesca che bene sorpresa. Come stai bella?” David said, standing and 

kissing the woman on both cheeks. 

“Tutto sta bene. Cosa hai pensato sulla mostra?” The woman asked, failing to 

notice that Sofia was giving her long legs the once over. 

“Era semplice fantastico, il tuo squadron ha fato un buon lavoro, mi amore,” 

David replied. 

Sofia’s lack of fluency in Italian did not prevent her from catching David’s last 

words. He had called this Francesca person my love. Sofia’s eyes turned to steel. The 

woman appeared to be in her late thirties, perhaps even early forties, and had long 

auburn hair. Her cheekbones were prominent, enhanced by a deep rose blush, and her 

lips were full and soft. Sofia begrudgingly labeled her “quite attractive,” but had to 

admit that the woman’s body was pretty close to perfect. And David was calling her his 

love.  

David turned to Sofia. “Sofia, this is my good friend Francesca. She’s the event 

coordinator for the opera. The incredible show was the result of all her hard work.” 

“David gives me too much credit,” Francesca said in perfect, unaccented 

English. She paused for David to introduce Sofia. 

“This is Sofia. She’s the daughter of an old friend,” David said. 

“Hi,” Sofia said, shaking Francesca’s outstretched hand but recoiling at David’s 

introduction of her.  
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Francesca smiled before turning back to David. “Ci vediamo questo settimana?” 

“Saremmo in conttato,” David responded. They kissed again and she hurried 

away, her long legs gliding along confidently on strappy stilettos.   

David picked up the menu and asked Sofia what she wanted. 

“Who was that?” Sofia asked ignoring the question. 

“I told you, she’s—”  

“No I mean, how do you know her?” 

“We’re old friends. I have a client who’s a big contributor here. He started 

getting me complimentary tickets to shows years ago and always left them with 

Francesca. So we became friends.” 

“Just friends?” Sofia asked trying to sound like she was teasing him but thinking 

that she sounded bitter.  

David looked amused. “Why are you asking?” 

“Well, you called her mi amore.” 

David laughed loudly. “It’s a common Italian expression between friends. It 

does not mean that she is my betrothed.”  

Sofia, concerned that she was sounding like a jealous wife, quickly picked up 

her menu. “Oh okay. Anyway, I think I’ll get a chai latte.”  

David signaled for the waiter placing an order for the chai, an espresso and two 

almond croissants, explaining that they made the best pastries in town. 

  Sofia removed her shawl, relishing in the feel of David’s eyes on her bare 

shoulders. For the second time that week she felt she needed a smoke to calm herself.  

“Do you happen to have a cigarette?” she asked. 
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 “I do,” David said, reaching into the pocket of his pants and removing a box of 

Marlboro Lights. “I didn’t know you smoked.” 

 “I don’t really, but every now and then I feel the urge,” she said. 

 “I’m the same way. A social smoker. I always carry them on me, but days can 

pass without me opening the packet.” He slid the box across the table. 

 Sofia popped one into her mouth and David leaned over to light it for her. He 

cupped his hand around the lighter, and held it to the cigarette clenched between her 

lips. He leaned back. “I wonder what Saul would say if he could see you now.”  

 She laughed again. “It’s just so nice to be able to get out of those nuns outfits he 

has me wearing to work every day.”  

 “Well of course! He’s what the American’s would call an ‘Old School Hassid’. 

He has to keep his mind occupied with esoteric thoughts at all times.” 

 “Esoteric thoughts my ass!” Sofia said. “His mind’s occupied with the book-

keeping and the transactions of sales.”  

 David watched Sofia lean her head back and blow smoke toward the ceiling. “So 

have his Spanish speaking clients been back?” he asked. 

 “Not recently.” She hesitated. “I’m sorry if I said something I shouldn’t have, or 

if I spoke of something that you didn’t get a commission for.” 

 David looked genuinely surprised. “I’m not asking you because I feel I’ve been 

left out. I’m just curious. Abrahamoff’s always been wary of international business so I 

wonder what caused the change.” 

 “Why does international business make him wary?” 

 “Well, people have different work ethics in other countries. Sometimes 
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transactions with a foreign company can be very different than handling something 

domestic.” 

 Sofia placed her cigarette in the ashtray and watched it burn out. “I was home 

this weekend. Spoke to my mother about what happened with my dad and his parents. I 

guess he had different work ethics, too—working with the mafia and all.” 

 David was quiet and Sofia could not bring herself to look at him. “I’m surprised 

your mother told you that,” he said.  

 “I think she got sick and tired of covering up for him. But to tell you the truth I 

didn’t expect something like that.” 

“I’m sorry Sofia. Sometimes certain situations cause a person to become 

desperate,” Sofia started to speak but David held up his hand. “I am by no means 

excusing your father, but I think that is his reasoning for it.” 

 “Look David, I’d really appreciate it if you could give me some details. I feel 

like I have a sketchy outline of what happened but I need you to fill in the blanks.” 

The waiter placed their food and drinks on the table and David waited for him to 

leave. “What do you want to know?” he asked.  

 “Why would he have gotten involved with people like that? What did he do to 

make them destroy the store?” 

 “Okay. Let’s start from the beginning—I’m also going to need a cigarette for 

this,” David said. “Your grandparents’ store is on the Ponte Vecchio—Florence’s 

central bridge over the Arno river. This bridge is an historical landmark and is simply 

magnificent…” David paused, sensing her impatience.  

“I’m just trying to explain to you that this particular location is prime real estate 
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for jewelry stores and the rent is extremely high. Right after your parents got married, 

the rent was raised and your father was worried that his parents would have trouble 

getting through the month, so he took action and began working with a group of 

Garampeiros.” 

“Meaning mafia?” Sofia asked. 

“Well they were directly linked to the Cosa Nostra- the Sicilian mafia, but the 

exact meaning of a Garampeiro is a trafficker. At that time, this group was smuggling 

diamonds out of Angola from De Beers’ very own mines. It caused a major crisis for 

the cartel because they were unable to completely keep these illegal stones out of 

circulation and these diamonds were sold through unofficial channels.” David stopped 

to drink his coffee. “Your father—in a hurry to make some sales—bought a large 

quantity of these diamonds from the Garampeiros because they were substantially 

cheaper than buying through legal channels. But you see, he bit off more than he could 

chew, bought in bulk and the price was still astronomical. They, generous as they are, 

understood that he didn’t have the money to pay them up front and gave him a deadline 

by which he had to have the money. Your father was confident, but he couldn’t sell the 

stones as fast as he thought he’d be able to and had only a fraction of the money to give 

them on payday. That didn’t go over too well with these people so they destroyed the 

façade of the store as a warning.” 

Sofia, absorbing every word coming out of David’s mouth, nodded. “Yes, that 

was the part my mother told me. So was that the end of it?” 

“Well, the next step would have been worse if they hadn’t gotten the money 

back, but your grandfather had a friend who loaned the money to pay back these people. 
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But it was the end for your grandparents as far as your father was concerned. They told 

him they never wanted to see him again. So he packed up his bags, and his wife—who 

was pregnant with you, and moved to America.” 

“I can’t believe he just left them like that,” Sofia said. 

“He didn’t have a choice, your grandparents are honorable but stubborn Italian 

Jews. They had made up their minds about him and they weren’t going to give him a 

second chance. I remember the night your parents left. Your grandmother Renata came 

to see my mother. She just cried and cried.” 

Sofia squeezed her throat, feeling sickened once more. She slumped down in her 

chair, her chai now stone cold. For a few moments they sat in silence, then David 

leaned toward her and cupped her hands in his. “I know this is a lot to learn about, but 

just like you said, it was going to come out sooner or later. What I want you to 

understand about your father Sofia, is that he’s not a bad a person, he’s just made bad 

mistakes.” 

“That’s not what my mother says. She thinks he’s rotten to the core.” 

David hesitated. “I don’t think she ever loved him. She just loved the idea of 

him.” 

Sofia frowned. “How do you know?” 

“She was an all American girl who encountered this exotic Italian—someone 

different than all her high school boyfriends. She fell in love with the romantic notion of 

what her life would be like living in Italy, walking along the Ponte Vecchio arm in arm 

with a man who had fallen wildly in love with her. A man who gave her the most 

beautiful diamond ring. I don’t think she ever imagined he would make those stupid 
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decisions.”  

“Based on what she told me, he’s still making them—he’s in debt again,” Sofia 

said. “But he’s working on something with Abrahamoff. Maybe it will work out well.” 

David rubbed his eyes. “The work your father and Saul have done in the past has 

been on a small scale, so I predict it won’t pull your father very far out of his debt.” 

“It may be a bigger scale this time—there are lots of stones involved. I know 

Abrahamoff wasn’t happy with the GIA Certs. I think my father told him to send them 

to Antwerp for re-evaluation…Is that legal?” 

“Yes. Perfectly legal. I just hope it’s not another act of desperation.” Before 

Sofia could question him, David stood up. “I’m going to see what Saul has to say about 

it. But it’s late and you should get back to school. My driver will take you.” 

Outside David helped her into the Lincoln and got in beside her. As they 

blended into a sea of obscurity on the FDR, Sofia gazed ahead at the shimmering 

suspenders of the George Washington Bridge. The drive uptown was quiet, but as they 

pulled to the curb David got out with her. He walked her to the gates and said he looked 

forward to seeing her soon. For some reason Sofia couldn’t find the words to respond 

before he got back into the car The evening felt crudely ended, rather like a half-sung 

Aria.  
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CHAPTER NINE 

For several nights after the opera Sofia could not sleep well. There was a 

constant flutter somewhere beneath her throat and it wouldn’t let up. She obsessed 

about her father’s past and what else he had done—or was doing—out of desperation, a 

state David had claimed he was often in. But then her grandfather’s words, stating that 

Abrahamoff was a straight shooter who would only get involved in something 

legitimate temporarily quieted her mind. After she relived every detail of that last 

conversation with David, she would think about him for hours, caressing her breasts as 

she had thoughts of being with him in the way that she yearned. It was almost too much 

to bear.  

The lack of sleep wasn’t good for her. She woke up aching all over, and was late 

to work for two successive days. On the third day, hurrying down Forty-Seventh Street 

in the pouring rain, she felt a familiar sensation in her left knee. Her umbrella fell to the 

ground when she bent over to press around her knee-cap, cursing out loud as her fingers 

encountered the small sac of fluid.  Entering the office, she hung up her coat, noticing 

Abrahamoff staring at the drenched hair plastered to the sides of her face.  

“An umbrella you don’t have? Well, at least you’re here on time.” 

Sofia bit her lip. He hadn’t said anything about her tardiness, but apparently it 

hadn’t gone unnoticed. 

Abrahamoff turned back to the large package he was preparing to send with a 

business associate leaving for Antwerp at the end of the week. There were still five
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stones upstairs with Blumenthal—safely back from Israel—who was treating them with 

a laser. The phone rang. It was Sydney from downstairs. “Tell Mr. Cohen that’s fine. 

I’ll meet him in the club in five minutes,” Abrahamoff said. 

Sofia’s ears pricked up at David’s name. The flutter was back full speed. 

Abrahamoff brought over a sheet of legal paper with names and phone numbers. 

“Please call these people and tell them their payments are late,” he said slipping into his 

black coat and disappearing out the door.  

Sofia immediately began making the calls, something she wanted to get done 

with as quickly as possible.  No-one ever wanted to be reminded that they owed money, 

so she was always greeted with curt replies and some people were blatantly rude. Forty-

five minutes later she was riding the elevator down to the club.  

She got out of the elevator and walked over to the glass entranceway. The room 

was pretty full and the majority of the tables were occupied with groups or pairs closely 

studying a piece of merchandise. She spotted Abrahamoff and David immediately. They 

were seated on the far side of the room by the window. There was nothing on the table 

between them, but they were leaning in toward each other. David had his chin propped 

up by his fists and was listening to Abrahamoff who was gesturing with his hands as he 

spoke.  

The unexpected “hello again” from behind her, caused Sofia to jump. It was that 

Vijay guy she had met in the elevator the previous week.  

“Hi.” She replied flatly. 

“How is everything going?” He asked. 

“Fine,” she said, averting her eyes from his blood-shot stare.   
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 He leaned against the glass “So tell me, what does someone who looks like you 

do when she’s not working for Mr. Abrahamoff?” 

 Although she normally appreciated the attentions of a man, even if he wasn’t her 

type, Vijay’s overt interest in her, and her chest, made Sofia uncomfortable “I’m a 

student at Columbia,” she said.  

 “Wow, beauty and brains. I’m impressed.”  

 Sofia backed toward the elevator, but Vijay moved toward her, cornering her as 

she pressed the up button. “Wait a second. I live in Morningside Heights, right near 

Columbia. I want to take you out for a drink tonight. I’ll give you all the dirt on this 

place” 

 Sofia, counting the seconds until the elevator arrived, forced a smile. “Thanks, 

but I have a boyfriend.” 

 Vijay touched her arm. “That’s okay. I just want to be friends.” 

 The door to the club swung open and out walked David and Abrahamoff. Vijay 

quickly stepped away from her, but it was clear that they had seen him with his hand on 

Sofia’s arm. David looked squarely at Vijay, the warmth had gone from his eyes. 

 “How are you, Vijay?” David asked, his voice harder than usual. 

 “Hi David. Good to see you.”  

 “I see you’ve met Mr. Abrahamoff’s assistant,” David continued.  

 “Yes, that’s right.” Vijay said. “Well it was nice to see all of you. I have to get 

back upstairs.” 

 David watched him disappear into the stairwell before turning to Sofia. “How 

are you Miss Dayan?” 
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 “I’m good, Mr. Cohen,” she said, sounding out David’s name as formally as he 

had said her own. 

 The elevator arrived and they rode back up to the office. Abrahamoff, busy 

chattering about upcoming market week, didn’t even bother asking Sofia what she had 

been doing downstairs. Relieved, Sofia locked eyes with David who stood directly 

across from her. He was slouched against the wall, a questioning smile playing upon his 

lips. Abrahamoff slowed down mid-sentence, realizing that the two of them were 

engaged in some sort of stare-down. He cleared his throat, eyes bouncing between the 

two of them.  

“Blumenthal should be finished with the last stones. I want that you should go 

and pick them up,” he said. The elevator stopped on the eleventh floor and Abrahamoff 

and David got out. Sofia continued on.  

 Blumenthal was hunched over the wheel, scratchy Klezmer music emanating 

from the stereo on his workbench. The grooves around his eyes appeared deeper than 

ever. It was hard for Sofia to imagine that he ever moved from that position, let alone 

go halfway around the world. She knew he was aware of her presence but  was silent as 

she stood watching him polish a stone on the outer edge of the wheel.  

 “Tell Solly that the octahedrons are all perfect,” he finally said without looking 

up. “The cool laser removed all the inclusions.” 

 Sofia moved closer as he maneuvered the stone until its finish gleamed. “Why 

are you only using the outer part of the wheel?” Sofia asked, unsure that he would even 

answer her. 

 “The inner part of the wheel is for cutting—always against the grain. The outer 
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part is for polishing,” he said holding up the diamond. 

 “It looks perfect,” Sofia said. 

 Blumenthal rested it on a piece of velvet cloth and picked up another diamond. 

“I had to cleave this one into a heart shape because there were too many blemishes. I 

was afraid it was too delicate, even for the cool laser. I didn’t want to risk anything after 

what happened with Gottesman.” 

 “I’m sure Mr. Abrahamoff will appreciate that,” Sofia said.  

 Blumenthal leaned back and wiped his forehead with a handkerchief. “I’ve told 

Gottesman not to use the hot laser—it increases the chances of the stone exploding. But 

do you think he listens? Two Jews, five opinions, that’s the way it always is.” 

 Sofia smiled. The man had actually cracked a joke. 

 

 Back downstairs Abrahamoff was showing David the diamond the GIA had 

graded with an F. David was studying it through a loupe. “It’s almost perfect, but it’s 

not going to get a D, Saul. Even in Antwerp.” 

 Abrahamoff looked bewildered. “They claimed that there was a hairline of 

fluorescence but Blumenthal treated it and it’s gone. Roboyno Shel Oylam.” 

 “Angle the loupe this way, you’ll be able to see the mark of the laser,” David 

said handing the diamond back to Abrahamoff. 

 Abrahamoff took his time turning the loupe in every which way under the lamp 

and Sofia, who had not yet been acknowledged, placed the parcel with the remaining 

stones on his desk. She relayed Blumenthal’s words to her boss. He nodded in relief at 

the news of the octahedrons but frowned when she mentioned the heart shape. “This 
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client specifically stated they didn’t want any heart shapes. Now I have to find a 

replacement.” He sighed heavily.  

 “I may have something for you,” David said. “I have to be back in the club later 

this afternoon, I’ll bring it by.” 

 Abrahamoff nodded. “Thank you Reb David.” 

 David and Sofia, both chuckling at Abrahamoff’s reference to him as a person 

with rabbinical stature, were interrupted by the ringing of Abrahamoff’s private line. It 

was his wife.   

 David turned to watch Sofia limping over to the filing cabinet.   “Are your 

knees bothering you again?” he asked, perching himself on the edge of Sofia’s desk. 

 “A little bit. But I’ve started on the new medicine. I’ll be fine,” she said. 

“I have to say I’m impressed with the way you’re working here. You’ve really 

learned the lingo of the trade,” David said, aware that Sofia was anxious for a change of 

subject. 

 “Well, for the first time Blumenthal let me observe him and actually explained 

what he was doing. It only took six months but I think he’s warming up to me.” 

“Apparently he’s not the only one warming up to you. It appears Vijay has 

marked his prey as well.” 

 Sofia laughed. “Yeah, he comes on quite strong.” 

 “I think you should stay away from him Sofia. I know him and I know the way 

he is with the ladies,” David said. 

 Sofia did not respond, basking in David’s instinctive protectiveness over her. 

 David had his coat on by the time Abrahamoff was off the phone. “Please think 
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about what I said, Saul. I’ll be back with the stone later this afternoon. Take care Miss 

Dayan.” 

 “You too, Mr. Cohen,” Sofia responded somewhat playfully. 

 Smiling, she stared at the door for several seconds after David left the office 

before realizing that Abrahamoff was watching her. Her cheeks flushed wildly. 

 “I hope David has the right stone to replace the heart,” she blurted out to break 

the silence.  

 “You can be sure he will. David only deals in stones of the best quality. But 

there’s a price that comes with it—and I wasn’t looking to spend that kind of money 

now.”  

 “Perhaps David can negotiate a better deal for you.” 

 Abrahamoff threw back his head and laughed. “The firms that David deals with 

do not negotiate Miss Dayan. And David Cohen is someone traders stand in line to 

work with—they wait for him like they wait for the Moshiach. He doesn’t need no 

negotiating either.” 

 Sofia watched Abrahamoff open his packet of Marlboro Reds, his belly dancing 

a jig as he continued laughing.  

 

Sofia had seen the holiday season in New York represented in countless movies: 

The flurries of snowflakes sashaying in their descent to the frozen ground, holiday 

shoppers wishing each other season’s greetings. Lovers sharing a hot chocolate in the 

window seat of a café. The entire city a winking snow-globe. Sofia was aware it was all 

a cliché, but she was loving it. Walking the streets of midtown Manhattan a week before 
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Christmas, everything about New York was exciting to her. Bryant Park was already 

buzzing with impatient shoppers weaving in and out of the makeshift stores, holiday 

goods on display under a canopy of thistle and holly. The towering tree at the west end 

of the ice-skating rink was dressed in multi-colored lights, the crowning star saluting 

mobs of skaters sliding by continuously. Sofia passed a representative of the Salvation 

Army ringing his bell, his shrill voice in constant appeal for a demonstration of 

kindness during this special time of year. In the movies Sofia had seen, many people 

would linger, reaching into their bags or pockets. One more “clink” into the pot of 

good-will. The recurring motif of It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christamas 

enhanced her reverie, but watching the crowds pass by without so much as a glance in 

the man’s direction, confirmed that she was experiencing a reality. To Sofia it was 

insignificant that the holiday was something she didn’t even celebrate, she was enjoying 

the luminescent decor, buzz of activity and extended store hours as much as anyone 

else.  She had started her search for gifts two weeks prior and was working her way up 

Manhattan’s primary shopping districts, having already spent two entire Sundays 

perusing a variety of stores to no avail. Hiromi and David were her top priorities.  

She was hoping to find something interesting at Bryant Park given that a lot of 

the displayed goods were hard to come by for the remainder of the year. Entering an 

antique book store she perused the shelves until she struck upon a book entitled The 

Best of La Scala. It contained a collection of photographs taken during some of the most 

important performances given at the prominent Milanese theatre. The photos were 

accompanied by a short synopsis of the story behind the picture. The store clerk told her 

that the book was part of a limited edition and charged her fifty dollars. Sofia didn’t 
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care. She knew David was going to love it. One down, one to go. She stepped back into 

the slushy snow, glad that the only pain she was experiencing was the stabs of cold 

through the wool of her gloves. She had been back to Dr. Orenstein’s office that 

afternoon for her fourth dose of Embril. Good as her word, the nurse saw her right away 

and administered it quickly. On her second visit, her knee had still been swollen, but the 

nurse had insisted that it didn’t need draining and was confident the Embril would kick 

in soon. She had been right.  Sofia had been pain-and-drain free for two weeks. 

She passed an accessory store, fingering various colorful felt hats which she 

vetoed due to the simple fact that Hiromi had too many hats. The following store 

displayed beautiful pieces of costume jewelry. Oyster-colored mother-of-pearl 

necklaces and exotic bangles. Sofia reached up for a multi-colored set of bangles. The 

sales clerk, an Asian woman with a heavy accent, informed her that the insides were 

gold-plated and all the designs were hand painted. “You have a good eye and I can tell 

that you are looking for the perfect gift,” she paused for effect. “I’ll sell you the whole 

set for fifty dollars.” Sofia’s gut told her that she could do better. She hemmed and 

hawed for a bit but then hesitantly put the bangles back on the shelf, turning toward the 

exit. The woman stopped her. “All right forty-five for the whole set.”  

 Sofia tightened her drooping scarf and adjusted her hat to battle the knife-like 

sensation running down the sides of her ears. “I’m sorry. I’m on a pretty tight budget 

and thirty-five is all I can spend on this gift.” 

 The clerk was already wrapping up the bangles. “There’ll be no profit for me 

with this sale, but that’s okay.” She shook her head, a hearty laugh escaping her. “I 

can’t see a disappointed face at this time of year.” 
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Sofia thanked her as a silky blue bow was tied around the handles of the 

shopping bag. She was slowly slipping back into that cliché-ridden dream. 

 

Back in Hartley, Sofia found Hiromi and Graham Sykes battling away at the 

Ping Pong table. “It is freezing out there!” she said. 

“You’re up next,” Hiromi said. “I’m almost done whipping Sykes’s ass.”  

  “I’m not through with you yet,” Sykes responded. 

 “What’s it gonna take? I’ve already beat you five times.” 

 “That’s cause your Asian,” Sykes said.  

 “And you’re a douchebag,” she said, shooting Sofia a knowing look. 

 Sofia flopped onto the couch, laughing. 

 Sykes held up his hands. “I know that was politically incorrect but I’m just 

saying, there’s something to it.” 

 Hiromi threw her paddle onto the table and dropped onto the couch beside Sofia. 

“You never told me about the opera signorina,” she said.  

 “It was amazing. I’m in love,” Sofia replied grinning. 

 “With the opera or David?” Hiromi asked. 

 “Both.” 

 Hiromi squealed, burrowing her head into Sofia’s shoulder. “It’s crazy. I mean, I 

knew all along but you’re actually admitting it!” 

Uncomfortable with Sykes listening in on her private business, Sofia pulled a 

flyer out of the pocket of her jeans. “We’ve got plans tonight, Hiromi!” she said. 

“Really? What might those be?”  
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“There’s a Hannukah party at the Hillel house,” Sofia said. She had picked up 

the flyer in the cafeteria and conscious that she had become somewhat of a hermit the 

past couple of months, had decided to attend her first college party of the semester.  

“But I’m not Jewish!” Hiromi responded.  

“Um, I’m not Asian, but if I remember correctly, I went to Asian cultural night 

with you.” 

Hiromi sighed. “What can I say to that?” 

“Nothing,” Sykes said from where he stood bouncing the ball against his paddle. 

“You’re screwed.” 

Hiromi shot him a menacing look. “Isn’t Shannon going to wonder where you 

are?” 

 

For the party Sofia decided on a black leather mini skirt with a heather-grey 

sweater that hung off her shoulders. She flat-ironed her hair, sending up a silent prayer 

of thanks that her fingers felt limber enough to do the job. Pulling on her black thigh-

high boots she turned from side to side examining herself in the mirror. Her eyes blazed 

like turquoise prisms from between the black liquid eyeliner she had applied to her top 

lid and the smoky pencil at the bottom.  If only David could see me now. She knew the 

attraction was a two-way street—the way he had looked at Vijay had removed any 

shred of doubt from her mind. 

 She remembered the gift she had bought for him and feeling brazen, dialed his 

number intending to ask him when she could bring it over.  

 “Hi Sofia,” he said. 
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 “David, hi—” before she could continue she heard the sound of a women’s 

voice laughing in the background. “Do you have company over?” 

 “I do. A friend came over for dinner—she’s actually leaving to go back to work. 

How is everything with you? How are the joints feeling?” 

 Sofia suddenly felt cold and defensive. There he was with his lady friend—

maybe even that Francesca person, doing God knows what and here she was “the 

daughter of an old friend” with her bad joints, interrupting him.  

 “Joints are good,” she said. “But look, I don’t want to disturb you guys. Have a 

good night.” She hung up, immediately realizing that she had been abnormally abrupt. 

She was sure David thought her behavior strange. 

 “Do I look appropriate for the festival of lights?” Hiromi asked flinging open the 

door to reveal her glittery gold turtleneck. 

 For a moment Sofia forgot that she was on the verge of tears. “Oh for God’s 

sake. You’re blinding me!” 

 “I figure I’m going to stick out anyway, so I might as well do it in style.” 

 “Well all right then,” Sofia said grabbing her bag.  

 They headed out into the frigid air, but Sofia felt numb to it. Her mind was 

grappling with the idea of David and his lady friend alone in his apartment and it hurt 

too much to breathe. The illuminated glass façade of the Kraft center loomed up ahead, 

and Sofia sprinted toward the entrance way unhindered by her high-heeled boots. She 

could hear Hiromi’s heavy breaths as she attempted to keep up in her own heels—two 

inches higher than Sofia’s. “Geez, Sofia, you must be feeling a hell of a lot better—I’ve 

never seen you move this fast. Can you please slow down just a little!” 
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“Sorry babe, it’s this miracle drug!” Sofia responded over her shoulder.  

Hiromi bunched up her Eskimo coat, permitting her to take longer strides and 

finally fall in step with Sofia. “You still freaked out about having to inject yourself?” 

she asked.  

“I’m warming up to the idea,” Sofia replied. The next dose of Enbril was 

scheduled to be picked up from the pharmacy the next day and the prospect of 

administering it herself no longer made Sofia queasy. If this drug could rid her of the 

aching heaviness and restore her body to one of a young woman and not a senior 

citizen, she could get over her fear of needles—perhaps even enjoy the experience.  She 

decided that the following week she would try it herself underneath the nurse’s 

supervision, and if she refrained from nicking a blood vessel and hemorrhaging to 

death, she’d take over the task.  

“Cos you know, I would definitely do it for you. I’m up for the challenge.” 

Sofia raised her brows. “As appealing as that sounds, I think I’m going to have 

to say no.” 

They stepped into the Kraft Center foyer just as the Campus’s Lubavitch rabbi 

was reciting the blessings over the Menorah. Sofia glanced around her, easily able to 

discern those foreign to traditional Jewish customs by their quick murmurs of “Amen” 

several seconds earlier or later than the rest of the students. Hiromi also seemed 

uncomfortable, shifting from one foot to the other, unsure of what to make of her 

surroundings. But it didn’t take too long for the party to progress into the full-blown 

college swing. As soon as the rabbi’s animated voice finished relating the eight-day 

miracle to the informed and uninformed alike, the Hasmoneans escorted him out and 
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Metallica rushed through the speakers. Sofia’s eyes scanned the sea of writhing bodies 

surrounding the drinks table, searching for the source for the unmistakable stench of 

weed tickling her nostrils. There they were, the group of guys sharing a joint by the far 

window.  

“Boyellectuals at one o’clock,” she whispered to Hiromi who was waving to 

someone across the room. 

 “Oh yes!” Hiromi responded. “Don’t you just want to go over there and jump 

their bones?” 

“Absolutely!” Sofia leaned into the wall studying a girl swathed in Goth make-

up who was asking the group for a toke. “So this is what I’ve been missing out on huh?” 

“Yup. If you’re not here to meet guys—which you’re obviously not seeing as 

you’ve already met your Prince Charming—there isn’t much going on. I mean there is a 

limit to how long you can laugh at them, as much as I hate to admit it.” 

Sofia smiled, her eyes blurring the grinding couples maneuvering in and out of 

her field of vision. She thought of David’s face beneath the soft-toned lighting of his 

apartment, immediately becoming angry at herself for wishing she was with him. He 

was obviously busy. A fierce tugging on her sleeve crash-landed her back into reality. 

“Babe you are totally spaced! I’m trying to introduce you to someone,” Hiromi 

said, gesturing towards the guy she had been waving at. “This is Jon—wait I’m sorry. 

I’m terrible with last names.” 

He leaned over Hiromi raising his voice over the music. “Jon Landers. Good to 

meet you.”  

Sofia noticed two things while introducing herself as Hiromi’s suite-mate. The 
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guy had strong arms, the kind of muscles she really appreciated. Not over-the-top 

buff— making it seem like he was a football player, or the kind of guy who spent too 

much of his life at the gym. But toned enough to produce those faintly bulging veins, 

running down the inside of his arms. The second thing she noticed was his eyes. They 

were a mesmeric shade of blue.  

“Lucky you, getting to dorm with this crazy kid,” he said jerking a thumb 

towards Hiromi. 

“Yes, she brings joy to my life on a daily basis,” Sofia threw her arm around 

Hiromi’s shoulders. “How is it that you guys know each other?” 

“We sit next to each other in statistics. Hiromi is actually the only reason I’m 

passing that class. I’ve cheated off her quiz sheet every week this semester.” 

Hiromi turned to Sofia. “He’s not joking.” 

“I don’t know what I’m gonna do for the final. I think the old guy wants 

everyone spaced out across the auditorium,” he continued.  

 “I’ll write the answers on huge flash cards. Wave them around when the 

professor dozes off,” Hiromi said. 

Jon laughed. “Perfect, I knew you’d come up with something.” His eyes shifted 

to Sofia who was watching them with amusement. “I’m going to get a beer. Can I get 

you anything?”  

She shook her head. “Thanks, but I’m good.”  

Jon then asked Hiromi, who requested a glass of punch. Jon cupped his hand 

over his mouth hollering a “coming through” as the crowd parted like a miniature Red 

Sea, allowing him access to the drinks table.  
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“So what do you think of him? Hot stuff huh?” Hiromi asked Sofia, pulling 

some gloss out of her pocket book and reapplying it.  

“He’s not bad,” Sofia replied. 

“Wow, you have pretty high standards,” Hiromi scoffed. “I have to get to know 

this David guy better.” 

Sofia glanced at her watch. It was only ten-thirty and she had been overtaken by 

an overwhelming impulse to see David. “Actually, I think I’m going to head over there 

right now.”  

Hiromi’s eyes widened.”You’re just going to ditch me? I came to this party for 

you, Sofia. I don’t celebrate Hannukah, remember?” 

“The Hannukah part of the party is long over. Besides you’ve got your buddy 

over there,” she said tilting her head in Jon’s direction. 

 “All right. Do what you gotta do. I know David awaits his little Lolita,” she said 

shrugging. 

 Sofia rolled her eyes. 

 “All I’m saying is if looks like looks like a duck…..” 

 “See you later Hiroms. Have a good time.” 

 “Where’d your roomie go?” She heard Jon ask Hiromi and she inched her way 

to the door.  

“She had some other plans for tonight,” Hiromi answered. “Sorry.” 

 

Outside, her heart racing, Sofia jumped into a cab. “Seventy-Second and Fifth” 

she said.   Within twenty minutes she was there. The street was quiet aside from the 
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infrequent taxi and the sound of her heels attacking the sidewalk. At the entrance to the 

building, the doormen were changing shifts, one moving his car from the space adjacent 

to the building’s green awning, as the other swiftly took over the precious spot. She 

waited for a moment until Walter came in to resume the night shift.  

    “I’m David’s friend,” she said.  

“That’s right. I remember. Let me just buzz and tell him you are here.” 

“Oh that’s not necessary, I just spoke to him.” 

Walter thought for a minute. “All right then, I’ll take you up,” he said leading 

her into the elevator and cranking the lever to the ninth floor. He pulled open the gate 

and stepped onto the landing waiting as she knocked on David’s door. A moment later 

the door opened revealing David barefoot in khaki pants and a white undershirt. From 

the look on his face she was pretty sure Walter would not believe he was expecting her.  

“Sofia! What are you doing here?” he asked. She half turned to smile sheepishly 

at Walter. He tipped his hat and disappeared back into the elevator.  

“I was nearby at a party—thought I’d come and visit,” she said. 

David held open the door, his eyes looking down at her legs. “Must have been 

quite a party,” he said. 

She could hear soft music streaming from the stereo as she walked into the 

middle of the room and turned to face him. “Was it Francesca who was here earlier?” 

she asked. 

The amused smile was back on David’s face. “Yes. Why?” 

The words “how close are the two of you?” escaped Sofia’s lips before she had 

time to think.  
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David cleared his throat. “That’s a very personal question Sofia.” 

“Well, we’ve become friends haven’t we? I mean can’t you tell me about your 

love life?” She stood rooted to the spot, waiting for the answer she knew would shake 

her world. 

“Okay. Francesca is not my girlfriend, but yes we have been….” David paused 

searching for the right word “involved in the past.” 

Sofia knew that her face expression was changing before David’s eyes. 

He moved closer to her. “Sofia, I’m not sure I understand what’s going on here.” 

“Really David? Do you really not understand?” She asked, her voice slightly 

breaking.  

“Sofia, you’re the daughter of someone who was once like a brother to me—” 

“Can you stop saying that—and introducing me that way! I know you in my 

own right now—nothing to do with my father. I don’t know why he keeps coming up in 

every aspect of my life,” she said staring straight at David. 

“Sofia. You’re beautiful and passionate and smart—of course I am attracted to 

you,” David said. 

Her eyes moved to the floor. “Then why are you with other women when you 

could be with me?” 

David took a final step before pulling Sofia into his arms. “What are you saying 

Sofia?” he asked. “You’re so young.” 

She closed her eyes, feeling his chest next to hers, his hands clasped against the 

small of her back. She moved her face close to his—testing him. Without a moment’s 

hesitation his hands cupped her face. He was kissing her, nullifying every other aspect 
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of her life the moment his lips encountered hers.  

Their kiss continued through a moment of silence before a haunting melody 

crept through the speakers. The increasing momentum of a string quartet strengthened 

the faint smell of David’s cologne. 

“This is going to change the way I listen to Barber’s Adagio forever.” David 

said, his fingers stroking her cheeks.  

She tried to pull close to him again, wanting more of his warm tongue in her 

mouth, but he held back. “What are we doing, Sofia?” he whispered.  

She didn’t want to talk, her only desire was to utterly surrender herself to him. 

David tilted her chin toward upward. “Please look at me Sofia,” he said. 

 Sofia looked up, her black lashes moist. 

 “You’re so young, such an innocente. Some lucky man is going to make you 

feel this wonderful all the time. Someone a lot younger and better than me,” he said. 

 “I don’t want to think about any younger man—please,” Sofia said. She moved 

towards him, the tight muscles in his forearms enveloping her. She pushed her face into 

his neck. “Please.” 

 David’s hold grew tighter, their bodies swaying in unison. She inhaled his scent, 

the soft cellos advancing towards the highest register. Sofia nestled her head underneath 

the even stubble of David’s chin, his hand stroking her hair. He kissed the warm 

wetness from her cheeks, the bristles on his face tickling her skin. She could feel his 

hunger for her prompting a tremble to race though her pelvis.  His heart thumped above 

her breasts and suddenly her hands were caressing his waist, toying with the leather of 

his belt. His fingers brushed the nape of her neck as she tugged at his pants. His moan 
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as her hands brushed against his lower abdomen gave her confidence. She kissed him 

again, her tongue ran across his. 

  

 When she awoke the next morning, the room was coated in a pool of light 

streaming in from the large window. She sat up and turned to David who was watching 

her from where he lay on his back. They were both still naked and she felt less 

comfortable with herself in the light of day. 

“Hi,” she said, pulling her hair over her shoulders.  

“Hi,” he said smiling, his hand reaching out for hers. From the look in his eyes 

she saw that there were no regrets.  

She hesitated. “Do you mind turning around for a second?” 

David rolled onto his stomach as Sofia slipped out of the bed and hurried to put 

on her underwear and sweater. “Thanks,” said walking over to the window offering a 

bird’s eye view of Central Park. The Great Lawn appeared like an oasis in the midst of 

winter gloom, its lonely expanse bordered by trees completely stripped of their foliage.  

She could see two figures trudging westwards, arms wrapped around each other’s 

waists. “What an incredible view,” she muttered. The noise of traffic was unable to 

penetrate the thick windowpane, and the city continuing to run its course at the height of 

rush-hour had an oddly calming effect.  Sofia’s gaze shifted to the right of the window 

where a still life of worn wicker chair hung besides the sliding door to a closet. On the 

opposite side of the window, a small TV set shared the surface space of a small bureau 

with two framed pictures. One picture featured a teenaged David, skis maneuvered into 

a breaking halt at the bottom of a snow-capped mountain. Sofia picked up the picture 
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and smiled.  

“Too bad I didn’t know you then,” she said.  

“It definitely would have made things simpler,” he said.  

“And you were hot stuff.” She moved onto the second picture amid David’s 

protests that he was still hot stuff. This one appeared more recent and showed David in 

a suit jacket and pants, a lush green landscape rising above him. 

“Where was this taken?” she asked. 

“Bogota, Colombia,” he responded.  

“It’s beautiful,” Sofia said. 

“It is, but it was taken during a dark time in my life,” he said. 

“Well why do you keep it up?” She asked. 

“It reminds me about the things in life worth staying away from,” David said.  

Sofia grabbed the photo and returned to the bed. “Such as?” 

David pulled her close to him so that she lay in the nook of his arm. “When I 

first came to the states and started working with diamonds, there was a client from 

Colombia I was introduced to. Colombia was—and still is—the largest market for 

emeralds, and we were importing gems to a trader here who was creating a custom-

made ring made of white diamonds and emeralds.” 

“Who’s we?” Sofia asked. 

“I was working with your father, Sofia,” David answered. 

Sofia twisted to face him. “What?” 

“I was just getting started in the business and your father said he would take me 

under his wing, make me a rich man.” He looked into Sofia’s eyes where the dread 
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already taking root. 

“Your father was in debt from before this deal went through—more so than 

usual because of the recession in the early nineties— so he sold the gems to our 

American client for a substantially less than the price the Colombian’s had given us.”  

“So he ticked off some more people and your deal fell through?” Sofia asked, 

her face stone cold.  

“It would have been wonderful if it had been that simple. But your father used 

the money to pay back previous debt collectors and didn’t have much left over for the 

Colombians who had given him the stones on consignment. He told them he would get 

it to them, but that wasn’t the answer they were looking for.” 

Sofia sat up. “Were these mobsters also?” 

“They had ties to a major Colombian crime organization. They were thugs, and 

there was a price on both our heads.” 

Sofia’s face was frozen, her hands clasping and unclasping methodically.  

“I had to move out of my apartment because I was receiving threatening phone 

calls, and your father had all of you moved out to Long Island.”  

“Yeah, we moved out of the city when I was eleven. I remember dad 

complaining that it was stifling him,” Sofia murmured. 

“I’m sure it was. They weren’t going to stop until they got every last penny from 

him—plus an additional sum for making them wait.” 

“After a year of hell, he finally paid them back. Sold out another client—one 

less dangerous this time around. He was suspended from the club for high-volume 

scam—his picture posted on all the bulletin boards. But he went into a new era of debt 
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knowing that the worst that could happen would be a lawsuit.” 

Sofia dropped her face into her palms, her mind racing. “Is that why you keep 

asking me about Abrahamoff’s Spanish speaking clientele?” 

“Yes. You told me this was a large scale deal involving your father. It set of 

warning bells.” 

“What did Abrahamoff say when you spoke with him in the club?” 

“He said it is all legitimate, they are dealing with an upscale retailer who is 

buying from them,” David said.  

“Did you tell him what you’ve just told me?” Sofia asked immediately. 

“No. I didn’t want to tell him about your father until I know for sure that he’s up 

to his old tricks.” 

“Is there any chance it is legitimate?” Sofia asked clutching David’s arm. 

“I doubt it. These people always hide behind a clean front.” He took a deep 

breath. “And Saul did verify that they are from Bogota.” 
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CHAPTER TEN 

Rodin’s The Man with the Broken Nose loomed up upon the projector while Dr. 

Monroe presented his lecture on the idea of the “unfinished piece.” Before he could 

finish his thought, Sykes’s hand shot up in the front row. Dr. Monroe, determined not to 

allow the now waving fingers to interrupt him mid-sentence, leisurely finished 

explaining that the sculpture emphasized the emotional state of the subject. He then 

called on the Sykes.  

“One may also assume that the sculpture documents the artist’s state-of-mind,” 

Sykes said, glasses dangling from his fingers. 

Dr. Monroe smiled as he folded his arms across his corduroy jacket. “You know 

what happens when you assume things Mr. Sykes,” he said, causing a titter to roll 

around the auditorium.  

Since the first day of class Sofia had been hoping someone would nudge at the 

stick perpetually stuck up Sykes’s ass and the wait had been rewarding. She couldn’t 

wait to tell David. She had poked fun at this student just last week as she lay on his bed, 

her cheek pressed against his forearm. He had told her to give the guy a break—he was 

obviously looking for someone to listen to him. Sofia laughed, told David that he was 

probably just like that guy when he was in college, which was why he was sticking up 

for him. David had admitted that was most likely the case. 

The memory of joking around with David gave her the opportunity to phase out 

everything other than the delicious fact that she was seeing him. It had taken her a short 
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period of time to comprehend that their relationship was a reality, but their time 

together had become a fixed part of her life. They had spent the last three weekends 

together and several times she had shown up on a weeknight after class, unable to stand 

being apart from him for another second. He was always happy to see her and the need 

to quell their thirst for one another often propelled them straight to the bedroom. Sofia 

was still at the point where she appreciated the darkness of the room obscuring her 

body, quickly dressing when she woke up in daylight. David never questioned her about 

this, and the gentle way he handled her made her love him even more. Despite her 

insecurity regarding her body, she had become a lot more comfortable around his 

apartment. She had taken to wearing his shirts and slippers, and answered the phone on 

several occasions. Several times she had gone into the kitchen in search for of 

something to eat, complaining that he was in desperate need of a snack supply given 

that all he ever had ample amounts of were Brie and red wine.  

When she had given him The Best of La Scala, he kissed her continually and 

added it to his collection of prized books situated in the study across the hall from his 

bedroom. The glass shelves, curving out towards the room, contained a set of the 

Talmud and some Jewish prayer books. They also housed numerous art books of 

different dimensions. Da Vinci, Caravaggio, Canaletto, Monet, Degas, Picasso, 

Kandinsky. Sofia immediately noticed that David had arranged his books in progressive 

order of the art period. She made fun of his meticulousness but he was impressed that 

she had noticed so quickly.  

Her glassy-eyed expression continued through the end of the session and 

Hiromi, waiting for her at the end of the aisle, did not let it slide. 
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“What’s with you? You look like a walking zombie. A happy zombie.”  

They walked towards the exit pausing to watch Sykes clamber onto a chair, 

announcing that he would be running for President of student body. Hiromi 

immediately started up on “Crown Prince Boyellectual,” but Sofia was too preoccupied 

with a faint clicking sensation stemming from her hips to respond.   

 Grabbing lunch from the cafeteria—Hiromi insisted that Sofia get the salad with 

grilled salmon for the omega-3’s—they parked themselves on the lawn outside the 

library. The sun had made its first appearance in weeks bringing the temperature out of 

the twenties.  Spring finally felt close.  

 Hiromi finished her wrap in four bites and turned to Sofia. “So have you slept 

with him yet?” she asked. 

 “What?” Taken aback by the abruptness of the question—even for Hiromi’s 

standards, Sofia simply sat there  mixing her salad around with her fork.  

 “You heard me. I refuse to be left in the dark any longer, Sofia, especially with 

you walking around in a daze your entire life.” 

 Sofia looked at Hiromi, her trusting eyes showing signs of hurt. The playful 

smile had vanished off her face. “Yes, I am,” she immediately said.  

 Hiromi’s face was frozen with shock, thawed by a seeping admiration. “Well 

thanks for telling me you pain in the ass! How long has this been going on for?” she 

asked. 

 “A little less than a month—it still feels so new, though, and I’ve wanted to tell 

you for so long but—” 

 “But what?” 
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 “You’re gonna laugh, but I felt like talking about it would cheapen it and it 

really just feels so special.” 

 “I’ll just bet it does. This Italian stud has been wining and dining you and now 

you’re practically his roommate on Fifth Avenue!” Hiromi lay back on her bag and 

stared up through the trees. “It would feel special to me too.” 

 Sofia pinched Hiromi’s thigh. “It’s not like that Hiroms. The wining and dining 

is not the part I even care about. We have a really special connection, and a lot of the 

time we just sit around talking about things. He gets me, you know?” 

 “I’ll just bet he does,” Hiromi responded. “As well as getting other things.” 

 “Oh come on, this isn’t a joke, Hiromi—this is exactly why I didn’t want to 

discuss it,” Sofia said.  

 “I’m sorry babe. Maybe I’m just feeling sorry for myself. I’m stuck here with all 

the losers—and the one guy I actually like keeps asking about you!” 

 Sofia squinted over at Hiromi. “Huh?” 

 “Remember Jon? I introduced him to you at the Hannukah party.” 

 Sofia thought back, remembering the blue eyes. “The one who cheats off of you 

in Statistics class?” 

  “That’s the one. I kind of developed a little crush, despite the fact that he makes 

cracks about only dating Jewish girls for fear of being shot by his parents. But he was 

pretty bummed when you left the party and has asked about you a couple of times 

since.” Hiromi propped herself up on her elbow. “Isn’t it enough that you’ve got 

Humbert Humbert?” 

 Sofia laughed out loud. “Could you please stop with all the damn Lolita 
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references?” 

“Look, all I’m saying is that you have to be careful that he doesn’t take 

advantage of you,” Hiromi said. 

“He’s a real gentleman, Hiromi. He was the one trying to hold me back.” 

Hiromi’s smile was cynical. “Oh really?” 

 “Yes! Besides, I think Lolita was asking for it right from the start.” Sofia 

paused for effect. “So was I.” 

Sofia leaned into her swivel chair, her eyes closing. She was numerically 

cataloguing ring settings into metal drawers, but felt all her energy draining out of her. 

Between visits to David’s apartment, work, and a stressful period of quizzes and papers, 

she wasn’t getting the sleep she needed. Abrahamoff was in the management office 

arranging for a friend of his from Brussels to use the club facilities free of charge. The 

friend, Shmuel Scheinfeld, had flown out of Antwerp in order to pick up the stones with 

the new GIA evaluation, and had personally delivered them to Abrahamoff. 

Abrahamoff was relieved because many of the stones had been given a D and none had 

been graded lower than E.  “Does it matter that it says they got the grade because of the 

laser removal of inclusions? It’s all narishkeyt. The point is the grade,” he told Shmuel 

as soon as he had ripped open the report. “The Aybeshter helped me.”  

He left the box of stones atop his desk with the report folded on top before 

slapping Shmuel on the back. “I’ll buy you some blintzes before we go to the director,” 

he had said. 

Sofia eyed the box on the desk. She thought for a moment before getting up and 

approaching it. She quickly pushed aside a mound of packing paper, encountering 
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numerous stacks of parcel paper filling every square inch of the box. Glancing toward 

the door, she pulled out the top packet and opened it. Nestled inside was a Mont Blanc 

pen atop which an octahedron glistened. Her breath quickened. The pen project…and 

that was why the heart shape was a no go—it wouldn’t have fit. She grabbed a few 

other packets and felt the contents. They all felt the same. Her eyes travelled to the five 

boxes stacked against the wall. There was no way there were pens in those boxes as 

well, Abrahamoff had not been dealing with that large a quantity of stones. She was 

sure of it.   

She started at the sound of her cell phone. It was her father.  

“Hi dad,” she said, aware of a distance in her voice. 

“Hello carina. How are you?” 

 “I’m okay. I’m in the middle of—” 

“Did the stones come back from Antwerp?” Gabriel asked.  

“Yes, and Mr. Abrahamoff is downstairs with Mr. Scheinfeld.” 

“Oh, because I’m coming up. I need to check out the report for myself. I don’t 

have time to wait for Abrahamoff—I’m illegally parked,” he said. 

Before she could respond he had hung up. Sofia pulled herself out of her 

reclining position and resumed her cataloguing. Moments later the door buzzed. She 

looked through the keyhole and slowly unlatched the door, admitting her father into the 

office.  He pulled her into a bear hug she could not reciprocate. 

“How are you feeling, carina?” he asked walking towards Abrahamoff’s desk.  

“Better. The new medications are making a big difference.” 

Gabriel had already picked up the report, his brow furrowed in concentration. 
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He looked up after a couple of minutes to see his daughter watching him, arms folded 

across her chest. “Do you know something, Sofia? I would love a cup of coffee,” he 

said. 

She frowned. “Didn’t you say you were illegally parked?” she asked. 

Gabriel’s eyes flashed. “That’s not really a way to respond to your father,” he 

said. 

Sofia inhaled, trudging over the coffee maker in the corner by the safe.  

When she returned her father was sitting in Abrahamoff’s swivel chair reading 

the report. He accepted the coffee from his daughter. “Thank you. So I’m happy to hear 

that you’re feeling better. I was worried about you.” 

The grooves in Sofia’s brow deepened. “Dad, you’re gonna get a ticket. They 

don’t mess around in midtown.” 

Gabriel banged his mug down on the table, a splatter of coffee streaking the 

paperwork strewn across Abrahamoff’s desk. “You say you are worried about my car, 

but what I really think is that you don’t have patience to talk to me. When was the last 

time you even called me just to say “How are you, Dad? Is everything going well?’Are 

you too busy for your father Sofia? You have your new life in the city with all the 

interesting people you’ve met and I’ve become a waste of time, is that the story?” 

The attack of resentment took Sofia by surprise. “Dad, what are you talking 

about?” 

He stood up. “You’re just like your mother. She also only talks to me when she 

needs something. You’re malata e pazza, just like she is.”  

Tears of humiliation shot into Sofia’s eyes. “How dare you come to this office 
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and start up with me like this? What are you doing? What kind of person are you?” She 

could hear Abrahamoff unlocking the door as she stared into her father’s empty eyes. 

“Gabriel. You’re here!—Let me show you the report.” Abrahamoff said 

barreling over to his desk,  tzitzis flying behind him. 

“Saul, I already read it. It’s perfect,” Gabriel said. “You always say the Riboyno 

Shel Oylam works everything out and I couldn’t agree with you more.” 

“Rick is picking this box up at eleven. The rest, UPS is going take,” Abrahamoff 

said gesturing towards the boxes lined up against the wall. 

“This all went a lot smoother than either of us thought, don’t you think, Saul?” 

Gabriel asked. 

Abrahamoff simply gestured heavenward before smoothing down the carton 

flaps and grabbing his role of Scotch tape. 

“I wish I could stay and say hello to Shmuel but they are probably towing my 

car as we speak,” Gabriel said. He walked over to Abrahamoff and shook his hand. “It 

was a pleasure doing business with you, Saul.” 

Abrahamoff clasped his left hand over Gabriel’s and squeezed it. Gabriel turned 

and walked out of the office without so much as glance in his daughter’s direction. 

  

Right before Sofia left for the day, the door buzzed. Abrahamoff hurried over to 

open it admitting a man who looked familiar. The glimmer from his eyes as he passed 

her immediately established that she had met him a few weeks into the job. Rick. 

“Rick. Come in.” Abrahamoff said. “Everything is ready to go. It will be on its 

way to Bogota this afternoon.”  
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“Where are the stones?” Ricardo asked. 

Abrahamoff turned to the desk. “Right here.” 

Rick removed his jacket. “I need to look through it before I leave.”  

“Of course,” Abrahamoff said. 

Rick pulled up his sleeves and Sofia’s eyes were drawn toward the tattoo 

prominently displayed on his forearm. She squinted, taking in the skeletal figure 

wearing a hood draped over its skull and holding what looked like an axe. Abrahamoff 

was also staring at the Rick’s arm, pushing his glasses up his nose for a better look. 

Rick didn’t appear to notice, and was sifting through the parcel paper counting silently 

to himself. “It looks like it’s all in here,” he finally said. He located the GIA cert and 

pulled it out.  

“Go ahead, take a look,” Abrahamoff said proudly. “With the final grade we 

were very happy.” 

“It won’t mean anything to me,” Rick said tucking it into his shirt pocket. “I’ll 

show it to my boss.” 

He put his jacket back on while Abrahamoff laid packing paper and bubble wrap 

over the top of the box and taped it shut. They went over the last minute details 

regarding the shipment of the other packages.  

Rick cleared his throat. “Actually, there is once change we need to make.” 

Abrahamoff looked surprised. “Change?” 

“Yo quiero tres de setas cajas para mandar a Sinaloa,” Rick stated. 

“Sinaloa?” Abrahamoff asked, pulling out a cigarette then offering one to Rick. 

His eyes shifted to Sofia before he responded in Spanish. “Ellos attractaran mas 
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attencion si los empleados ojen iendo en dos rutas distintas.” 

“En lo contrario, rabbi, ellos estarian en menos escrutinio de esta manera, solo 

unos cuantos cartones nondescriptos,” he laughed. “Deja mi a mi pensar e tu sientate 

para atras y luce bonita.”  

Sofia could see a pink hue coloring Abrahamoff’s cheeks. She knew that Rick 

was ridiculing him—first by referring to him as rabbi, then telling him to sit back and 

look pretty. A fast agitation stirred within her.  

Rick scrawled something down on a paper. “Remember, three of these boxes are 

to go to this address, the other two go to the original destination. No screw ups okay? 

Mazal und Bracha.” 

Abrahamoff nodded, his finger playing furiously with his side curl. 

Rick hoisted up the box of pens and made his way to the door. His eyes 

encountered Sofia’s death stare and he paused, knitting his brow under his closely 

cropped hair. “God bless you,” he said, his face breaking into a smile. 

 

 Upon leaving the office, Sofia immediately dialed David’s number. It went 

straight to voice-mail. She left him a message telling him that she had more information 

regarding the Spanish-speaking clientele. Her phone vibrated across her desk when he 

returned her call during biology class. She bit her lip knowing it would be look too 

obvious to walk out just then and desperately waited for class to be over. Finally 

outside, she listened to his message apologizing for missing her call due to an important 

meeting, and asking her to come for dinner at six.  
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 She showed up at his apartment building at five past six and was wordlessly 

taken upstairs by a doorman she had not yet met. Either David had informed him of her 

arrival or she had become union gossip. Promiscuous college student finds sugar daddy 

in luxury Upper East Side condo.  

 As soon as the door closed behind them David kissed her, his hands pulling her 

toward him by the waist of her jeans. “I’ve missed you,” he said.  

 Sofia put her arms around his neck and held him close. “I missed you too. It was 

a weird morning at the office.” 

 “Tell me what happened,” David said, helping her off with her jacket. They 

went over to the couch and Sofia curled her legs beneath her and turned to face him.  

 “This guy, Rick, who once came in a few months ago, came in again today. He 

came to pick up the box of stones that Abrahamoff has been putting together for him.” 

 “So this is the client that your father and Saul have been working for in this joint 

venture.” 

 “Yes,” Sofia said. “But let me backtrack for a moment. He came in because 

Abrahamoff just received the stones with the new GIA certs from Antwerp—” 

 “Did they receive a higher grade?” 

 “Yes, D’s and E’s—but the report shows that they were treated for the higher 

grade.” 

 “Well naturally,” David answered. “It’s completely illegal to hide any changes 

that have been made to the stone.” 

 “While Abrahamoff was downstairs with his friend from Antwerp, I looked 

through the box. All the diamonds were had been placed into Mont Blanc pens.” 
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 David’s eyes narrowed. “Mont Blanc pens?” 

 “Yes. I knew this was something Abrahamoff was working on but when I asked 

my father he said it had nothing to do with their business.” 

 David leaned his head back into the couch. “Of course he said that. Sofia, why 

didn’t you tell me about this sooner?” 

 “I don’t know, I didn’t want to break Abrahamoff’s trust. Talk about an idea that 

he was trying to patent,” she said, determined to defend herself.  

 David turned toward Sofia. “I want you to tell me anything else you haven’t told 

me that you think might be relevant now.” 

 “Rick took the box of pens.” 

 “What else did he take?”  

 “There were five other cartons but he didn’t take them. They were shipped to 

Bogota this afternoon—I know they didn’t contain stones because all the stones were in 

that one box.” 

 “So what was in them? Think. What else did Abrahamoff have lying around?” 

 Sofia rubbed her eyes and was silent for a few moments. “The only other thing 

I’ve seen lying around the last couple of months have been belts—some with a missing 

buckle. But Abrahamoff got those from a friend who owns a leather factory—as a form 

of payment for a diamond.” 

 “Oh dio,” David finally said.  

 Sofia leaned forward grabbing David’s arm. “What?” 

 “The belts were in the other boxes,” he said matter-of-factly. “Those belts—with 

missing buckles—weren’t any form of payment. Just like the pens, they’re a medium to 
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smuggle something into Colombia. The pens were a way to get the diamonds through, 

and my guess is that Abrahamoff was melting gold into belt buckles. Gold prices are 

climbing dramatically.” 

 Sofia chewed on her fingernail, her eyes darting around the room. “Not all the 

boxes were going to Colombia,” she said. “When Rick was there, he pointed at one of 

the boxes and said ‘para mandar a Sinaloa.’ I couldn’t exactly understand what he 

meant.” 

 The panic that shot into David’s eyes was unmistakable. “Are you sure?” he 

asked her. 

 “Yes. What does Sinaloa mean?” 

 “Sinaloa is a Mexican state synonymous with drug trafficking. Rick was telling 

him to send the boxes there.” 

 Sofia’s hold on David’s arm grew tighter. “So you think this deal has something 

to do with drugs? I mean how could Abrahamoff be involved in something like that? 

It’s not possible.” 

 David stood up. “He may be indirectly involved—who knows how much he 

knows. But your father—I’m sorry Sofia but there is not a doubt in my mind that your 

father put together this entire operation and it has to involve drugs and drug money.” 

 Sofia pulled her knees toward her chest. What the hell was happening to her 

life?  

 “Is there anything else you can tell me? Any other detail, no matter how small?” 

 Sofia’s mind travelled back to Rick. “The guy’s eyes were this weird shade of 

gold and he had this huge tattoo on his arm. It was of a skeleton with a cape—and an 
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axe in its hand.” 

 “La Santa Muerte,” he whispered. “I’m going to call Abrahamoff.” 

 Sofia watched him rush into his study.  

 

Sofia stood in the doorway to the study, her hands folded across her chest. David 

was seated at his desk facing the window, he had just finished his conversation with 

Abrahamoff. 

 “I was really honest with him, Sofia,” David said. “I told him he’s in a 

dangerous situation and I want to help him. He didn’t sound surprised—or angry. He 

simply said he doesn’t anticipate any problems, he did exactly what they asked him to 

do. I asked him if he knows that these people are most likely connected to Sinaloan 

drug lords. All he admitted was that he had the feeling they were low lifes but 

understands anyone’s desire to avoid heavy taxation. He doesn’t realize what he’s 

dealing with, Sofia. These people are ruthless and they’ll stop at nothing. I told him he 

has to be careful but he’s confident he won’t hear from them again.” 

 David’s head dropped into the palm of his hands. “I really think Abrahamoff has 

convinced himself that this transfer is merely going to keep excess money out of the 

Columbian government’s hands.” 

 Sofia walked over to David and put her hands on his shoulders. “He once told 

me how his father left Belgium with diamonds wedged between his toes so that the 

Nazis wouldn’t get hold of them. I guess he lost respect for governments a long time 

ago.” 

 “But these people aren’t going to do any good with the money they sell all the 
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gold and diamonds for. They’re simply going to recruit some more hopeless teenage 

boys to push drugs for them. Introduce them to their savior La Santa Muerte!” David 

said, his tone irate. 

 “Who is that?” Sofia asked sliding her hands off his shoulders.  

 “She’s a cult icon. Said to welcome every individual no matter what his crime 

is—which is why she is such a favorite amongst drug lords and gangsters. The front 

man for the Colombians I once worked with had the same tattoo and he would have shot 

us both point blank if he had ever seen us again.”  
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Spring accompanied a welcome quiet into Sofia’s life, and the constant lurch-

and-stop feeling in the pit of her stomach had finally died down. David had asked her to 

inform him of any phone call or message regarding the Colombia contingency and also 

requested updates regarding Abrahamoff’s state of mind. Sofia, understanding the 

magnitude of the situation, watched her boss like a hawk. This was despite the fact that 

he had sat at her desk watching her several weeks prior, and wondered aloud about how 

David had so much information regarding his business dealings. “A kleyner bird must 

be spending a lot of time talking with reb David,” Abrahamoff said. Sofia had said 

nothing but she could feel her cheeks burning as she busied herself with tidying her 

desk.  

For the past six weeks, however, there had been no mention of Rick or any sign 

of him, and the office lapsed into a lengthy patch of quiet. Sofia returned to her menial 

tasks, breaking only occasionally to run an errand. She was never bored though, 

knowing that there was always a chance David would be working in the club that day 

and would pay her, and of course Abrahamoff, a visit. Managing and obsessing about 

her condition had also become less of a pastime.  The medication, allowing her to 

function at ninety-nine percent normalcy, had made it possible to forget she had ever 

been diagnosed with R.A. The only thing persisting on sneaking up on her was the 

clicking sound in her hips—a worry that Sofia had shoved to the back of her mind, 

convincing herself that she didn’t have to overreact to every little thing. Even normal
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people’s joints creaked and clicked every now and then. 

 On Friday, with one hour to go until the beginning of her weekend Sofia pulled 

her excel chart up onto her computer and documented the marquises she had dropped 

off at the GIA lab that very morning. She then made a fresh pot of coffee and poured it 

into Abrahamoff’s thermos for his walk to Holyland Books. The door buzzed just as she 

was returning to her desk. It took Abrahamoff, who was returning his messages on his 

private line, a moment to notice that they had been joined by David.  

 “Reb David! Good to see you. It’s nice that to check on me you come so much 

lately,” Abrahamoff said, his hand over the mouthpiece.  

 “Just want to make sure that business is flowing, Saul,” David said.  

 “Well Mendelsohn sold me a strop, but he’s not going to get away with 

nothing,” Abrahamoff said, returning his attention to the phone. “Mendelsohn, Was is 

dus…”  

 “What’s a strop?” Sofia asked David.  

 “It means that you overpaid for something worthless,” David said. “I’m glad 

there are still things I can teach you.” 

 She smiled holding back from making an untimely comment about just how 

much he had taught her in so many different areas. He seemed to know what she was 

thinking though because a slow smile inched across his face.  

 “You’re finished here soon, aren’t you?” he asked. 

 “Just about done,” she said turning to shut off her computer.  

 “Because I was thinking about a picnic in the park.” 

 “I like the sound of that,” Sofia replied, aware that the background noise had 
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died down. She turned to see Abrahamoff staring at the two of them, his hands clasped 

tightly over his belly. 

 David cleared his throat. “Well I’m going to be on my way. Saul, have a good 

Shabbos,” he said before walking out of the office. 

 Sofia gathered her things quickly and slipped her bag over her shoulder. “Have a 

good Shabbos, Mr. Abrahamoff,” she said. 

 “You and David have really become…friends,” he said reaching for a Marlboro 

Red.  

 “Yes, we’ve become friendly, you know, from seeing each other around the 

office,” she answered slowly, having trouble believing that she was actually having this 

conversation with Abrahamoff. 

 “These days I wonder if he comes to see me,” Abrahamoff inhaled his cigarette 

“or you, Miss Dayan.” 

 Sofia was speechless, unsure what Abrahamoff wanted her to say. Was he 

simply acknowledging that he was aware of an interest between the two of them, or was 

he saying that he knew of their involvement? She advanced toward the door with an 

awkward laugh. “See you on Monday,” she said.  

 

 Downstairs, David was leaning against the exit turnstile joking around with 

Sydney. He stepped out of the way, allowing Sofia to pass through before following her 

to the door. She distinctly noticed Sydney winking at her as he wished her a good 

Shabbos. 

 “What is it with everyone today?” she asked David once they were on the street. 
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“Do you know that Abrahamoff just confronted me about the nature of our relationship? 

He wanted to know if we were friends and was wondering whether you come by the 

office to see him or me.” 

 David’s laugh was cynical. “After all that old guy has been up to, he has a nerve 

to question you about your life.” 

 The black Lincoln was waiting by the curb and David opened the door for Sofia. 

He moved in beside her and told Daryl to drop them off outside the Museum of Natural 

History. 

 “It seems like everything did go smoothly with the deal though. Maybe it wasn’t 

as a big a deal as you thought.” 

 David reached for Sofia’s hand. “The fact that you haven’t heard anything 

doesn’t mean much at this point,” he said.  

  Sofia sighed, unwilling to think about all the drama. She reached for the plastic 

bag by her feet emitting the smell of deli sandwiches. “I’m starving,” she said. 

 “Hey, that’s for the park,” David said putting his arm around her. “Kiss me in 

the meantime, yes?” 

 

 They got out at Eighty-Sixth and Central Park West and, hand in hand, began 

trekking toward the Great Lawn. On the way they past a young couple standing by a 

large oak tree. The girl was beaming at her boyfriend carefully carving their initials into 

the trunk.  

 “Can you do that for me please?” Sofia said pulling David’s hand. “Let’s find a 

good tree.”  
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 “You can’t be serious,” David said laughing and walking ahead.  

 When they got to the lawn, David pulled out a sheet and spread it across the 

grass. They removed their shoes and socks and sat down to eat their sandwiches. Sofia 

still hadn’t said anything, and David nudged at her foot with his toe. “What’s the matter, 

my beauty?” he asked. 

 She loved when he called her that, but this time it did little to compensate for his 

casual dismissal. 

 “Please don’t be upset about the tree, Sofia. I think you sometimes forget that 

I’m not your college boyfriend and those kinds of things just seem funny to me.” 

 “What’s it got to do with age?” Sofia asked looking directly at David. “If you 

love me then none of it matters.” 

 The look on David’s face was like a blaring siren. She had brought up the 

unprecedented issue of love. She stared down at her hands wishing she could retract the 

words that brought their leisurely afternoon picnic to a standstill. David’s fingers wove 

their way through hers. He squeezed her hand and for a while they just sat there 

listening to the breeze. “You’ve brought so many precious things into my life,” he said 

quietly. “I love you so much for that.” 

 She buried her face into his shirt, feeling such a sadness. But she couldn’t 

decipher whether it was because of the way he had told her he loved her or because she 

felt there was more he had left unsaid. 

  

 They spent the next hour lying on the grass reading. David had both his Forbes 

magazine and Il Giornale, always insistent upon keeping up with the latest news in his 
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homeland. Sofia was memorizing Coleridge’s Kubla Khan for her lit course. The 

professor had told each student to pick a romantic poem and then gave them the choice 

of either writing a paper analyzing the erotic nature of the prose, or simply memorizing 

it. Sofia was quick to choose the latter, confident that it was the less time-consuming 

option. She sat there reading one line at a time, then, closing her eyes, the wind tousling 

her hair, committed it to memory. She was halfway through when David threw aside his 

newspaper and rolled toward her. “Right, let’s hear what you’ve got so far.” 

 Sofia sat upright and closed the book “Okay here goes. In Xanadu did Kubla 

Khan, a stately pleasure dome decree, where Alph the sacred river ran, through caverns 

measureless to man, down to a sunless sea...” She continued on until the poem’s 

midpoint stumbling only once.  

David shook his head and applauded. “That’s impressive Sofia. I’ve never heard 

that poem before but it’s beautiful. The line about the fertile grounds and incense trees 

was very powerful.” 

“So twice five miles of fertile ground, where walls and towers were girdled 

round and there were gardens bright with sinuous rills, where blossomed many an 

incense-bearing tree,” she recited again.  

“Yes, that line. Amazing words.” 

“Those romantics were all high on opium, I guess it fired up their creative 

streak,” Sofia said. 

David put his hand on her leg, running his fingers from her knee down to her 

ankle. “It’s nice that there was a time when the outcome of drugs was that…” he said.  

 The sun was disappearing behind Museum Mile and Sofia was beginning to feel 
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the chill. “You ready to go?” she asked David. 

 Staring out onto the horizon, it took him a second to say yes. He got to his feet 

and Sofia helped him fold up the sheet and gather the scattered sandwich wrappers. 

Walking toward the East Side they passed an elderly lady with two tiny dogs wearing 

red jackets initialed in gold lettering. “Prince, Duke, not so fast darlings,” the woman 

was saying. 

 “I love those Italian greyhounds, they’re so delicate looking,” Sofia said.  

 “Do you know, I’ve always wondered about the name. Growing up I never once 

saw a dog that looked anything like that.” 

 Sofia shrugged. “Maybe the Italian part is just a fancier way of saying 

miniature.” 

 “Hey, there is nothing miniature about us,” David said pulling her close and 

kissing the top her head. 

 She was laughing when they crossed Fifth Avenue and walked up to the 

entranceway of David’s building.  

“Hi Dave,” Walter said tipping his hat at Sofia. “There was a guy asking to see 

you. This is the second time he came by.” 

“Who was it?” 

“He didn’t tell me his name, but he had an accent kinda like yours actually. 

Close shaven beard, dark hair…” 

Sofia knew without a doubt that Walter was describing her father “Where is he 

now?” David asked. 

“He was going to park his car but said he’s coming right back to wait for you.” 
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“I’ll wait with you,” Sofia said. 

“No. I don’t think that is a good idea at all. I want you to go back to school and I 

will call you later,” he said. “This has been a long time coming.” 

 

Sofia returned to Hartley discovering a silence that, for once, was the last thing 

she was looking for. She sank onto the couch in the common area and flipped open her 

cell phone. She dialed Hiromi’s number. 

“Hiroms, where are you?” she asked. 

“My cousin’s here for the weekend, remember? I’m hanging with her at her 

hotel.” 

Sofia vaguely remembered Hiromi mentioning something about that. “Oh right,” 

she murmured. 

“Aren’t you with Humbert? I thought Friday nights are strictly devoted to him.” 

“He had some stuff going on tonight,” she replied.  

“Oh. Sorry babe. Well, come and hang with Omiko and me. We’re going to try 

and get show tickets.” 

Sofia considered the offer before realizing that she was in no mood for a show. 

“Thanks but I think I’m gonna just try and catch up on some sleep.” 

“All right, give me a buzz if you change your mind.” 

Sofia hung up, feeling badly for neglecting Hiromi and choosing to spend every 

free moment with David. She had probably made things worse by calling, making it 

clear to Hiromi that she was second fiddle, thought about only when David was tied up. 

Yet, as usual, Hiromi had been her sweet self. Sofia knew she had fallen way behind on 
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the friendship meter.   

She looked around at the empty room and thought about what she could do to 

pass the time until David called her. The only thing she knew was happening on campus 

right then was the Sabbath service at the Kraft center. She glanced at her watch. It was 

six-thirty and the sky had just turned dark. She went to her room and pulled open 

Michelle’s closet. She changed into a beige knit dress which she accentuated with a 

brown leather belt and boots. She touched up her make-up and left the dorm building.  

 

The rabbi was leading the singing inside the synagogue when Sofia slipped into 

the back row. She pulled out a prayer book and glanced at the girl seated beside her to 

see what page they were on. She was able to follow along once she located the spot, 

satisfied that her Hebrew reading was as fluid as it was in high school. The singing 

instilled the room with a sense of serenity, and having heard the tune a couple of times 

before, she joined in singing the Lecha Dodi, welcoming the Sabbath. 

 At the end of the prayer service, the rabbi invited everyone to the Sabbath meal 

upstairs. Sofia checked her phone and seeing that David had not yet tried to contact her, 

followed along with the crowd. On the stairwell she felt someone reach for her arm and 

turned. It only took her a moment to place the guy. 

 “Hiromi’s friend, right?” she asked. 

 “My claim to fame,” he said. 

 Sofia bit her lip, aware that she sounded obnoxious. “Sorry. It’s Jon—right?” 

 “Wow, you remembered. I’m flattered, Sofia.” 

 “So am I,” she said. 
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 “It would be hard for me to forget your name—Hiromi talks about you pretty 

much all the time,” he said. 

 “Damn. What exactly is she telling you?” Sofia asked. 

 “Oh I know it all,” he said. 

 She was pretty certain he was joking with her but she coughed up an uneasy 

laugh. “Do you come for Shabbat dinner every week?” she asked. 

 “Usually,” he said. “My dad is a real stickler about me going. He’s pretty 

Orthodox.” 

 “Are you?” she asked. 

 “I observe the basics—Shabbat and Kosher. Definitely not as observant as my 

dad would like me to be but, you know, it’s hard.” 

 Sofia nodded. “I hear you.” 

 They stood and listened to the rabbi making the blessing over the wine before 

lining up to wash their hands for the challah. Jon grabbed the two-handled cup and 

demonstrated how to pour it three times over her right hand and then three times over 

her left. They took a seat at the end of the long table and watched the rabbi make a slit 

in one of the large braided loaves placed in front of him. He blessed the bread and sliced 

it up. The other students proceeded to bite into the miniature loaves placed at each table 

setting but Jon told Sofia to wait. “It’s better to have some of the blessed bread,” he told 

her. 

 Sofia shrugged. “Hey, I need all the blessings I can get,” she said. 

 “Me too,” he said. “Got to get through finals. I don’t have Hiromi in any of my 

other classes.” 
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 Her cell phone started ringing just as the rabbi’s bread basket came their way. 

She quickly turned it off, aware that such disturbances were not particularly welcome. 

The rabbi, however, distributing the challah to her end of the table, simply wished her a 

good Shabbes and welcomed her to the dinner before moving on. 

 “I’m really sorry,” Sofia said turning to Jon, “but I have to go.” 

 His blue eyes studied her. “You’re a busy lady. Always on the run.” 

 “I’m sorry,” she said again. “Have a good weekend.” Sofia left the dining room, 

the challah lying on her plate untouched.  

 

 “David? Tell me what happened,” Sofia said walking away from the Kraft 

Center.  

 David related that Gabriel had showed back up right after Sofia’s cab drove 

through the park. They had gone up to the apartment where David immediately brought 

up the subject of Gabriel’s joint venture with Abrahamoff. David gave him the chance 

to explain the nuances of the deal but Gabriel had merely claimed it was 

“straightforward business.” It was then that David told Gabriel, in very clear terms, that 

he knew that they were selling diamonds and gold to drug dealers and helping them 

smuggle the goods out of the US. He also knew that Gabriel had re-established his old 

contacts with the Black Tigers, the same group they had once worked with—all devout 

followers of La Santa Muerte. David admitted to Gabriel that he had often struggled 

with feelings of guilt. He sometimes wondered whether to utilize his contacts to help 

Gabriel through the financial difficulties destroying his life and his marriage. But now 

he was glad he had never rekindled those ties because, he told him, he knew Gabriel 
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would just sink them both again. And now he had proof.  Saul Abrahamoff was the 

victim this time around. He told Gabriel that he was going down—that if he thought this 

deal had gone smoothly and was experiencing a light conscience and heavy wallet, it 

would be a short-lived victory. He was going to go down because that’s how it always 

was with the Black Tigers. Ultimately they won and everyone else lost.  Gabriel’s eyes 

glazed over with hate. He looked at David and told him that if he was going down, 

David was going right down with him as an accomplice. After all, several stones that 

David had secured for them had been in the box en-route to Bogota. Right then then 

David experienced a sick feeling in the pit of his stomach, asked Gabriel how he had 

ever learned to live with himself. Gabriel had leaned back and laughed, remarking that 

it was a funny question coming from David giving that he was sleeping with his 

daughter.  

 Sofia’s knees felt weak beneath her. David was still talking but she couldn’t hear 

the words. She sat on the steps outside the library and stared out onto the dark campus 

lawn.  

 

 For the second time that day Sofia was heaving into the toilet, emptying her 

insides. She wanted to attribute it to the two weeks of incessant study time preparing for 

finals, battling to stay focused when every third minute her mind would whisk her into 

David’s bedroom and the image of his body blanketing hers. There was also the 

indigestible fact that her father knew about them—a cause for vomiting in of itself. But 

there was something more to it. And each night as she stared at the fluorescent yellow 

of her Methotrexate before swallowing down the putrid pill, she wondered how she 
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would keep it down. It felt like dry glass particles sliding into the pit of her stomach. 

She leaned back against the bathroom wall, aware that her sweatpants were flush up 

against the filthy tiles, and wiped the residue from the corner of her mouth. Slowly, she 

rose and crossed the hall to Hiromi’s bedroom.  

 Hiromi was lying on her bed, her feet stretched up against the wall. “I know I’m 

looking at you upside down but you look like hell,” she said. 

 Sofia curled up at the foot of the bed. “I just vomited again,” she said. 

 “Oh shit, you’re pregnant!” 

 “No, you idiot. There is absolutely no chance of that. Trust me. I think it’s all 

the stress I’m under and maybe one of my medications too.” 

 “I have some Perrier in my fridge. I think you should drink some.” 

 Sofia trudged over and pulled it out. She opened it and drank straight from the 

bottle.  

“It’s yours, hon.” Hiromi said. “Maybe you’re sick cause you’re having David 

withdrawal symptoms. You’ve been around constantly so I take it you guys are on a 

break?” 

“A study break,” Sofia replied perching on the edge of the desk chair. She 

hadn’t seen David since his encounter with Gabriel two weeks earlier—something she 

knew had deeply disturbed him. But until finals were over, David thought it best if she 

detached herself from everything other than school work. He also suggested that she 

take some time off from working with Abrahamoff, something she immediately 

rejected. The job gave her day structure, and ensured that her afternoons were spent 

intensely hitting the books. If she gave herself the whole day to study, she knew much 
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time would be spent whiling away the interminable hours. More importantly, now that 

she wasn’t spending time at David’s apartment, work was the only place that offered the 

chance of seeing him—something that had not yet occurred. If he was coming into the 

club, he was making sure to stay away from the office.  

“Do you want to finish the slides?” Hiromi asked “We got up to the Pre-

raphaelites.”  

 “Sure,” Sofia said. “Hit me with it.” 

 Hiromi flipped open her computer and pulled up Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s 

Proserpine. The figure of a woman, appearing almost bewitched, clutched a bitten 

pomegranate to the base of her white throat, her lips curled in disgust. “Hey, she’s 

sympathizing with you—she also looks like she’s going to be sick.” 

 Sofia laughed for the first time all day. 

 

 Dr. Orenstein returned her call after leaving three messages with his 

receptionist. He confirmed Sofia’s suspicions that the methotrexate was causing her 

nausea. “You’ve been taking it for three months now. It could have taken its toll on 

your stomach,” he said. “Have you been taking it with food?” 

 “Yes,” Sofia responded, skirting around a rushing Hassid at the corner of Forty-

Seventh Street. 

 “Don’t take it for the next two weeks and we’ll see how you do. You’ve been 

responding well to the Embril, maybe it will be able to stand up to the symptoms on its 

own—we’ll be in touch next week.” 

 Sofia wanted to ask the doctor how confident he was that the Embril would 
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work on its own, and what the next step would be if it didn’t, but the line had already 

gone dead. She put her finger onto the identification pad and walked through the 

turnstile to the diamond tower. 

 “Everything okay?” Sydney asked. “You don’t look so good.” 

 “Finals,” was all she said before disappearing into the elevator.  

 She entered the office to discover that Abrahamoff had a visitor. He sat with his 

back toward her, his windbreaker still on.  

 Abrahamoff waved as she walked to her desk, prompting the man to turn around 

and glance at her. He appeared to be in his mid forties, dark blonde hair streaked with 

grey, reddish skin pinched around light eyes. “Ma’am,” he said. 

 “Officer Malone,” Abrahamoff said. “This is my office assistant, Sofia Dayan.” 

 Sofia froze at the man’s title. What was happening? Sofia wasn’t able to respond 

to the man’s greeting because her mind was suddenly screaming worst case-scenarios. 

Abrahamoff was being charged with assisting and abetting tax evasion, he’d been 

linked to drug smuggling across the Mexican border….  

 The man turned back to Abrahamoff. “As I said. We’re simply questioning 

everyone in connection to the missing necklace.” 

 Abrahamoff wiped his hand across his forehead. “I wish I could tell you more, 

officer, but dealings with that firm I’ve never had.” 

 Sofia found herself able to breathe easier. The officer was there in connection to 

the burglary that had occurred on the sixteenth floor. The House of Aziz Corp was 

claiming it was an inside job and posts had been put all over the bulletins in the club.  

 The officer stood up and shook Abrahamoff’s hand. He handed him a card. “If 
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you think of anything that could be of help, please be in touch with me,” he said.  

 Abrahamoff sat in silence for several moments staring at the card. When he 

looked up Sofia thought he looked rather pale. Or maybe everything seemed off to her 

given that she had been vomiting incessantly.  

 Later as she was placing Abrahamoff’s coffee mug down on his desk, she 

glanced at the card. Karl Malone, Chief Detective, Federal Bureau of Investigation.  

 

 Sofia emerged from her Art History final confident that she had aced it. There 

wasn’t one slide she hadn’t been able to both identify and analyze in the context of class 

discussion. Hiromi had finished ahead of her and had already left the auditorium. Sofia 

caught up with her in the cafeteria where Hiromi was sitting with Jon Landers. She had 

not seen him since her quick exit from the Friday night dinner and felt awkward 

approaching their table. 

 “Hey there,” he said. 

 She sat down. “Hi, how are you doing?” 

 “Good. Hiromi has not shut up about how well she did on her final. How was it 

for you?” 

 “It was good, but that’s all I’ll say. You don’t need to be surrounded by two 

dorks.” 

 “Oh please,” Hiromi said. “You think this guy is any different? He thinks he’s 

Einstein for passing statistics. Never mind that I did all his freakin’ work.” 

 “But I give you full credit for that, Hiromi. You can’t deny it,” Jon said. 

 “Don’t I get more in return than just ‘credit?’” Hiromi asked.  
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 Sofia knew full well that Hiromi was flirting with Jon and she was curious as to 

how he would respond. 

 “Anything. What do you want?” he asked laughing. 

 Hiromi was eyeing him suspiciously. “Do you really mean that?” 

 “Absolutely,” he replied. 

 “Why don’t I leave you guys to hammer out this deal?” Sofia asked. “I need 

sleep.” 

“No please,” Jon said. “I need you here to make sure she doesn’t take advantage 

of me.” 

 Hiromi snorted. “She’s the wrong person for that job.” 

 Hiromi’s words were like cold ice being thrown at her. Sofia’s eyes met 

Hiromi’s. They contained an anger that could not be sugar-coated by her smile. This 

time an authentic awkwardness settled around the table.  

 Sofia stood up. “I really need to take a nap,” she said. She turned around and 

walked out of the cafeteria.  

 

 The following week was a marathon of finals. Bio was the most challenging, 

despite the multiple choice questions, the intricacies of the human genome were 

difficult for Sofia to process, whereas lit and history, despite requiring her to respond to 

essay-style questions, felt like home territory. Each time she left the exam, though, she 

felt confident but exhausted. She walked outside on a Wednesday afternoon feeling a 

thundering of relief because there were no other finals to reprogram herself for. She let 

all the information crammed into her head float up toward the trees and walked towards 
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Hartley, scatterings of sunlight pelting down on her skin. She breathed.  

 Her grandparents had paid for her to stay on and take an art course over the 

summer, so she didn’t have to worry about the nightmarish prospect of returning home. 

The course met only twice a week, so she planned to keep her job with Abrahamoff and 

spend the rest of her time reconnecting with David. She also needed to speak with 

Hiromi. Hiromi’s prickly words kept crawling into her head but Sofia had shoved them 

away and plowed on with her studying. She had only seen Hiromi twice in passing since 

the incident in the cafeteria, exam-associated stress posing as the perfect excuse to 

avoid a confrontation. Trudging up the steps, a scraping feel in her hips, she paused 

outside the open door to Hiromi’s room. Hiromi was standing on her bed pulling her 

books down from her shelves.  

 “Hi,” Sofia said walking in. “What are you doing?” 

 “I’m sending some books home with my mom, she’s coming down for the 

weekend,” she said, avoiding eye contact with Sofia. “I figured I’d better clear space for 

all the crap I have to buy for studio art.” 

 “Look, Hiromi. I really just wanted to talk about—” 

 Hiromi waved her hands. “Stop. You don’t have to say anything. I wanted to 

talk to you about this earlier but you know, with finals…Oh forget that, it’s a bullshit 

excuse. I’m just bad with apologies and I owe you one.” 

 “No, Hiromi, listen. Maybe you had a point. Maybe I have been taking 

advantage of you. I know it feels like I spend all my time with David and call you at my 

convenience and I’m really sorry that it comes across as if you’re second best.” 

 “Of course I’m second best, and I should be! If I had a boyfriend I would also 
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want to be with him all the time. You haven’t done anything wrong. I’m just insecure.” 

 “What on earth would you have to be insecure about?” Sofia asked. 

 Hiromi slumped down onto the bed and looked straight at the wall. “I’m really 

into Jon, but he definitely likes you—I’m sure of it.” 

 “Oh my God, Hiromi, what makes you think that?” 

 “He talks about you pretty consistently. He was telling me about the Friday 

night you guys spent together and was asking why you never stick around for longer 

than five minutes. He wants to know what your deal is.” 

 Sofia felt strange remembering that she had turned down Hiromi’s invitation and 

ended up hanging out with Jon. It felt sneaky when in essence had meant nothing. 

“Seeing him that Friday night was a total coincidence. It’s not like we planned to meet 

for dinner so I don’t know why it bothers him that I left!”  

 “It probably bothers him because he has a thing for you, Sofia.” 

 Sofia sat next down on the bed besides Hiromi. “This could all be in your head. 

Why don’t you just tell him that you’re interested in him—it’s not like you’re shy.” 

 “Trust me, I’ve made it blatantly obvious to the point where I’m embarrassing 

myself. And believe me, that’s hard to do.” She laid her head on Sofia’s shoulder. “He’s 

clearly prefers Jews with genetic illnesses over fantastically smart Asians.” 

 Sofia tried to contain her laughter, but to no avail. “He has no idea what he’s 

missing out on. Doesn’t seem like he’s worth your time, Hiroms.” 

 “Maybe not.”  

“Why don’t you just tell him I’m with David?” Sofia asked. 

 “I don’t want to break his heart,” Hiromi said.  
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

When Sofia arrived at the office on Thursday morning, Abrahamoff was 

wearing his hat and coat. One of his side curls hung loose and bounced against his 

shoulder.  

“Oh good, you’re here. For most of the morning I will be gone so I need you to 

deal with the phones.” 

“Your line too?” Sofia asked. 

Abrahamoff hesitated for a second. “Yes, my line too. Just tell whoever calls 

that I am in the club.” 

“Is that where you’ll be there entire time?” Sofia asked, quickly adding “just in 

case there is something urgent.” 

“Call my cell phone if there is something urgent,” Abrahamoff said glancing at 

his watch. “By twelve I will try to back. If not, I’ll pay you overtime. Your exams are 

finished no?” 

“They are. I took the last one yesterday.” 

“And how did they go?” Abrahamoff asked putting an envelope into his 

briefcase and zipping it. 

“Well—at least I think so,” Sofia replied.  

“Good,” Abrahamoff said. He patted down his coat pocket making sure he had 

his cigarettes, and left the office. 

Sofia slumped down in her seat, her mind refocusing on the fact that she still felt 
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slight nausea. She now knew that the methotrexate was the cause for her stomach 

upheaval. She had been off it for a week and even though the nausea had weakened, she 

still wasn’t quite back to normal. She was glad Abrahamoff was out, because the 

constant smell of his coffee and cigarettes aggravated her stomach and she was 

determined to finish out her sixth consecutive day of no vomiting. She leaned back in 

her seat and placed her feet on the edge of the desk. The other thing nagging away at 

her was David. He knew her last final had been yesterday and she had not heard a word 

from him. Unable to restrain herself, she had called him the previous night only to get 

his voice mail. She couldn’t bring herself to leave a message.  

Reaching for her bag, she pulled out her first unrelated to school pleasure-read 

of the year. It was a thriller concerning the body of a murdered teen discovered in a 

cornfield in Nebraska. She sank straight into it.  

An hour later Abrahamoff’s private line rang. She hurried over to retrieve the 

call.  

“Sofia?” 

Her stomach catapulted. “Hi dad,” she said, sitting on Abrahamoff’s chair.  

There was a long silence at the other end. “I need to speak with Saul,” he said.  

“He’s not here. Can I leave him a message?” Sofia swallowed hard, feeling as 

though a dose of methotrexate was slowly descending down her throat.  

“No. He’s not answering his cell phone either. Where is he?” 

“He’s in the club.” 

Another pause. “No he’s not. You lied about everything else. Don’t lie about 

this. Where is he?” 
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Sofia was finding it difficult to swallow. “That’s where he said he was going. 

What do you need, Dad?” 

“I need my daughter to tell me the truth. It’s important that I speak to Saul and 

he’s not answering my calls. When I called last week he told me some crap about being 

busy with the police talking about the Aziz burglary. Where is he?” 

A drumming in her temples picked up speed. Her father was losing it and she 

wasn’t sure if it was about her and David or something to do with the deal. “Dad, he 

really was talking with the police. There was a Karl Malone from the FBI here to speak 

to him. Why are you acting this way—” 

“Are you sure it was someone from the FBI? For God’s sake, Sofia, be honest 

with me.” 

“Yes I’m sure! What’s this about, Dad? Because it sure as hell doesn’t seem like 

it’s about Abrahamoff,” Sofia said anger sweeping her aggravation aside. 

“My own daughter is acting like a putana—with a man who used to be like a 

brother to me and then turned on me!” Gabriel was shouting. “Just like you’re turning 

on me now.” 

“How have I turned on you? How have I been distrustful? You put David in a 

compromising situation and now you’re doing the same with Mr. Abrahamoff. You be 

honest with me,” she screamed. 

She heard a choke on the other side. “Goodbye, Sofia.” 

Sofia sat there long after the line went dead, the phone still clamped to her ear, 

her entire body shaking. 
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Abrahamoff didn’t return to the office until one. He was clearly distracted by 

whatever business he had been attending to, and returned to his desk saying little. He 

failed to notice that every shred of makeup from around Sofia’s eyes had disappeared 

and been replaced by a dry puffiness. After the first bout of crying she had gone to wash 

her face but the tears refused to dry up. She had returned to the office and cried for 

another half an hour. 

She gave Abrahamoff a brief account of his messages, making no mention of the 

fact her father had been trying to reach him, while he made several unsuccessful 

attempts at lighting his cigarette. She then grabbed her bag and pulled open the door.  

“Nu? So how is everything with you, Miss Dayan?” he asked finally lighting the 

flame. 

“Good. Thank you,” she said, small talk with Abrahamoff being the last thing on 

earth she was game for right then. 

Abrahamoff was obviously not getting the vibe as he started chattering on about 

the upcoming Market Week—something the DDC had instituted once yearly, opening 

their doors to other firms in order to bring business into the club. Abrahamoff told her 

that the previous year his most successful transactions had been closed during that time. 

It was going to be busy he said.  

She nodded and smiled, the bulk of his words travelling through one ear, and out 

the other, at lightning speed. 

“So what I’m hoping is that the Aybeshter will help me so that my sales revenue 

will be higher than last year,” Abrahamoff said coughing violently. 

Just then Meyerson from down the hall poked his head around the door. “We 
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need you for Minyan,” he told Abrahamoff. 

Sofia took the opportunity to wave and hurry out.  

In the lobby she walked out of the elevator seeing and hearing close to nothing, 

so when she came face to face with David on her way through the turnstile, her throat 

simply closed up. He stood looking at her, his eyes controlled. 

 “Sofia, we need to talk,” he said.  

 She said nothing as he steered her back out to the street. 

“I’ve missed you,” he whispered.  

 She was crying before he had even finished the sentence, and this time the tears 

came so violently she felt she would collapse. 

 David quickly put his arm around her and steered her toward the car. “Home,” 

he told Daryl. 

  

It was not until David had locked the door behind them and she was seated on 

the sofa, that she was able to utter a word.  

“Where have you been?” was all she asked. 

  David sat beside her and took her face in his hands. “Tell me what happened, 

Sofia.” 

 She pushed his hands away and got to her feet. “Tell you what happened? What 

fucking part should I start with? The fact that my father called me a whore, or maybe 

that you have disappeared from my life when everything is going wrong. And I feel sick 

all the time and my fucking knees are acting up again!” She walked over to the window 

and sank down to the floor. 
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 David sat beside her, resisting her attempts to push him away. “Calm down 

Sofia, you’re hysterical,” he said quietly. She collapsed against him.  

   “Ssshh,” he whispered rocking her in his arms, her cheek pressed against the rise 

and fall of his chest. “I’m so sorry I haven’t been there for you, my beauty. I’m sorry 

that your father spoke to you that way, that he has such little dignity, and you have to 

pay the price. I know it has been hard but I’m here now and everything is going to be 

fine, Sofia.” 

 She didn’t know how long they sat there, David holding her against him like he 

would never let go, his lips silencing her with kisses that felt like butterfly wings. He 

even kissed her swollen knee-caps. 

 

She lay on the couch listening to Bach’s Brandenburg Conerto while David 

cooked a dinner of roasted chicken and mashed potatoes. He opened a bottle of dry red 

which she overindulged in between bites of the meal. They spoke about her finals and 

upcoming summer course until she felt confident enough to re-route the conversation 

back to the festering issues. 

 “I can’t stop thinking about the comment my father made about you going down 

with him. Is that why you’ve been so distant? Are you nervous about that?” 

 David looked at her for a second before emitting a curt laugh. “No, Sofia. 

Nothing your father can say worries me. I merely sold Abrahamoff three diamonds 

without the knowledge of what was going to be done with them.” 

 “Why did you do it though? Abrahamoff mentioned that you don’t usually 

handle these small-time deals.” 
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 “Before I knew what he was really up to, I wanted to help Abrahamoff. He was 

in a bind and he helped you with your insurance coverage. I was grateful for that, 

Sofia.” 

 Sofia reached for David’s hand.  

 “I’ve been distant because I have true feelings for you, Sofia. And that makes 

me as unethical as your father.” 

 She withdrew her hand quickly. “How can you say that?” 

 “No matter what your father has done, we were close once—and what we have 

going on is not something that I should have let happen,” he surged on, unwilling to let 

her interrupt him. “You’re young, Sofia, and you have your whole life ahead of you. 

This relationship is not really something you want on your record.” 

 “My record?” she asked him. “Does that mean this is just a temporary 

situation?” 

 “Where do you see this going?” he asked her. 

 “I don’t know. Wherever it takes us is where it will go,” she stared at the 

Chagall directly behind David.  

 “Where it’s going to take us is closer to each other. And that’s going to make it 

all the more difficult,” he said softly. “I constantly think about holding you in my arms 

and making love to you. It’s like I’m in high school again—but I’m not. We’re at very 

different stages of our lives, and that is something that we both have to consider.” 

The warm liquid of David’s words filled Sofia, circling around her insides. I  

constantly think of making love to you. She got up from her chair and went over to him. 

She sat on his lap, pressing her lips to his. He opened his mouth, allowing her 
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tongue to slip in.  

“Sofia, did you hear anything I said?” he mumbled. 

She opened her eyes and looked at him, knowing he was drowning. His eyes 

were smiling because he knew she knew.  

He stood up holding her against him and taking her hand, led her towards his 

bedroom. He pushed her onto his bed covering her with his body, brushing her hair 

away from her face as he kissed her. She slowly unbuttoned his shirt and unzipped his 

pants. He buried his face in her chest, her fingers combing through his hair. She could 

feel him slowly pushing up her sweater, running his hands across her stomach before 

pressing up against her. The feeling of his skin against hers after such a long time had 

her breathless. This time there was no adagio to overpower the anxious low gasps, and 

quick breaths. But somehow their melded bodies produced its own movement, steadily 

moving along a melodic line towards its highest register. 

  

Over the following week, Sofia’s stomach went back to normal; the only time 

she remembered how sick she had felt was when she ate—or even glanced at something 

yellow. Although the methotrexate’s absence was doing wonders for her insides, it was 

having the opposite effect on her joints. Her knees ballooned once again, requiring her 

to up her dose of prednisone to twenty milligrams a day and leaving her obsessing about 

the side effects. She and Hiromi had just come from dinner with the exchange students 

living in Hartley over the summer and were in the lounge. Sofia, legs propped up 

against the ping-pong table, was icing her swollen knee caps and listening to choppy 

excerpts from the TV shows Hiromi was browsing through. She snapped to attention as 
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she heard the line “it’s an ill wind that blows no good,” uttered with distaste.  

“Wait,” she told Hiromi. “Go back. Go back!” 

“Geez woman,” Hiromi muttered flicking back a station. 

“Anne of Green Gables! I know Rachel Lynd’s voice when I hear it.” 

“Anne of Green what?” 

“Please don’t tell me you’ve never heard of this movie. It’s gorgeous in every 

sense of the word. My whole life I’ve wanted to run away to Prince Edward Island and 

live in Green Gables, walk down lovers lane—have a bosom friend.” 

Hiromi watched Rachel Lynd standing on her veranda clucking her tongue. “Are 

you seriously going to make me watch this?” 

“Yes!” 

“I’ll humor you because you’re under the weather,” Hiromi said, sighing. 

 “Ok. This is it guys,” Michelle said walking down the steps. “My stuff is all out 

of the room but they promised we’ll be roomies next semester.” 

 Sofia pulled herself to a stand and gave Michelle a hug. “I’ll miss you. Have a 

great summer back home.” 

 “Thanks I will. I left all the Abrahamoff clothes for you.” 

 “You’re the best!” 

“I also left the bong with a bit of stash. You’re gonna need it,” she said looking 

at Sofia’s legs.  

 “Yep, thanks,” Sofia said. She had convinced herself that the reason she avoided 

David’s apartment last night was to stay in her room for Michelle’s last night. But she 

knew there was more to it than her righteous pledge to make her friends know that they 
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were a priority. She was ashamed for David to see her in her state; the youthful body he 

so enjoyed riddled with inflammatory arthritis. But she was glad she had stayed with 

Michelle. They had smoked one last joint and between the puffs that made her whole 

body feel lighter she told her of the nightmares she was experiencing, enhanced by the 

prednisone’s side effects. She was not merely an old lady confined to a wheel chair, 

toes and fingers braided together in haunting disfiguration, but her bones lay exposed to 

the public eye in x-ray precision. They were paper thin and liable to breakage by a 

simple nudge. 

 “You’ll be okay,” Michelle said, kissing her. She then hugged Hiromi. “See you 

guys in the fall.” 

 “Take care, Mich,” Hiromi said.  

 They watched her leave the suite. 

“You know, I was totally wrong about her,” Hiromi said. “I thought she was this 

weirdo, sailing through the year on her bong—but she turned out to be cool.” 

“Yeah,” Sofia agreed. “She was a great roommate—really understanding about 

my whole situation.” 

“When is your doctor’s appointment?” Hiromi asked. “Your knees look bad.” 

“Tomorrow. Turns out the injections are not working on their own so I’m going 

to need something instead of the methotrexate.” 

Sven, a Swedish exchange student, joined them on the couch. He sat down next 

to Hiromi offering them both some fruit. “What the hell are you two watching?” he 

asked. 

“Don’t ask me. This is Sofia’s choice. Apparently she lived in the eighteen 
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hundreds in a previous lifetime,” Hiromi said reaching for some pineapple. 

Sven draped his arm over the couch behind Hiromi’s head. “Why don’t we leave 

her to do her thing and go and catch a good movie.” 

Sofia was too busy trying to prevent herself from retching, to respond. Watching 

Hiromi munch on the pineapple instantly recreated the repulsive sensation of 

swallowing glass.  

 

Glad to be able to fade into the rest of the movie with no disturbance, Sofia was 

annoyed when her phone rang right before Gilbert Blythe offered to trade teaching 

positions with Anne, enabling her to stay on at Green Gables.  

The irritation subsided when she saw it was David. He wanted her to come by 

for dinner. He missed her. She hesitated before telling him that she wasn’t feeling great.  

“Is it your joints?” he asked. 

 “Yes,” she admitted. “It’s a little hard for me to get around right now.” 

 “I’m sending my driver. He’ll call you when he’s there. I’ll make sure you feel 

much better,” David said. 

 She felt better already, and besides, her doctor’s appointment was first thing 

tomorrow morning, so it would help to already be on the East Side. 

 

 An hour later she limped into David’s apartment. 

 “My God, Sofia, is it that bad?” 

She nodded sitting down on the couch. “Look, I’m sorry. My knees are pretty 

hideous looking, and my fingers are swollen too. I’m a mess right now—not the most 
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pleasant person to be around, but I’m seeing the doctor tomorrow and will hopefully 

start a new treatment. I’m sorry to be….” 

She realized she was talking a mile a minute when a bewildered smile spread 

across David’s face.  

He sat down beside her and she leaned back onto his chest. “Stop apologizing, 

Sofia. I’m the one who’s sorry that this is all happening. Just sit down, I’m going to 

make you a margarita to numb the pain.” 

“That sounds good,” she said. 

“So how was work today?” David asked from the kitchen. 

“It was fine. Abrahamoff’s out of the office so much lately.” 

“What’s he up to these days?” 

“I don’t know. Other than two engagement rings he sold last week, it seems to 

be quite slow. So I’m not really sure where he’s been going.” 

David came back in with the drinks. “Has anything out of the ordinary 

happened?” 

The conversation with Gabriel immediately snapped into her head. “Other than 

that awful conversation with my father, no not really.” 

David looked at the floor. 

“The funny part is that he was saying how upset he was that he couldn’t get hold 

of Abrahamoff. He kept saying I wasn’t being honest with him. He didn’t believe me 

when I told him that Abrahamoff was talking to that guy from the FBI. Can you believe 

that he was talking to me about dishonesty when all he’s been doing his whole life is 

lying?” 
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“What FBI guy?” David asked, slowly placing his glass down onto the coffee 

table. 

“There was an agent there about the diamonds stolen from the House of Aziz. 

Have you seen the signs? They were all over the club.” 

“Sofia, I asked you to tell me everything that goes on in the office. Why didn’t 

you say anything about this sooner.” 

Sofia looked puzzled. “I didn’t think you were so interested in what was going 

on with that burglary.” 

David buried his face in his hands. “Oh Sofia, Sofia! FBI agents don’t 

investigate cases concerning stolen goods in the diamond tower. Those cases are a dime 

a dozen and are handled by local detectives. The FBI gets involved when it comes to 

grander schemes.  Such as the one Abrahamoff and your father are a part of.” 

Sofia swallowed hard. “So what does that mean?” 

David looked up. “It means, Sofia, that the Feds are onto Abrahamoff and most 

likely your father too. Except you tipped your father off.  So my impression is that he is 

far away right now. He’s left Abrahamoff to take the fall on his own.”  

He stood up and started pacing. “How could you have forgotten to tell me this, 

Sofia? How could you have been this irresponsible?” 

A sinking sensation threatening to implode Sofia’s insides. 

“Pick up the phone, Sofia, and call your mother right now. Find out exactly 

where your father is.” 

Sofia’s hands were shaking as she pulled her cell phone out of her bag and 

dialed her mother’ s number. 
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“Mom, hello?” 

“Hi Sofia,” her mother said. “How is everything?” 

“Mom, do you know where Dad is?” 

There was silence on the other end before her mother responded. “I thought he 

had called you, Sofia. Your father left town five days ago. He’s in trouble again—and 

we’ve separated. We’re parting ways for good this time. I just hope he has the decency 

to return and finalize our divorce.” 

Sofia looked directly at David who was staring at her with such an intensity, she 

thought the room would spin.  

“Mom, I’ll call you back,” she said, hanging up and letting the phone slide to the 

floor. 

“He’s gone,” she told David. 

“I realize that, Sofia,” David responded. “You were quite the informant. My 

guess is that is why he got you that job in the first place.  

Sofia felt cold. David immediately called Abrahamoff at home.  

“Mrs. Abrahamoff,” he said. “David Cohen here. Can I speak to your husband 

please?” 

David’s voice faded into the background as Laura’s words swept through 

Sofia’s mind. The marriage was really coming to an end. It was all coming to an end. 

Sofia snapped back to reality when David’s voice became louder. 

“Saul, we need to meet urgently. I know all about what’s going on and who has 

contacted you. Gabriel’s out of the picture—,” David said glancing at Sofia. “But I’m 

here to help you. We’ll work it all out.” 
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From where she sat, Sofia thought she could hear Abrahamoff laughing. 

David said nothing for a few good minutes, his brow furrowed in concentration.  

“Look, Saul, I’m glad they told you that you have nothing to be concerned about….but 

things aren’t always as they appear to be. I want to help you—I was once in a similar 

situation.” 

There was more quiet until David sank down onto the couch. “Yes I think that’s 

a good idea. I’ll be at your office at around twelve. Have a good night, Saul.” 

David hung up and groaned. “Either Saul is living in illusions, thinking the FBI 

just wants to chat with him, or there is more to this than he is telling me. Either way this 

whole situation isn’t sitting right with me.  

David went over to the liquor cabinet and poured himself a glass of scotch. He 

drank it down quickly, grimacing as he slammed the glass down on the counter. “Your 

dad left town for a reason, Sofia. The Feds are going to take Saul down whether he 

knows it or not.” 

Sofia walked over to David. “Well why is he sure there is nothing to be 

concerned about?” 

“He wouldn’t tell me over the phone, but I’ll tell you one thing—I’m not leaving 

his office tomorrow until I get some straight answers.”  

 

When she awoke the next morning her knees had worsened, and she hobbled to 

the bathroom teetering on legs bent, once again, like boomerangs. David had already 

left for a breakfast hosted by a client of his who had recently donated a painting to the 

Neue Gallerie.  She was relieved he was not there to see the state she was in, especially 
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because he had his own worries. He hadn’t been himself since he had hung up with 

Abrahamoff, and had fallen asleep in front of the TV after drinking his third scotch of 

the evening. Sofia had slept alone in his bed. She quickly dressed and scrapped her plan 

of walking the eighteen blocks to the doctor’s office—something that was likely to take 

hours and would most probably kill her. She went down to the lobby hoping Walter 

would hail a cab for her, but as she came out of the elevator she saw the black Lincoln 

waiting at the curb.  

“David’s car is waiting to take you to your appointment, ma’am,” Walter said.  

She slowly eased into the back seat and called the office to remind Abrahamoff 

that she was going to be late.  

“You know, Miss Dayan,” Abrahamoff said. “Market week started today and I’ll 

be in the club the whole day. There’s not much for you to do.” 

“Are you sure, Mr. Abrahamoff?” she asked, confused. She remembered him 

mentioning something the previous week about how hectic it was going to be. It made 

no sense that he wouldn’t want her there manning the phones and typing up invoices.  

“Very sure, Miss Dayan. I’ll see you tomorrow.” 

Daryl made a left and pulled up outside Dr. Orenstein’s office. She thanked him 

and walked in to the reception area. She signed in and had a seat in anticipation of yet 

another lengthy wait. Beside her on a small table were plastic models of knee caps. She 

took one into her hands, easily maneuvering it around. If the model truly depicted the 

agility of a healthy joint, she was in trouble. Even when her knees weren’t thick with 

synovial fluid, they were slightly stiff. Her anxiety was reaching an all time high when 

the nurse called her into the examining room—a nervousness that hovered as she caught 
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sight of Dr. Orenstein in the doorway. He walked in without looking up from his 

clipboard until he stood at the foot of the examination table.  

“The inflammation is back I see,” he said touching her knees. “It’s pretty bad 

this time.” 

He leafed through her chart. “This is the fifth time I will be draining your knees 

over the last several months. Even if you have stopped taking the methotrexate, this is a 

great deal of fluid to accumulate while you are on the Embril. I’m going to switch you 

to a drug called Arava. It’s also a DMARD and studies have shown that it works just as 

well with the Embril—I think it will be easier on your stomach. I don’t mean to alarm 

you, but we have to rule out the possibility that joint damage has occurred.” 

He watched as Sofia twisted the belt of her gown around her finger in a chaotic 

spiral. “I’m going to have my technician take some films of your knees, wrists and 

ankles to find out for sure.” 

Sofia chewed on her hair. “My hips are also feeling a little strange lately.” 

“Oh yes, you mentioned something about that before. Was it a clicking feeling?” 

“Yes, exactly. What does that mean?” Her complexion paled somewhat. 

“I don’t want to make any assumptions. Let’s just get those hips x-rayed as well 

and then discuss the results.” 

 

Sofia was told to wait for about twenty minutes in order to receive her x-ray 

results. She used that time to walk to the pharmacy around the corner to fill her 

prescription for Arava. It was a small triangular pill that looked as toxic as it sounded, 

but at least it wasn’t yellow. She was to take it once daily.   
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The pharmacist filled out the prescription for Arava on the spot and she took the 

first pill with a granola bar before returning to the doctor’s office.  As soon as she 

walked into the waiting room, they waved her in to see him. He was sitting at his disk, 

two of her x-rays affixed to the light box.  

“I have some surprisingly good news but some bad news too,” he informed 

Sofia as she sank into a chair opposite him. “The joints I suspected would have incurred 

some damage seem fine. Your knees, elbows and wrists all look normal.” 

  Sofia cleared her throat, her eyes darting around the room.”So what’s the bad 

news?” 

 The doctor swiveled around and pointed his pen toward the skeletal frame of her 

pelvic region. “There has been extensive damage to the cartilage in your hips. It doesn’t 

look good.” 

 

Leaving Dr. Orenstein’s office for the second time that day Sofia lacked the 

motivation to move forward, but she pushed herself in the direction of the sunlight’s 

illusory warmth. She trudged into the park and moved slowly up the winding path, 

aiming to reach the reservoir, but collapsing onto a bench only a few feet past the 

narrow gap between the cobblestoned walls. She pulled her knees up toward her chest 

burrowing her face in her arms. The warm wind looped around her, grappling with her 

hair, muffling out all external sounds but failing to blow through the storm invading her 

mind. The doctor had provided her with a complimentary lecture on the topic of 

cartilage, jumbling her mind with explanations of the intricate make-up of chondrocytes 

that cushion a healthy joint. Her collagen and elastin fibers had betrayed her, lacking the 
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courage to stand up to the inflammatory enemy and weakening to the point of no return. 

The space between the hip joint had partially narrowed, allowing bony regions of ball to 

rub up against the never-before-encountered socket. This cozy encounter was what had 

produced the clicking sensation, the sole indicator of deterioration. Dr. Orenstein had 

understood the look of raw shock displayed across her face. It had been the persistent 

bogginess of the knees that had been concerning them both—the worry that the constant 

swelling and draining pattern was damaging the knee’s ability to fend for itself. But 

meanwhile the disease had tiptoed up into the pelvic region, unleashing its fury. And 

despite the fact that it went in with full force, neither Sofia nor Dr. Orenstein had the 

slightest idea of what was going on—the joint, tucked far beneath the surface of the skin 

unable to produce the helpful clues that the wrists and knees offered regularly. And the 

best part of all was the plan of action: Aggressive treatment in the hopes that the sliver 

of connective tissue remaining in her hips would hang on for dear life, working extra-

hard to lubricate her joints prolonging the eventual likelihood of hip replacement 

surgery. 

It was when those words had come out of Dr. Orenstein’s mouth that Sofia had 

leapt out of her chair, demanded to know whether he was joking. Hip replacements 

weren’t for twenty-one year old girls, they were for retirees teetering towards the end of 

their lives, their days so numbered that it mattered little whether they spent them as 

bionic people. Dr. Orenstein had attempted to calm her. Had explained in a voice, 

probably reserved for patients experiencing manic attacks, that this wasn’t something 

she needed to be concerned with immediately. He was simply saying that surgery was 

often something to consider in the future, if the joint endured further damage. Was that 
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likely to happen? Frankly, yes. And in that case, surgery wouldn’t be a punishment, but 

rather a means to leading a life of better quality.  

Sofia slowly began to rock back and forth, the menacing words rising one by 

one, tossing themselves into obscurity. The unlikely was what she was banking on. 

No—hip replacement surgery was not an option.   

 Sofia rose from the bench and skirting the southern edge of the reservoir, 

continued westward, the sun glinting beneath the lego-like skyline. She cut across a 

hilly expanse, avoiding a head-on collision with a dog walker, his hands clutching at an 

entangled mess of multi-colored leashes. She stood at the edge of a narrow inter-park 

traffic lane waiting for a horse and carriage to pass by before crossing over through two 

columns of dense trees. They arched over, touching each other’s branches and signaling 

the entranceway to a dingy tunnel. She thought of her novel, Aberdeen setting out for 

her early morning jog through the park, the killer awaiting her in the throes of a tunnel. 

She would welcome an attack like that right now. It would be swift and merciless, 

leaving her a mere pile of mutilated flesh and bones, but out of her misery. She exited 

the tunnel unscathed, crudely reminded of her diminishing supply of cartilage when the 

clicking sound resumed once more, immediately chased by the notion of hip 

replacements. The fury she had managed to subdue while trekking through the park rose 

once more, blanketing her so thickly. She imagined walking the streets with metallic 

hips, the heaviness of her steps faintly shaking the sidewalk like a subway train. 

 

 An hour later she was steadying herself on the railing as she climbed up the 

steps to the Neue Gallerie. Sofia walked past the security guard and over to the 
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reception desk where she informed the cashier she was attending the private function 

upstairs. She was given a pass and rode the elevator up to the third floor. The wall 

flanking the entranceway to the exhibit room was marked with the words Otto Dix 

(1891-1969). Sofia weaved through the people scattered about the room, catching sight 

of David studying the picture of a woman, devil-like in her appearance. She came up 

next to him and touched his arm.  

 “Sofia! What are you doing here?” he asked. “Don’t you have to be at work?” 

 “He told me not to come in today,” she said. 

 “That’s funny. It’s market week—he’s going to be busy,” David said. He 

watched her for a moment. “How did your appointment go?” 

 Sofia, physically unable to discuss Dr. Orenstein’s prognosis, did not reply. 

Instead, she focused her gaze on the woman in the portrait. Her lips and hair were as 

fiery red as the dress clinging to her defiant pose. Sofia found her to be attractive in her 

hideousness. Perhaps it was the feline nature of her body, her glinting green eyes.  

 “Anita Berger,” David said. “She was a dancer and a good friend of Dix’s wife. 

The red is supposed to be symbolic of her self-destructive nature.” 

 “Reminds me of Munch,” Sofia murmured. 

 “Hard as it may be to fathom, I think Dix’s pieces are even darker than 

Munch’s. He worked hard to expose the grotesque behind the so called ‘Golden Weimer 

Years.’” 

They slowly moved around the room, passing several nude females, their breasts 

hanging heavy over their sunken bellies and wide hips. David pointed out his favorite 

pieces. There was the portrait of the Jewish lawyer Fritz Glaser, the wall of his 
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apartment blown out, revealing a dark and snowy Berlin. “A preview of things to come 

for German Jews,” David said. He explained that Dix’s intentions in portraying Jews 

during the nineteen-thirties was to subtly protest the rise of the Third Reich. Eventually, 

his intentions became known and he was expelled from his position as professor in 

Dresden. He was forced to turn to landscape painting as an outlet for his frustrated 

emotions.  

The last painting they looked at was one of an isolated Jewish cemetery 

entrenched deep within a forest during the dead of winter. “He was getting his message 

across even through landscape. He had the foresight to see that the Nazis wanted every 

Jew six feet under.” 

Sofia’s eyes were glued to the sleet covered gravestones slanted across the hill, 

bare trees standing around the dead in stiff, lifeless formation. There was something so 

very beautiful about it.  

David pulled up his shirtsleeve and glanced at his watch. “I’ve got to head 

downtown to see Saul,” he said. “Go and rest. You don’t look so good. I’ll call you 

when I’m finished.” 

They both turned their heads in the direction of the stairwell, a sudden sound of 

confusion rising from below.  

Downstairs, several people were gathered around the security guard.  

“When did this happen?” a woman in a camel colored suit asked. 

“Pretty recently would be my guess. The message only just came through my 

radio.” 

“How many people were shot?” asked the man beside her. 
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“They said one man for sure, I don’t know if any others were involved,” the 

guard replied pressing his ear back to his radio. 

“What’s going on?” David asked stepping down toward them. 

“There was a shooting in midtown,” the woman responded.  

David pushed open the door to the street. “Really?” 

A crackling sound came through the radio and the guard raised the volume. 

“Come in dispatch eleven. Confirmed. One Caucasian male shot down at the corner of 

Forty-Seventh and Sixth Avenue. Over.” 

David froze, his hand pressed against the wrought iron. Outside the distant 

sound of sirens filtered into the lobby. “Oh my God,” he said beginning to run. 

Sofia rushed after him, numb to the wrenching pain in her knees. She only 

managed to catch up with David at the corner of Eighty-Sixth because he couldn’t get a 

cab.  

A cab finally slowed down. David slid into the back. “Forty-Seventh and Fifth 

as fast as you can,” he said. “Go through the park. Why the hell did I give Daryl an 

early lunch?” 

He pulled out his cell phone as Sofia scrambled in beside him. “Come on, pick 

up, pick up goddamit!” he said.  

“He often doesn’t pick up his phone, it doesn’t mean that anything happened,” 

Sofia said chewing on her fingernail. “I’m sure he’s fine.” 

David ignored her and furiously dialed another number. “Sydney’s not 

answering at the door either. Where the hell is everyone?” 

“He’s probably busy giving everyone their Market Week passes,” Sofia said.  
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 “No one picking up at the management office either,” he slammed the phone 

against the window, oblivious to the menacing look the driver shot him through the 

rear-view mirror. “My God, Gabriel, what have you done?” 

Sofia swallowed hard, a dryness singeing her throat. They passed the plaza 

hotel, the hordes of people crossing Central Park West appearing like herds of 

wildebeest. The cab screeched and sped down Fifth Avenue stopping at the police cars 

barricading the road at Fifty-Third street. The officer signaled to the cab to turn to the 

left.  

“I’m getting out here,” David said tossing some cash toward the driver.  

“Wait a second man, I have to pull over.” 

David paid no attention and flung open the door, narrowly missing the limo to 

the cab’s right. 

Sofia had only one foot on the ground when the cab jerked forward. “One 

second,” she shouted, the door slamming into her shin. 

“What is wrong with you people, you’re crazy!” The driver said.  

Sofia got out and slammed the door, trying to keep sight of David. She started 

running again when she saw him disappearing westward on Fifty-Third Street. By the 

time she hit Sixth Avenue, her legs were threatening to snap and her throat was killing 

her. She could no longer see David but continued to jog south on Sixth Avenue. There 

was another police line at Fifty-Second. She ran up to the officer blocking off the 

sidewalk, pulling out her employer ID card. 

 “I work at the diamond tower, I think my boss may have been involved in the 

shooting,” she said, the words coming out between burning breaths. 
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The officer waved her past. “They won’t let you through to the building, 

though,” he warned.  

She was barely pulling herself along by the time she reached Forty-Seventh 

Street. A crowd of reporters stood at the barrier blocking her view. One of them faced 

the street chronicling the events into a Fox News microphone. Sofia pushed her way 

through, her eyes jumping toward the ambulance on the corner, then toward the 

paramedics kneeling down on the sidewalk directly in front of Holyland Books. She 

squinted, her eyes taking in the black shoes and pants protruding from beneath a white 

sheet. Her eyes then shot toward the man standing to the left of the casualty. It was 

Blumenthal stooped over in his white shirt and black vest. His glasses hung limply from 

one arm as he wept openly, the corners of his tzitzis dancing in the wind.  
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Her eyes slowly rolled open, piecing together the room. The nurses’ station 

straight ahead. IV lines running into both arms. Pale pink walls. Something restricting 

the movement on the right side of her neck. Her eyes travelled to the foot of her bed 

where her legs were spread apart, toes pointing outwards, a folded pillow between them. 

It was as if she were looking through a fogged-up window on a rainy day, but it finally 

made sense to Sofia. The sight of her feet facing away from each other was proof that it 

was all over. 

A familiar smell entered her nostrils before Laura Dayan appeared in her 

daughter’s line of vision. She leaned over the bed and kissed her daughter’s forehead. 

“How do you feel?” she whispered. 

“I....I don’t know,” Sofia replied, unprepared for the hoarseness of her voice.  

“Dr. Santucci said that it couldn’t have gone better.” 

Sofia closed her eyes and drifted back to sleep, the faint sound of her mother’s 

voice saying something about coming back later.  

She didn’t remember her mother coming back a second time, although Laura 

claimed that she did and that Sofia had the worst breath she had ever smelled in her life. 

What Sofia remembered from the recovery room was a state of deliriousness riding her 

through waves of sleep and consciousness until she could no longer differentiate 

between the two. The one other thing she remembered was calling out to Abrahamoff.  

The nurse firmly told her to settle down—there was no one there by that name, despite 
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Sofia’s staunch belief that he lay in a bed at the other side of the drawn curtain. 

 

Saul Abrahamoff was pronounced dead on May 31st, 2002, at 12:20 pm. He had 

just left midday prayer services at Holyland Books. The mention of his death made the 

headlines of every paper the following morning, but the thread bare notification 

mentioned nothing of the details surrounding the tragedy. Sofia’s eyes were transfixed 

on the paramedics moving Abrahamoff’s lifeless body into an ambulance and whisking 

him over to St. Luke’s. There was nothing to do for him at that point, yet he was still 

sped through the streets of Manhattan amid raging sirens. The same streets he had 

walked for the last thirty years. It was then that she had found David, the weight of his 

body resting against a parked car, the dark window mirroring his crumpled face. The 

ambulance’s lights coated his reflection in a pool of burgundy. Sofia walked towards 

him but stopped about six feet away from where he stood stooped over. He turned and 

walked in her direction, his face skimming over hers like a collective part of the chaos. 

He moved straight past her toward the heart of the crime scene.  

Even the next day when she was reading the morning paper, it didn’t feel any 

more real. She felt nothing as she narrated her experiences to Hiromi in a matter-of-fact 

way. Hiromi sat there, still and speechless, her eyes widening. What really hit home for 

Sofia when she looked at Hiromi’s face was the realization that she would never again 

hear the words “kisses to Abrahamoff.” 

 

The funeral took place two days later. On the same day the papers revealed that 

Abrahamoff had been shot straight through the back of the head with a large caliber 
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pistol and silencer. Pedestrian traffic had been in full swing due to both lunch hour and 

Market Week, several minutes passing until the impact of the shooting became the 

focus of the entire block.  The headline was displayed beneath a picture of young 

Hassidic men, members of the Hevra Kadisha, meticulously combing the area 

surrounding Holyland Books. They wanted to be certain that every sacred hair and skin 

fragment from Abrahamoff’s body received a proper burial alongside him.  

The funeral began with lengthy speeches, given over in Yiddish, by two of 

Williamsburg’s most prestigious rabbi’s—who had apparently been waging an ongoing 

war for a decade. Abrahamoff, however, had been close to each of them. So to honor a 

long-respected member of their community, hard feelings had been closeted for the day. 

Sofia glanced toward Abrahamoff’s wife as one of the rabbi’s broke down in tears amid 

his description of Abrahamoff as a pillar of the community and angel to the sick and 

needy. She was dressed in a linen suit jacket and skirt, her turban replaced by a stiff wig 

and pillbox hat. Her hands rested on her grandson Berel’s shoulders. Sofia’s eyes 

scanned the faces of Abrahamoff’s family, but systematically returned to Abrahamoff’s 

wife and Berel. Rugelech-loving Berel. After the Kaddish, when Abrahamoff’s wife’s 

eyes encountered Sofia, they held each other’s gaze for a moment. Sofia mouthed the 

words “I’m so sorry,” but the woman’s eyes did not react. Her stare was as cold and 

lifeless as her husband’s body. 

Sofia noticed David arriving during the second rabbi’s speech. He stood at the 

outskirts of the crowd, his hand lightly pressed against Blumenthal’s shoulder. When 

the body was being carried toward the grave-sight, Sofia skirted around the back of the 

room and stood to David’s left. He did nothing to acknowledge her presence until the 
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room began to empty of mourners, following the body to its eternal abode. 

He finally looked at her, the rims of his eyelids raw and the veins around his 

irises thick and red.  

Hurting, Sofia opened her mouth. “David…” she said. But David merely held up 

his hand and shuffled toward the gravesite behind Blumenthal. Sofia turned toward the 

door and left the funeral parlor, a chain of shivers sweeping through her.  

 

The following week The New York Times ran the full story on the Abrahamoff 

shooting. Sofia sighted the article when paying for a bag of chips at the local Korean 

market, and immediately grabbed it. 

In a cold-blooded attack, Mr. Saul Abrahamoff was gunned down in broad 

daylight at the corner of Forty-Seventh Street and Avenue of the Americas. Abrahamoff 

was walking westward on Forty-Seventh Street when a man stepped in behind him 

firing three shots into his head. Due to the silencer-infused weapon, the only sound 

heard was that of Abrahamoff’s body hitting the floor. Only then, witnesses say, did 

they notice a man with a close shaven head, disappearing into the crowd.  

The victim was immediately rushed to St. Luke’s-Roosevelt hospital, where he 

was pronounced dead.  

Police sources indicate that Abrahamoff, a jeweler who worked in the diamond 

district, was recently indicted for smuggling and tax evasion. It is said that he was 

working with Colombian drug traders.  

Abrahamoff is said to have sold gold and diamonds to a drug-dealing enterprise 

known simply as the Black Tigers. The merchandise, paid for using drug profits, was 
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melted into everyday objects such as pens and belts to be smuggled back to Bogota 

undetected.  

The NYPD special crimes unit is investigating several motives for Abrahamoff’s 

shooting, including the possibility that he was cooperating with the FBI in exposing the 

Black Tigers, and was therefore shot by the Colombians to prevent him from talking. 

Sofia re-read the last paragraph again. Co-operating with the FBI. Was that was 

he had been doing?  

“Please pay or move to side,” the cashier said, the last syllable of each word 

entirely undecipherable.  

Sofia paid and slowly walked out onto Broadway, her eyes glued to the article.  

There is also inside speculation that Abrahamoff’s murder was devised by a 

family member due to squabbling over the rights to the jewelry business, originally 

known as Montefiore Diamonds.  

Sofia sat down on a bench, her mind furiously racing back to her conversation 

with Abrahamoff at his home. He had mentioned a cousin he was on bad terms with. 

Herschel. That was the name. But could his cousin have really done something like that. 

She looked blankly toward the sea of cabs swarming past her. Her life and surroundings 

no longer made any sense to her.  

Mr. Abrahamoff was a Hassidic Jew from Williamsburg and a respected 

member of the community. A friend and colleague of Abrahamoff’s, Mr. Zev 

Blumenthal, spoke fondly of Abrahamoff. “He was always there to lend a helping hand 

to anyone who needed it,” Mr. Blumenthal said. “His heart was large and his 

charitable contributions endless.”  
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A long-awaited first sign of mourning rolled down Sofia’s cheek, glistening over 

Blumenthal’s words. She saw Abrahamoff striding over to her desk, tossing the health 

insurance card towards her.  

 

When Sofia finally entered a full state of consciousness, her mouth was dry and 

she was in dire need of a cold drink.  

“Sorry, honey,” the nurse told her after checking her vital signs.”You’re going 

to have to wait a couple of hours until your stomach can handle it. I’ll bring you some 

ice chips.”  

Sofia crushed and swallowed some ice cubes and then set the cup aside to wait 

until the rest of it melted. She dozed off again and when she awoke, she had a quarter 

cup of nice cold water which felt like the hand of divinity running down her parched 

throat. She asked for about eight cups of ice after that and did the same thing with each 

one, allowing her to successfully quench her thirst.  

Dr. Santucci came to see her a while later. He was out of his surgical scrubs and 

was wearing a starch white coat, his name in italics on the right side of his chest. He 

told Sofia that everything had gone perfectly. Her first question was whether she had 

needed to be transfused with blood other than her own. The doctor shook his head and 

smiled.         

“You lost such an insignificant amount of blood that we didn’t even need to give 

you back your own unit,” he said. 

Sofia felt a quick relief before she remembered her next concern. “What about 

the incision? How big did you have to make it?”  
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 “I had to make it a little bigger than I thought. You have a skinny face but 

you’re a little chunkier down there,” he said with a laugh. 

 Sofia felt a bit affronted but managed to laugh it off. “Well, now that my hips 

are fixed I’ll be able to get back to the gym.” 

 

 When David finally called her ten days after the funeral, the Arava had swept 

through her system eradicating Sofia’s joint swelling. It partnered well with the Embril 

and did not make her sick to her stomach, which she was so grateful for. David asked 

her to meet him at Bella Casa on the Upper East Side. He gave her the directions, but 

only once she was seated at the table did she realize that she had once been there for 

lunch with her father.  

 David arrived five minutes after her and the pang in her heart pinched away the 

numbness the second she saw him walking through the door. He looked like his old self: 

Hair freshly cut and combed, pin-striped suit hugging his body. There was something 

different about him though. Sofia thought he had lost weight.  

 He sat down without kissing her and looked at her for a long moment. “How 

have you been, Sofia?” he asked. 

 “I’ve been better,” she replied, her tone laced with a sarcasm she hadn’t 

expected.  

 “Me too,” David said. “I’ve actually been in a bad state, and I didn’t think it 

would benefit either of us for you to see me that way.” 

 “Am I ever allowed to be a part of those decisions? I mean, it seems like you 

decide when we take breaks and I have to just go along with it,” Sofia said, this time the 
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edge in her voice intentional. “My life has been turmoil too.” 

 “I know it has, and if it’s not too late, I’d like you to tell me how you’re 

feeling.” 

 Sofia looked about the restaurant, waiters serving bread baskets beneath dim 

lights, Chopin’s Nocturne in C minor tiptoeing through the speakers.  “It’s probably not 

the right place to tell you how I’m feeling,” Sofia said.  

 “Sofia, I specifically wanted to meet here. I want to be here for you as your 

friend.” 

 The words left unsaid were clearly and nothing more. 

 Sofia wanted to walk out and leave him there. Leave David to his self-righteous 

intentions and never look back. But she couldn’t. Instead she found herself picking up 

the menu. 

“We should order,” he said. “I’m starving.” 

 Sofia ordered the Chilean sea bass, the most expensive item on the menu, with a 

side of mashed potatoes.  

She picked some bread out of the basket and dipped it in the rosemary sauce, 

slowly chewing on the rough crust.  

“Do you think Abrahamoff’s cousin did it?” She asked staring out through the 

window.  

David sighed. “I see you read the article in the Times.” 

She nodded. 

“Sofia, the media has a way of planting seeds of idiocy into people’s heads and 

watching them grow. There’s no truth whatsoever to that allegation and the only reason 
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they mentioned Abrahamoff’s cousin is to shift attention away from the real culprits, 

yes?” 

“How do you know for sure?” 

“It is safe to say that cousin Herschel is a bitter old man, convinced that he was 

denied his rightful inheritance. But he’s an eighty-five year old Hassid living in Monroe 

and I can guarantee you that he has no ties to any hit-men or any other type of person 

that could have committed a cold-blooded murder. Are you with me, Sofia?” 

“So you think Abrahamoff was cooperating with the FBI?” 

 “I’m sure of it. When I spoke with him the last time, he kept reassuring me that 

he had everything under control. Now I know what he was referring to. He thought he 

had everything under control, that he would be safe. That’s what the Feds wanted him 

to believe so that he could be their pawn in bringing down the Black Tigers—something 

that would be impossible without an inside source. They must have offered to put him 

in a witness protection program. But where were they on that day?” David’s eyes were 

angry. “They failed and now the media is covering up for them, stirring up ludicrous 

allegations about Herschel. Last time he was in the club he was in a wheel chair for 

God’s sake.” 

“Sorry for being so naïve, David,” Sofia muttered. 

David didn’t seem to hear her. “It’s just like this ongoing media campaign 

against blood diamonds—the so-called cause of human rights violations and endless 

persecutions. It’s convenient and politically correct to blame all of the chaos in that 

country on the miners and diamond traders, when in fact many diamonds are produced 

far from the areas of conflict. 
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“It’s just so unfortunate, Sofia.  Saul was caught up in the middle of all of this 

and his life was cut short. It kills me that I didn’t do more to get him out of it.” 

Sofia noticed David’s face turning a darker shade, his eyes filling with regret. 

She leaned over and grabbed his hands. “You tried, David. It’s my father’s role in this 

that I just can’t come to terms with. How could he leave without warning Abrahomoff?” 

“Your father, in his own misguided way, tried to warn Abrahamoff. I’m sure 

that’s what he was doing when he confronted you on the phone that day…” David 

stared down at his hands. “He tried to reach me the same day. Multiple times. I 

wouldn’t take his calls.” 

“David, how can you blame yourself?” Sofia asked. “You were the only one 

trying to stop this whole deal from going through from the very beginning.” 

“But I failed.” David said quietly. “Just like I’m failing to stay away from you.” 

 

Dr. Santucci continued with his rounds and Sofia began to feel some sharp stabs 

of pain in her my hips. Pain medication was administered through an IV at frequent 

intervals, but she was also able to press a control button that shot an extra boost straight 

into her epidural line.  She knew there was a safety feature on the control preventing the 

possibility of overdosing, and feeling secure with that piece of information, continued to 

click away. She enjoyed the feeling of cool fluids rushing through the pipe and into her 

back. An internist came by to check her chart. 

 “I see this young lady has a unit of autologous blood. Why hasn’t she gotten it 

back?” he asked the nurse. 

 “Well, her surgeon didn’t think it was necessary as her blood loss was minimal,” 
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the nurse replied. 

 “We always give the patient their own blood back, no matter what,” he said 

pushing up his glasses and rubbing his eyelids as if he had no patience for this type of 

incompetence. “Have them bring down the unit.”  

 

 The summer passed quickly, and if it wasn’t for the occasional article 

referencing the murder, it would have simply felt like a bad dream. Hiromi had secured 

a summer job helping one of the professors set up the art studios for the fall semester 

and she mentioned to Sofia that they needed an extra pair of hands. Sofia had received 

several calls from Abrahamoff’s sympathetic colleagues in the diamond tower, asking 

her if she was interested in another assistant position. But she couldn’t fathom the 

thought of ever returning to the Diamond District. She immediately accepted Hiromi’s 

offer, requiring her to spend several hours a day organizing the stock in the art room, as 

well as running around to various art supply stores for materials. 

During one of those trips, when she and Hiromi were lugging four large rolls of 

canvas into the back of a cab, the clicking in her hips resumed. She leaned forward to 

ease the roll into the trunk and gasped, the canvas falling onto the street.  

“Hey, what happened?” Hiromi asked, picking up the canvas now streaked in 

dirt.  

Sofia steadied herself on Hiromi’s arm, her leg raised and bent at the hip. “I 

don’t know. I have this awful pain in my left hip. I don’t think I can straighten my leg.”  

Hiromi threw the last two rolls into the back and closed the trunk before helping 

Sofia hop around the side and get into the cab.  
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Every jolt in their bumpy journey up Eighth Avenue felt like a sledge hammer 

knocking against Sofia’s jammed hip. She pressed her lips against her knuckles 

determined to refrain from screaming. Hiromi sat holding onto Sofia’s arm, somehow 

knowing to stay quiet. When they got to the campus gates Hiromi came round to help 

her out but Sofia couldn’t move. She had her knee pressed toward her chest and she was 

afraid to get up. The intensifying cramping sensation seemed as though it would 

become ten times worse if she attempted shift her position in any way.  

“Should I call the security guys to come and carry you?” Hiromi asked after 

waiting patiently for two minutes.  

“No. I’m coming out,” Sofia said. She quickly paid the cab driver and using the 

sides of the doors, pulled herself up to a stand. Closing her eyes, she brought her left leg 

down to the curb in one swift motion. This time she couldn’t stop herself from 

screaming as the ball of her hip wrenched itself free from where it was stuck. She 

hobbled over to the curb and stood still for several seconds waiting for her legs to stop 

shaking. 

  

David lay in the tub behind Sofia, her head pressed against his chest. His hand 

slipped into the hot, foamy water and massaged her bare hip. Through her half-closed 

eyes she could see the darkening sky. The dull ache was disappearing slowly. After 

their meeting in the restaurant, their relationship had resumed its prior pattern. They had 

neither established the terms this time around, nor affirmed anything about the future. 

For now though, it was clear that their need for each other superseded everything else. 

David knew about Dr. Orenstein’s prediction regarding hip replacement surgery in the 
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foreseeable future, and even he was unable to retain his composure for that piece of 

news. But his optimistic streak was quick to take control and he assured her that nothing 

in life was set in stone and medical technology was advancing rapidly. Who knew what 

other options there would be in a matter of months? 

“It was so painful, I almost died,” Sofia murmured. “I thought my hip would be 

stuck in that position forever.” 

David kissed the back of her head. “You need to go back to the doctor.” 

“All he’s going to do is tell me that I need to get the surgery done sooner. This 

isn’t a problem with the medication anymore… I mean the rest of my joints are fine—

no swelling anywhere. It’s a mechanical problem now. Mechanical. Doesn’t that sound 

great? I feel like a damn car needing new parts.” 

David reached over to the magazine stand and pulled out a folded piece of 

paper. “I was reading an article in this medical journal. It talks about harvesting stem 

cells, growing them into healthy cartilage and transplanting it into a damaged joint. 

Maybe that’s something you should discuss with Dr. Orenstein.” 

Sofia grabbed the magazine from David and scanned the three paragraph article. 

“That definitely sounds better than carving out my entire hip joint and replacing it with 

titanium.” 

“They’re conducting the research in California. I think it’s still going through 

trials, but it could become available soon. It’s something we should definitely 

consider.” 

Sofia tilted back her head and smiled. She loved it that David was including 

himself in the picture. 
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“Why are you smiling?” He asked. 

“You’re just sweet, that’s all,” she said pulling him toward her and kissing him, 

her breasts rising above the water. Quickly she lowered herself back into the bathwater. 

She had felt so weak when she arrived at David’s apartment, saying nothing as he drew 

her a hot bath and helped her undress and climb into it. Now, she was suddenly 

conscious of her nakedness.  

“You’re so beautiful, Sofia,” David whispered into her ear as his hands covered 

her breasts. “Every part of you is so beautiful.” 

“I’m damaged goods,” she said drawing her knees close together. “Twenty-two 

going on ninety.” 

David laughed, turning her around so that she faced him. “The most intoxicating 

ninety year old I’ve ever seen.” 

 

By the time the last week of Studio Art rolled along, both hips were getting 

stuck on a regular basis. Every time Sofia sat in one spot for a prolonged period of time, 

she knew that she would have to yank one of her hips out of its wrenched position. She 

and Hiromi went out to dinner several times with the exchange students—Sven and 

Hiromi having become a couple practically overnight—and Sofia had began standing 

up right as they called for the check, giving herself several minutes to prepare for 

exiting. She would lean her hands against the table and try and maintain a neutral face 

expression as she maneuvered the boomeranged leg down to the floor. Despite the 

frustration of having to live like that, she had become numb to the pain. Hiromi 

definitely helped lighten the atmosphere knowing that her friend would not appreciate 
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looks of pity or patches of silence, and always cracked a joke about it being “Sofia’s 

joint management time,” provoking hoots of laughter.  

Sofia laughed along with them, but inside she was burning out. She didn’t need 

Dr. Orenstein to confirm the fact that her hips were getting worse. Her whole gait was 

changing to compensate for the deteriorating cartilage, causing her to limp along in 

pigeon-toed awkwardness. Intimacy with David was becoming difficult too, her hips 

were stiff and her range of motion had rapidly decreased. It was as obvious to David as 

it was to her, but he never spoke of it and she knew he never would. He did everything 

he could to make her comfortable, but it was just a matter of time before they stopped 

sleeping together. It was simply too uncomfortable.  

  

At the end of August Sofia went to Dr. Orenstein for further x-rays. She now 

had undeniable proof that the ball and socket of her hips had nearly corroded into each 

other. A hairline of cartilage was all that remained in her left hip and there was slightly 

less than that in her right. She brought up the issue of stem cells and cartilage implants, 

but Dr. Orenstein simply cleared his throat. He brusquely addressed the doctors 

conducting the studies as “quacks” and said there was nothing of that sort that would 

safely be available to the public in the near future. He recommended that she seriously 

consider the surgery. Her hips were quickly becoming dysfunctional, the medication 

had been powerless in halting the damage, and it would soon become very difficult for 

her to get around. When he saw her face expression his final words were “it will be the 

best decision of your life.”  

Hiromi was the first person Sofia told that she was going to go ahead and have 
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the surgery done. It was the final day of summer session and they had just brought back 

their final projects from the art studio. Hiromi had received an A- for her Kandinsky-

inspired piece containing a C major musical theme emphasized by loud colors. Sofia’s 

painting utilized the soft brush strokes of Impressionist art with German Expressionist 

undertones. She had received an A from the professor with the added comment: I 

appreciated the uncontained anger in this piece.  

She propped her painting down on her desk and sat at the edge of the bed. “I 

have to get this surgery over and done with so I can move on with my life,” she told 

Hiromi.  

“What about your worries about being too young for the procedure and the 

probability that you’ll have to do it again later on?” 

“Dr. Orenstein told me that the newest implants have a longer life span, so even 

if I do have to get a revision, it’ll be a long way off. If I try and prolong this—wait for 

something less invasive to come along, I’ll probably be confined to a wheel chair by the 

time it comes around.” 

Hiromi put her arms around Sofia and hugged her tightly. “Have you told your 

parents…or at least your mom?” 

“No. I’m going to call her later and tell her. She’s going to be shocked. All I told 

her is that my hips have been giving me trouble. I don’t think she’s expecting me to tell 

her I’m going to have bilateral hip replacements done. And my dad—well, I guess I’ll 

just tell him next time I see him, when it’s all but a distant memory. The couple of times 

I spoke to my mom this summer, she was busy with lawyers trying to get divorce 

proceedings in motion. If and when my dad comes back, nothing is going to be the way 
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he remembers it. I don’t even feel bad about it. He burned all his bridges.” 

“Wow. This has been a really tough year for you, babe. You’re really strong. I 

have to admit that I could never handle what you’ve been going through.” 

Sofia’s smile was bitter. “It hasn’t been the best year, but things really can’t get 

any worse, so maybe there’s hope for next year.” 

“Are you kidding? Next year’s gonna be awesome. Besides think about next 

summer—three months in Florence. It’s going to be a dream.” 

Sofia and Hiromi had been discussing the summer abroad program in Italy the 

following summer. “Actually, that reminds me that I have to speak to my grandparents. 

They’re the only ones who can okay it since they’re pretty much financing my life these 

days. But assuming they say yes and I’m able to walk with my artificial hips, count me 

in.” 

“Honey, you are going to be running around on those things. No one is going to 

be able to keep up with you!” 

Hiromi left for her date with Sven leaving Sofia staring at her finished project. 

The face in the center of the painting was divided by a thin grey line. On one side were 

the features of a young beautiful girl. On the other, the shriveled appearance of an old 

woman. Both sides of the face were surrounded by a sea of fire.  

 

Dr. Orenstein had recommended three surgeons, all of whom he claimed dealt 

primarily with younger people and athletes—not senior citizens.  

The first one Sofia consulted with, a Dr. Edwin Harlow, suggested that she have 

the surgery done first on her right hip and then after a six month healing period, proceed 
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to her left. He used plastic props to demonstrate the procedure—cutting straight through 

muscle and tissue to completely remove her hip joint—while consistently clearing his 

throat of a phlegm-like substance at two minute intervals. Sofia left his office feeling 

sick to her stomach, unclear if it was due the thought of going through that procedure 

twice or because she could still hear the mucus swirling around Dr. Harlow’s throat.  

The second surgeon on the list was a Dr. Thomas McGuire. He had come highly 

recommended as a top surgeon, operating on everyone from celebrities to politicians. 

His mannerisms were as puffed-up as his resume, and Sofia took an immediate disliking 

to the thick sheath of silver hair meticulously combed above the narrow reading glasses 

skimming through her chart at lightning speed. His comments were matter-of-fact and 

conveyed the assumption that he had already been picked as Sofia’s surgeon. “Yep, 

these hips have got to go. We’ll use a titanium implant and cement it in. It will give you 

fifteen years before you’ll need a revision.” The plan for her to undergo the procedure 

for each hip six months apart was the icing on the cake.  

“I’ll have my nurse come in and pencil you in for surgery,” Dr. McGuire said, 

barely looking up as he moved towards the door. “We should be able to get you in by 

next June.” 

“I’ll get back to you, I haven’t made any final decisions yet,” Sofia said, sliding 

off the examining table.  

Dr McGuire looked straight at her before he exited the room, his stiff smile 

doing little to conceal the surprise in his eyes.  

Dr. Santucci, a slim man in his mid forties, was selected as her surgeon after the 

first two minutes of his being in Sofia’s presence. His tone was gentle and his bedside 
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manner unpresumptuous. He also made Sofia laugh out loud after examining her x-rays. 

“Hey Julia, what’s going on here?” He asked turning to his nurse. “I asked to see this 

young lady’s films, not old Mrs. Halberstam’s.”  

He then did a long examination of Sofia’s hips, having her swivel and bend 

them in every way possible, squeezing her hand apologetically when he saw her wince 

in pain. After he was finished, he sank down in a chair beside her and loosened his tie. 

“What have you been doing on those hips? Running a marathon every day for the last 

three years?” 

She bit her lip. “That bad, huh?” 

Dr. Santucci waved his hand. “I’ve seen worse, but listen, kiddo, you’re young 

and there’s no reason you should be hobbling around in pain. My recommendation 

would be to get this procedure done asap so that you can put it behind you and enjoy 

your life. We can replace your damaged joints with titanium implants. Your bones are 

strong so there’s no reason to cement in the new joints. Your healthy bone will grow 

right around it. The hips will beep when you go through metal detectors, but other than 

that, there will be absolutely no indication that you’ve had anything done. You’re going 

to feel like a new person.” 

Sofia looked at the Doctor’s gentle brown eyes and breathed. “Do you also 

recommend that I have the hips done six months apart?” 

“No absolutely not,” he said. “I do them both simultaneously, making sure that 

they’re placed symmetrically and healing at the exact same time. You’re young and 

you’ll pull through beautifully.” 

She hesitated before asking her last question. “How long will these hips last 
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me?”  

Dr. Santucci smiled. “All I can say is that I’ll most likely be an old fart sailing 

around the world on my last voyage before you even have to contemplate that issue.” 

Sofia felt happier than she had in a long time. “When can we get this done?” she 

asked. 

 

The surgery was scheduled for January 2nd, and the week after her appointment 

with Dr. Santucci, Sofia went home to Long Island for the first time that summer. Her 

grandfather picked her up from the train station and drove her back to his house. He 

said little on the drive over, merely taking her hand at one of the stops signs and 

pressing it against his chest.  

Her grandmother was waiting in the driveway as they pulled up. She watched 

Sofia open the door and twist her way into a standing position before limping over to 

the front door. “Oh my darling,” her grandmother whispered into her ear, pulling her 

close. “It hurts to see you like this.” 

Sofia kissed her grandmother. “You know grandma, it was hurting to see myself 

like this but I just have to suck it up until January. I have a good feeling about the 

surgery.” 

Her grandmother took her hand and they walked into the house. “I wish I could 

be going through this instead of you.” 

“Please don’t say that, Grandma,” Sofia pleaded.  

They sat down in the living room, where her grandmother had put out a plate of 

sandwiches and Oscar cleared his throat. “We thought it best that you stay here over for 
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the weekend Sofia. Your mother has been packing up all your father’s things. We didn’t 

want you to have to see that.” 

“It was going to happen sooner or later,” Sofia said sounding indifferent but 

aware of that familiar pain forming around her heart. 

“He dug himself too deep this time, Sofia, with the whole Abrahamoff tragedy,” 

Oscar said. The sound of her former boss’s name still provoked the hand of disbelief to 

slap her across the face.  

“And it’s hard to say when he’s going to come back. When and if he does, I’m 

afraid he’s going to have to move on. Your mother’s life can no longer be compromised 

by the activities that your father engages himself in. It’s over,” Oscar stated firmly. “We 

understand that he’s your father but we have to look out for the best interest of our 

daughter and it is definitely within her best interest to be far away from him.” 

“I agree,” Sofia said. “And I hope she can move on and be happy.” 

Helen pulled her granddaughter close to her. “We also have to discuss you 

sweetheart. What we can do to make you secure and happy. Your brother is all taken 

care of for his freshman year in Boston. Now we need to see about you.” 

They spent the next half an hour talking about tuition for the fall semester, her 

grandfather explaining that he was setting up a checking account for her expenses as it 

was clear she would not be able to work up until the surgery. They also called her 

insurance company verifying how much of the hip replacement surgery would be paid 

for. Seventy percent of all costs, including a one week stay at the hospital would be 

covered. The remaining thirty percent, an estimate of fifteen thousand dollars, would be 

paid for by her grandparents.  
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Biting into her sandwich Sofia tried to muster up the words that would convey 

her appreciation but she was silenced by her grandmother.  

“All I want to know,” Helen said, “is what you would like as a post-surgery gift. 

Something that will help you get through the recovery.” 

Initially Sofia dismissed the offer, claiming they were doing so much already 

that she needed nothing more. While Oscar seemed satisfied with that response, Helen 

sat there frowning. “You can either tell us what you would like or we’ll simply waste 

money on an extravagant piece of jewelry that you may not even like.” 

At that point Sofia looked directly at her grandmother and said. “I would love to 

spend next summer in Italy.” 

Her grandparents exchanged surprised face expressions and Sofia immediately 

regretted her request. They were undoubtedly recalling the first time they had paid a 

college student’s expenses for a trip to Italy and the outcome that was still hovering 

over their heads.  

“Why Italy?” Oscar asked. 

“It’s just a place I really want to see for so many reasons. Maybe I need some 

sort of closure.” 

“I don’t know if you’re going to get any closure regarding your parents,” Helen 

said. “But if that’s what you want, that’s what you’re going to get.” 

A thrill rushed through Sofia as she stared out onto the lawn glistening with 

dew. A car pulled into her grandparents’ driveway and her mother opened the passenger 

door. She kissed someone before climbing out. Sofia squinted, making out the distinct 

physique of Dr. Mark Segal. 
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The winter of 2003 felt colder to Sofia than any other year before. Despite 

having bought a new Eskimo-style winter coat that practically fell down to her ankles, 

and at long last submitting to the fact that Uggs were the most practical boots for 

keeping her feet warm, she still felt chilled to the bone. No matter how much she 

layered there was still no way to creep across campus at a snail’s pace in temperatures 

fast dropping to freezing, and expect to show up at class feeling nice and toasty. Almost 

like she had been programmed, every time Sofia started walking her back lapsed into a 

sharp arch and her left knee swiveled in to face the right. Often she had to grab onto 

something sturdy due to the sudden fear of falling flat on her face. Terrified at the 

prospect of looking like a freak, Sofia had returned to her Abrahamoff attire, the long 

skirts helping to obscure her awkward posture. She was signed up for three courses that 

fall, two of which she was taking with Hiromi, who braved the cold herself trailing 

alongside Sofia to class.  

On one particularly freezing morning in mid-November, Sofia informed Hiromi 

that she would be heading to the hospital after class for a pre-surgery education class.  

“Exciting!” Hiromi said. “Is that where they talk to you about all the awesome 

food they’re going to feed you and how many cool things go on in the ward?” 

Sofia smiled through her chattering teeth. “I think it’s more about how to use the 

bed pan so you don’t piss all over yourself—things like that.” 

They entered the auditorium for Renaissance Masters and climbed towards the 

back row. Sofia took one step at a time, having to twist her knee at a dramatic angle to 

get her footing. 

“What’s going on with you, Sofia?” Sykes asked. “You’ve been limping like 
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crazy this whole semester. You look like you’re getting polio-like symptoms but didn’t 

they come up with a vaccine for that shit like thirty years ago?” 

  Sofia rolled her eyes and concentrated on getting to her seat. She was aware, 

however, that Sykes’s loud voice had provoked stares from other students.  

 “Wow. No wonder you never made it for president of student body. They 

wanted someone who wasn’t a complete dipshit wearing a hairstyle like Coriolanus,” 

Hiromi said. And for the thousandth time that semester, Hiromi caused her to go from a 

state of near-tears to laughing out loud.  

 

 The education class began with the red headed nurse practitioner sprightly 

introducing herself as “Nurse Penny.” She asked everyone else to introduce themselves 

and state which hip they were having done.  The eight people participating in the 

session all appeared to be in their fifties, several accompanied by a spouse or friend. 

Each stated his name and said “left” or “right” in a perky tone, seemingly designed to 

cover an underlying apprehension. After tuning in to the lady sitting beside her saying 

“Lucy Sutton, left”, Sofia quickly sprang into action. “Sofia Dayan, both” she said, with 

as much enthusiasm as she could muster. There was a moment of silence as all the 

surprised eyes in the room shifted to meet the coolness of hers, reassuring nods and 

smiles quick to follow the stares. The nurse quickly moved on to the remaining 

patients—the last woman, Maggie Stiverson, being the only other individual having a 

bilateral procedure.  

 “All right then, now that we’ve all gotten acquainted, let’s talk about what these 

procedures entail,” the nurse said, pulling a projector down from the ceiling.  
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 Sofia zoned out to that part of the discussion feeling well versed in the details 

concerning THR. She instead focused her attention on the Hassidic man sitting directly 

across from her. He was squinting at the projector, his fingers running through his 

graying beard. Sofia wondered if he was from Williamsburg. Her thoughts were 

interrupted by a sniffling sound and she turned her head to see Maggie Stiverson 

weeping into a tissue. She couldn’t help but smile as she heard Maggie’s husband 

whisper: “Stop crying—just look at her. She’s way younger than you and she knows 

she’s going to be just fine!” 

 A couple of the others looked like they were on the verge of tears after the nurse 

finished up her slide show with some pictures of the titanium joint and what it looked 

like wedged into the bone. Sofia herself had to fight the stabbing dread at the prospect 

of becoming bionic woman.  

 Noticing the expressions of doom, the nurse swiftly transitioned into what she 

called the “funner stuff—the props that will help you rehabilitate quicker.” Exhibit A 

was the high chair. Patients would have to keep the bend at their hips wider than a 

ninety degree angle for six weeks so that the joint did not pop out of the socket. The 

“hip chair” came into the picture to help accomplish this goal. The seat was built of firm 

plastic attached to long thin metal legs wedged into rubber stops. “Safe and 

convenient,” the nurse said smiling. She presented a similar chair that could be affixed 

inside the tub.  

 Exhibit B was a walker. Nurse Penny recommended the Mediflex model with 

the “extra sturdy frame and super smooth wheels” making it sound as though they 

would all be running races with that thing. 
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 Then there was the bed frame, designed to help you slide out of bed while 

naturally keeping your hips in that wide angle. The last prop, the one Nurse Penny was 

most excited about, was the reacher. A yellow rod with a black hand—similar in 

appearance to the device that never quite managed to retrieve the stuffed animals at the 

arcade room. The nurse assured the class that it was a wise and smart investment, 

enabling them to move things around without overexertion.   

 Very cool, Sofia thought. With the reacher in hand, there would be no reason at 

all to budge from her plastic high chair. Life was looking good.  

 

 David was waiting for her in the hospital lobby when the class was over. He was 

leaning against the window as she came out of the elevator, his trench coat folded over 

his arm. He winced watching her knee caving inwards as she walked over to him. 

 “It’s always the worst after I’ve been sitting for a long time,” she said. “But only 

one more month as a cripple and then they tell me I’ll be good as new.” 

 David kissed the top of her head. “Don’t call yourself that, Sofia,” he said.  

 “What else should I call it? It’s embarrassing. Even these long skirts don’t hide 

it completely.” 

 He massaged the back of her neck. “Let’s go and get some dinner, okay?” 

 

 They had a quiet dinner at steakhouse in midtown and Sofia ordered three 

glasses of cabernet. By the time they were heading uptown in the black Lincoln, all she 

could see was a web of red tail lights bouncing off the buildings lining Lexington 

Avenue.  
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 Daryl pulled up outside David’s building at the same time she realized that her 

hips were stuck. Both of them. When David came round to help her, Sofia looked up at 

him. “I can’t move, my hips are stuck—both of them. That’s never happened before. 

It’s always been one of the other but now it’s both.” She started laughing 

uncontrollably. “What’s wrong with me?” she asked. 

 David slid his hands under her legs and lifted her out of the car. “Nothing. It’s 

the wine. You’re going to sleep well tonight.” 

 “Everything okay, Dave?” Walter asked hurrying out of the lobby. 

 “Fine.” David said, carrying Sofia into the building.  

Once they were shuttling upstairs in the elevator Sofia felt the give in her hips. 

“You can put me down now, David,” Sofia said. “I think I’m okay.” 

“Let’s just get you inside first, yes?”  

Sofia let her head flop back getting an upside-down view of Walter. “He thinks 

he’s my dad,” she told the doorman before exploding into another fit of laughter.  

Walter was chuckling when Sofia looked back at David, whose eyes stared 

ahead, lips fixed into a straight line.  

Walter held the door to the apartment open as Sofia was carried over the 

threshold. “Have a good night, Dave,” he said. “And feel better, miss.” 

David set Sofia down on the couch and went into the kitchen to put on the kettle. 

Sofia drifted off to the sound of the water heating up  

She didn’t know what time it was when she woke up, but her boots had been 

removed and she was covered with a blanket. When she opened her eyes she saw David 

sitting on the window seat staring down at the street. She fell back into a deep sleep. 
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 “Flex and squeeze this ball until I tell you to stop,” Sofia was told, as a Jamaican 

lab attendant prepared to stick her vein and withdraw a pint of blood. When she learned 

that she would have to donate three pints of blood to herself just in case she lost more 

than the average amount during surgery, she felt faint. To Sofia, sitting idle while her 

platelets were being sucked out of her body was a hellish concept—worse than THR. 

Twice she had arrived to the hospital lab where they had pricked her finger, smeared it 

under a microscope, and told her that her iron levels were too low for the donation. That 

day she was out of luck. After a week vacillating between diarrhea rapids and a gripping 

constipation invoked by a diet of spinach, beans and white rice, her iron levels were up.  

 The nurse told her to focus on the television set where an old episode of Three’s 

Company depicted Chrissy jumping up and down in a leotard before an elated Jack.  

 “You’ve got good veins so just sit tight and you’ll be fine,” the attendant said. 

 Sofia closed her eyes, wondering why this woman felt the need to share that 

information with her. She didn’t want to know about the state of her veins or even hear 

the word. She turned her head in the other direction feeling sick as the ice-cold needle 

poked through her skin. Convinced she would pass out, she tried to envision herself 

somewhere else. Her thoughts turned to David, the way they she often did when she lay 

in bed in her dorm room, but it wasn’t helping. Remembering the way he looked at her 

and touched her body simply wasn’t having the desired effect. Feeling a trickle of blood 

inch its way down her vein she closed her eyes for the final rendition of Come and 

Knock on My Door.  

 

 Now, the blood reserve was making its homeward bound journey through the 
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line in Sofia’s neck.  Perhaps because of all the painkillers, it was less traumatic for her 

this time around. She lay there feeling a slight pressure in her neck, and tried to keep 

herself from turning to the side and looking at the thick red liquid trickling down the 

tube. Still, every few minutes she’d sneak a peek. She knew it was the masochist in her. 

An hour later the bag was close to empty. 

“Joanne!” she called, remembering the nurse’s nametag. The thought of the bag 

remaining attached to the IV after it was empty made her nervous. What if air was being 

pumped into her veins, could that be dangerous? Another nurse approached. 

 “Joanne’s on break. What’s the problem?” She asked. 

 Sofia’s blood boiled at the fact that Joanne had abandoned her without thinking 

of the consequences. “The bag is almost empty doesn’t it need to come out?” she asked.   

 The nurse examined the bag. “You’ve got at least another twenty minutes till the 

bag is finished.” 

 “It doesn’t look like it will take that long,” Sofia said raising her eyebrows in 

doubt. 

 “Trust me,” the nurse said, her smile patronizing. 

 Fifteen minutes later Joanne showed up.  

 “I hear you’ve been calling for me. I was on my lunch break- I gotta eat, you 

know! We’re people too!”  

 “Well my bag was almost empty and I was getting nervous….” 

 “Tilda was on duty and would have handled it,” her dark eyes conveyed a clear 

agitation.  

 Right, Sofia thought, Tilda who was nowhere to be found.  Joanne put a tray 
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with apple juice and jello onto the bed-side table. “You’re on a liquid diet until tonight,” 

she said opening the apple juice and inserting a straw.  Sofia took a sip of the cold sweet 

liquid. 

 “When am I moving to my room?” she asked. 

 Joanne adjusted the back of the bed and fluffed up the pillows. “Just as soon as 

they tell us it’s ready for you.” She brought over some gauze and bandages and started 

to take the line out of Sofia’s neck. As she ripped off the tape holding the tube in place 

Sofia felt like someone was peeling off her skin. By the time she moved over to Sofia’s 

left wrist, she was in tears. Joanne ignored her and started chatting to another attendant 

about the fantastic New Years Eve party she had attended at her friend’s home in 

Queens. She even stopped peeling off the tape half way through, exposing a hideous 

bruise, so that she could emphasize something with her hands. Sofia assumed this was 

her punishment for disturbing her on her break.  

 Minutes later Sofia was being wheeled upstairs. As they waited at the elevator 

bank, she saw a young man holding a bouquet of flowers and staring at her 

sympathetically. To Sofia, it was strange being the one in the bed, since the few times 

she had visited people in the hospitable she was the one dishing out the sympathetic 

looks. She was now thinking what those before her had probably thought: There’s 

nothing to see here asshole. 

 On the seventh floor they wheeled her down the hall and into room 714. They 

placed her bed on the right side of the partitioning curtain, next to the bathroom. Since 

the curtain wasn’t drawn, Sofia turned to see who her roommate was. It was a lady who 

she remembered had been admitted at the same time as her. She was now with the 
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hospital pastor and was introducing herself as Eileen Bongiorno. The pastor shook her 

hand and proceeded to recite several psalms with her. After their prayers, Eileen 

launched into a whole story about her knee, which had been operated on and then 

become infected. She explained at great length how she had to have the knee cap taken 

out so that they could clear out the infection and had to wait nine months until they 

could re-operate. “So you see, I haven’t had a knee all this time. And my husband 

passed on two months ago..,” she choked up and the pastor squeezed her hand. 

Although Sofia felt badly for this woman, she immediately recognized her as someone 

who needed a constant sympathetic ear. She knew these accommodations would not 

work.  

 When two attendants came in to bring her extra pillows, she asked about 

switching rooms so that she would be able to get the spot by the window.  One of the 

attendants started to laugh. “You want to switch rooms?’ she asked like Sofia had asked 

her the strangest question she had ever heard. She and the other attendant continued 

laughing. Sofia, felt her face crumpling.  

 “I don’t know what is so funny about me asking to switch rooms!” Sofia yelled 

feeling the wetness on her cheeks. “Why are you laughing at me?!” 

 The attendant patted her shoulder sympathetically. “Let me talk to the nurse and 

see what she says,” she continued as the other orderly walked out still smiling.  

 Ultimately, Sofia was never moved to another room. They never got back to her 

and she felt too drained to pursue it. Her hips started to ache and she rang for some pills 

in addition to topping up with the epidural line. Due to her heavily medicated condition, 

she managed to tune out Eileen’s incessant chattering.  
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  Later that day, two tall, male physical therapists came to get her on her feet for 

the first time. She slid to the edge of the bed on her elbows, keeping her torso at a wide 

angle with her hips. When her toes touched the floor they each grabbed an arm and 

helped her to her feet. With her legs positioned far apart and her toes pointed outwards, 

Sofia grabbed onto that walker and took the first few steps on her new hips. The 

therapist, who she came to realize was in charge, instructed her to look straight ahead 

and avoid hunching her shoulders. She tried to oblige to the best of her ability, all the 

while hoping David would come around the corner and see me her in her glory. Instead 

her mother came by with some chocolates, briefly telling her that she was proud her 

daughter was recuperating so well before hurrying out to avoid rush-hour traffic. Later 

on, Hiromi stopped by. When she pulled up a chair and took her friend’s bruised wrist 

in her hands Sofia told her all about her harrowing experiences of the day followed by 

her one small victory. 

 

The three weeks leading up to the surgery were brutal. Sofia had come off all 

her medication to allow for normal blood-clotting after the procedure, so the long 

forgotten throbbing in her knees and wrists returned. Her shoulders and elbows were 

stiff and painful, and since she had been relying on her arms to help her move around on 

her shot hips, pretty much all movement was a serious effort.  The only place where 

Sofia felt somewhat limber was in water, but just the thought of hobbling across campus 

to the pool and changing into a bathing suit exhausted her. She did it only once, when 

Hiromi and Michelle practically dragged her there.  The week and a half of finals 

though, she spent holed up in her room, leaving her bed only to go to the bathroom or 
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attend an exam.   

David called her several times to see how she was doing, and after her last final, 

he asked her if they could meet. Sofia, unable to see straight, told him she would call 

him when she felt better. A week later she had still not called him and was surprised to 

discover than she didn’t want to see David. It wasn’t because she was concerned about 

him seeing her in the state that she was in—he had seen what her disease did to her 

when it flared—she simply lacked the energy and desire to be around him.  

Exactly five days before she was to be admitted to the hospital, he called and 

told her he was on campus and needed to see her. Sofia took two Percoset tablets and 

pulled her Eskimo coat and Uggs over her pajamas. She looked in the mirror, indifferent 

to the fact that she wore not a shred of make-up to spruce up her pasty complexion and 

her weak eyes. All she did was pull her hair out of the bun and attempt to brush it with 

an un-cooperative arm.  Since exams were over, most students had left for Winter break 

and Hartley was almost completely empty. Sofia clunked down the silent stairwell and 

walked outside into the strong wind. It took fifteen minutes from the time she answered 

David’s call until she was standing face to face with him on the lawn by the brass iron 

gates.  

David made no move to reach out to her and stood still, his hands stuck deep 

into the pockets of his windbreaker. Sofia had attributed her recent lack of concern with 

David to the sluggishness encasing her mind and body like a sarcophagus. She was sure 

that nothing or no-one could spark the slightest bit of vitality within her now. But she 

realized she was wrong the moment she was close enough to see the faint outline of 

David’s dimple. She had already risen from the dead.  
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Aware of herself getting antsy and needing to be held like a baby, she asked 

David if he had a cigarette. He handed her one along with a lighter.  

The wind whipped the hair around her face as she toyed with the lighter. She 

tossed her head and fed the cigarette between her lips. “I’ve never see you in jeans 

before,” she said. “You look good.” 

David smiled. He was about to say something, but then appeared to change his 

mind. “Your surgery is scheduled for next week isn’t it?” 

Sofia nodded. 

“How are you feeling about that?” 

Sofia shrugged. “I’ve been in such bad shape lately, that I’m not sure how I feel 

about it. I think I just want it over and done with at this point. I can’t even take my meds 

anymore. My mind is a fog. I’m so tired—I wasn’t fit to be around anyone lately so I’m 

sorry for staying away so long.” 

David was quiet for a moment. “You know your father called me yesterday. 

Sofia held her breath. “Where is he?” 

 David hesitated for a second. “He didn’t tell me that. He wanted to know how 

you are. I told him about the surgery. He’s scared for you, Sofia, but I told him you’re 

going to be fine and that you’re making the smart decision and being so brave. He 

won’t contact your mother because he thinks they’ve bugged the house but he’s sending 

her divorce papers. He’s giving her what she’s wanted for years. All he ever wanted to 

do was make her happy, Sofia. He thought the more money he could get—through 

whatever means would do the trick, but he was living in illusions. Sometimes the best 

thing is to just let go, and he’s doing that now. He wired me some money for your 
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medical costs, Sofia. He wants to do whatever he can to help.” 

 “I don’t want any of that poisoned money. It’s Abrahamoff’s blood money.” 

 “He knew you would say that, Sofia. Your father knows you. He said its money 

that he saved up—nothing to do with the job.” David said. 

 “Why doesn’t he just come back and give it to me himself. Face the music.” 

 “The Colombians sent the diamonds to another lab for testing. The gradings 

came back lower and didn’t match the GIA cert from Antwerp. They think he swindled 

them so they’re after him.” David hesitated. “Your father isn’t afraid of the Feds, but he 

can’t come back here with the Tigers looking out for him. That would be suicide and he 

knows it.” 

 Sofia’s eyes pierced into David’s. “Abrahamoff never wanted those stones sent 

to Antwerp. Everything my father pushed him into cost him his life.” 

 “It was Abrahamoff’s decision to cooperate with the Feds. I doubt your father 

would have recommended that,” David said. 

 “Well that may not have been their reason for shooting him. It could have been 

the GIA Cert, couldn’t it?” 

  “It’s hard to say for sure.” David said. He exhaled. “But I do know that your 

father loves you, Sofia. You’re very special to him. You’re special to me too.  

“You’re going to get well soon and you know it. You’re moving toward gardens 

bright with sinuous rills.” David’s smile was sheepish. “I’ll never forget that poem. 

Everything is going to be different and I think you’re ready for all of it.” 

Sofia was silent, deeply aware of where David was headed with his speech. 

“I think you’re ready to move on from me also and I think it’s the best idea. For 
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both of us.” 

Sofia looked at David straight in the eye. “For both of us, huh?” 

“Sofia, this wasn’t going to be something long-term. We’ve discussed that 

several times but then ignored it.” 

 “I thought we’d resolved it. But now I have a clearer picture of why ending this 

is the smartest decision. You don’t want to be chained to a girl with my condition. 

Someone about to get her hips hacked out—and I really don’t blame you,” Sofia said 

backing away. 

 David strode towards her and grabbed her arm. “How dare you say that. I never 

made you feel like there was anything wrong with you—that you had brought anything 

but pleasure into my life. It never mattered to me that you were sick. I just wanted to be 

with you.” 

 “So what’s changed?” Sofia asked, her thumping heart beating away the cold.  

 “You’ve changed.” David said. “You’re optimistic. You know that this surgery 

is going to allow you to move on with your life and that you have so many opportunities 

ahead of you. This is the time to make the right choices.” 

 Sofia yanked her arm away. “You’re right,” she said. “You aren’t the right 

choice.” 

 “Sofia, I don’t want to end it like this. What we had is something I’ll cherish 

forever. I want to stay in touch and hear about your life. I want to come and visit you in 

the hospital.” 

 Sofia’s eyes were brimming with tears but she held onto David’s gaze. “No. If 

this is it, then I need a clean break. I don’t want you to come and see me. Just go and 
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vanish like my father did. My life will be much easier.” 

 

 David stood and watched Sofia walk away. As she rounded the corner to Hartley 

she glimpsed back at him standing in the middle of the vacant lawn, brown, lifeless 

leaves strewn at his feet.  
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

There was an aura of calm entering Sofia’s mind—the operation that had 

consumed her thoughts for the past six months was now over. That first week in the 

hospital however, the challenges continued to come her way. During her second day in 

room 714, she awoke to an unbearable feeling of nausea and dizziness. When the nurse 

came in to take out the epidural line she couldn’t even focus on her face. That feeling 

was exacerbated when a breakfast with a combined smell of antiseptic solution and 

airline food, was placed in front of her. She slept the morning away until the physical 

therapist woke her for her walk.  

 Shuffling down the hallway, the walls appeared as though they were wobbling, 

about to collapse and crush Sofia along with her titanium hips. Halfway down the 

corridor, the dizziness got worse and Sofia asked to be taken back to her bed. As the 

therapist eased her onto the mattress, she passed out, her legs beginning to crumple onto 

the floor. The therapist, who was hovering closely over her, grabbed her legs and 

keeping them apart, hoisted them up onto the mattress. Sofia awoke to see him wiping 

his brow and sinking down into the chair next to her. “You are definitely keeping my 

job interesting,” he said, combing his fingers through his long hair. She smiled weakly 

wondering if he had seen her commando state under the gown while lifting her onto the 

bed. She figured she’d better know his name after such an incident, her eyes shifting to 

his nametag. “Greg.” 

 “Sorry, I’ve been really dizzy today,” Sofia said. She hadn’t initially mentioned 
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anything to him, concerned that he wouldn’t have worked her as hard as he planned 

which, in turn, would hinder her progress. Instead she had nearly destroyed her new 

implants. 

 “You always have to tell me when you’re feeling like that,” he said.  

 Sofia nodded, “I will.”  

 Her heart was racing after the fainting spell so they sent someone up to run an 

EKG. The results were normal, but Sofia was monitored even more frequently after that 

and given anti-nausea medication. During the late afternoon her catheter was taken out. 

She was told to take a deep breath and quickly and painlessly the deflated balloon was 

pulled from her bladder. She relaxed, happy that for once something had gone 

smoothly, but she was optimistic too soon.  

 That third night, soon after dozing off to the sight of incessant headlights soaring 

down the FDR drive, Sofia awoke desperately needing to urinate.  An orderly with 

platinum blonde hair and a Slavic accent answered her call. She knew that Sofia was 

now able to use the toilet but she thought it would be best to save time and just utilize 

the bed-pan. Feeling a wave of sickness pass, Sofia gripped onto the harness and hoisted 

herself up. The cold plastic pan slid beneath her.  The urine came fast and within 

seconds, she felt a warm sensation around her lower body. The orderly lifted the sheets 

and shaking her head in disapproval, told Sofia that she had peed all over the bed.  

“Oh shit!” Sofia muttered, furious. Bed-pans were, in fact, the essence of this 

woman’s job, yet she had managed to screw it up and make her, the patient, out to be 

the culprit. Pulling Sofia out of bed and grabbing hold of the IV with the other hand the 

orderly maneuvered her toward the bathroom and helped Sofia out of her wet gown. 
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She attempted to hang the IV bag on the shower head so that she could sponge Sofia 

down, but the bag slipped and came crashing to the floor. Sofia felt her knees buckle 

beneath her. “The bag is not supposed to be lower than my heart!” she yelled 

remembering the clear instructions from the education class. Blood spilled forth from 

her hand and rushed down the tube. The orderly snatched up the bag and hurriedly 

finished cleaning Sofia off and helping her into a fresh gown. All the while short gasps 

were escaping Sofia’s mouth as she felt another fainting spell on its way.  Back in bed 

Sofia buzzed for assistance. When they picked up at the nurses’ station she shouted for 

the nurse who came racing down the hall. She glanced at Sofia’s IV, still clogged up 

with blood, while listening to her frantic explanation of what had happened.  

 The nurse glanced behind her at the orderly retreating down the hallway. “She 

didn’t tell me that she dropped your IV,” she said frowning. “Don’t worry I’m going to 

flush the blood out of the tube.”  

She returned seconds later with a syringe and as she injected it into the tube, an 

intolerable burning sensation entered Sofia’s veins. A new surge of hysteria came on 

strong.  

“I’m going to have to do it once more, I still haven’t managed to clear the 

blood,” the nurse said. 

 “No!” Sofia pleaded hearing Eileen stirring at the other side of the curtain. 

“Please just take it out! Take the IV out!”  

 The nurse examined her chart. “You’ve been complaining of nausea,” she said 

hesitantly. “They’ve been administering drugs through the IV line.” 

 “It hasn’t been helping, I just want this pipe out of my arm, please!” Sofia said 
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in absolute hysterics. 

 “What’s going on over there?” she heard Eileen say.  

 “Everything’s under control. Go back to sleep please,” the nurse abruptly drew 

the curtain around Sofia’s bed.  She tapped her pen on the chart. “All right, let’s get it 

out.” She yanked the tape off her hand, and as Sofia bit down on her lip she withdrew 

that last needle. Sofia was then given some milk of magnesia to settle her stomach. 

 Now that her veins were finally free of foreign invaders Sofia felt better.  It was 

three am but still shaken from the night’s events and unable to drift back to sleep, she 

put on her headphones and turned on the TV. She lingered on NY1 Nightly News 

watching a recap of President Bush’s State of the Union address. She half listened to his 

declaration that an additional eighty-thousand troops needed to be sent to the Middle 

East, and his belief that by 2016 the US will be less dependent on foreign oil. The 

reporter then turned to local stories, addressing a string of burglaries in the diamond 

district. Police are investigating whether any of these instances are linked to the Black 

Tigers, an organized crime group suspected in the killing of Saul Abrahamoff last 

spring. Authorities have located and arrested Abrahamoff’s partner, Gabriel Dayan, 

and have brought him back to New York for a hearing.  They are hoping Dayan can 

provide some much needed answers about the Black Tigers.  

 Sofia’s hand flew to her mouth. Her fingers began to shake. Her mind was 

suddenly a whirl-wind. How had they found him?  

She lay in the dark imprisoned on her back, unable to shift her position for what 

felt like an eternity. The hospital had that hushed nighttime overtone, where all she 

could hear were occasional footsteps and the faint beat of a monitor. She had never felt 
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so alone. She realized that since she had checked into the hospital she hadn’t cried. She 

thought she would when Dr. Santucci came in to tease her before the procedure, his 

eyes so confident. Or when the anesthesiologist told her that when she woke up, it 

would all be over. She was convinced she would now, after hearing about her father—

her heart beat accelerating just thinking about the Colombians. Would they get to him 

before he could talk?  But she couldn’t cry. No tears would come. After she had said 

goodbye to David the tears were endless. Every time she thought they were drying, 

they’d start again. She didn’t think it possible for so much fluid to come out of the 

human eye, and now she wondered whether she had damaged her tear ducts that night. 

 Gradually, additional lights were being switched on and the sound of footsteps 

became more frequent. Sofia soon realized that it was morning.  

She called her mother. It was eight o’clock but Laura still sounded sleepy. 

“Sofia? Is everything okay.” 

“Did you know that they found Dad?” Sofia asked, her tone flat. 

“Oh God, I didn’t want to tell you about this while you were still in the 

hospital.” 

“So you thought it would be better if I found out on the news?” 

“I’m sorry, Sofia. I really am—but you know there’s nothing to discuss. Your 

dad is in FBI custody and there can be no contact with him. I know you don’t want to 

hear this, but he had it coming to him. He’s going to do some time, Sofia, but maybe 

that’s the best thing for him.” 

Sofia hung up the phone, her whole body convulsing. 

When Greg walked in, Sofia was staring into space.  
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“How are you today?” he asked. 

 “Hi. Better,” she replied. 

 He looked at her doubtfully. “You don’t look so great. I think we’ll stay on the 

safe side and take it slow and easy today.” 

 “No really, I’m fine, the nausea and dizziness is gone,” Sofia said. “I want to 

walk.” 

 Greg moved the walker to the side of the bed and helped her up. “All right, let’s 

see how it goes.”  

Sofia walked down the hallway passing her milestone from the day before. Greg 

was tightly holding her elbow.  

 

 Later than afternoon, Sofia was informed that she had to go down for an 

ultrasound to check for blood clots in her legs. Downstairs an annoyed looking brunette 

rubbed cold gel onto her legs and then ran the ultrasound wand over it. She kept 

furrowing her brow and moving closer to the screen to examine something.  

 “Is everything okay?” Sofia blurted out. 

 The technician gave her a piercing look through the glasses perched at the tip of 

her nose. “You’ll get the report from your nurse after the doctor checks it.” 

 Sofia was sweating. What happens when you have blood clots? Is it like 

gangrene, do they amputate your legs? She started to quickly flex her ankles. 

 “Keep still,” the technician commanded. 

 “Please, I need to know if there is anything wrong!”  

 “I told you, I cannot give you any information”.  
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Sofia rammed her knuckles against the bed. Heartless bitch, they’re trying to kill 

me in this hospital.  

 When they wheeled her back upstairs, Eileen was walking into the room with 

her therapist. “How are ya?” she asked. 

 Sofia’s smile was tight. “Fine,” she said. As the therapist passed by Sofia asked 

her to draw the curtain between the beds. She couldn’t figure out who kept opening the 

damn thing.  

Twenty minutes later Sofia was told that everything was fine and that there were 

no blood clots. “Why couldn’t she have told me downstairs instead of giving me a panic 

attack?” She asked the nurse, knowing that her voice was rising again. 

There was a slight tap at the door before Hiromi’s head appeared around the 

corner. “Hello sexy,” Hiromi said. “I love the hair.” 

The nurse skirted around Hiromi, taking the the opportunity to scamper away 

from Sofia’s wrath. 

“Hi,” Sofia said smiling. 

“I brought someone with me,” Hiromi said walking into the room with a vase of 

flowers. 

Sofia shivered, immediately thinking it was David. Instead, Jon Landers walked 

into the room. 

“Hi Sofia,” he said.  

 Sofia’s hand automatically reached out for her head. “Jon. Hi.” Having not been 

out and about much over the fall semester, she realized it had been several months since 

she had last seen him.  
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 “It’s been a while,” he said as if he could read her expression. He was still 

standing by the door.  

“Yeh. And I doubt you expected to be seeing me like this.” 

Hiromi had taken a seat by the side of the bed. “Do you mean the hips or the 

hair?” she asked. 

They both laughed.  

“It must be the hair,” Hiromi continued to Jon “because you look like you’re 

gonna make a run for it.” 

Jon moved to the foot of the bed. His blue eyes perused the room. “How are you 

feeling?” he asked Sofia. 

“Better,” she replied. “It hasn’t been the most wonderful week of my life, but it 

wasn’t as bad as I thought it would be.—Actually let me correct that statement. The 

procedure wasn’t as traumatic as I expected but the hospital staff is terrible!” 

Eileen chuckled from the other side of the curtain. “Amen to that honey!” 

Sofia flared her nostrils. “She’s the other problem around here. She just doesn’t 

shut up!” she mouthed. 

“Introduce me to your friends, honey,” Eileen said. “Seeing some youngsters 

will do me a world of good.” 

Jon walked around the drawn curtain and peeked in at Eileen. “How are you 

doing ma’am?” he asked. 

Well, that was all Eileen needed to be asked in order to launch her sob story 

with special emphasis on the knee-less period in her life. Jon listened with a patience 

Sofia found incredible, eventually pulling up a chair when he realized Eileen’s tale 
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wouldn’t be ending anytime soon.  

Hiromi was grinning when Sofia turned to her, hands motioning wildly. “He has 

no clue what he he’s getting himself into,” she whispered. 

Hiromi leaned in closer. “He’s still into you,” she said. 

“Well I’m sure he’s over that now,” Sofia replied. “I’m pitiful.” 

“He likes pitiful cases,” Hiromi said motioning towards Eileen with her head. 

Just then an ecstatic laugh erupted from Eileen’s throat. Hiromi and Sofia tuned 

in to hear Jon saying “I promise you, the day her underwear blew off the clothesline in 

that Bronx tenement house, and wrapped itself around my grandfather’s head, was the 

day he fell in love with my grandma—all one-hundred-ninety pounds of her. I mean 

that pair of underwear could have been a sheet.” 

 

In the middle of the night Sofia awoke to the loud sounds of passing gas and 

urination. Eileen, having graduated from the bedpan, was on the commode stationed 

just on the other side of the drawn curtain. It was the closest Sofia had ever been to a 

stranger defecating and it wasn’t pretty. She put her face under the sheets and prayed 

that the whole thing would be over quickly. 

After what Sofia was certain was the longest toilet session in history, Eileen 

buzzed for assistance in getting back to bed. Now Sofia had to deal with the smell 

circulating the room. She covered her nose with the hospital gown, and grabbed the 

headphones knowing that her rising annoyance would not help her get to sleep. She 

flipped stations settling on Dr. Zhivago, but her thoughts constantly turned to her father.   

 Despite the high volume she distinctly heard the persistent “honey” bouncing 
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toward her from the other side of the room. 

“Yes, Eileen,” she said with a blatant impatience. 

“I can’t stop thinking about your boyfriend, Jon. What a fabulous boy he is. I 

haven’t laughed so hard in months.” 

Sofia’s tone softened. “Well… I’m glad to hear that Eileen.” 

“You hang on to him, honey. He’s a keeper,” she said. 

Sofia leaned back into her pillow, not bothering to explain that Jon was not her 

boyfriend.  

 

On Friday evening, Jon came back by himself. He knocked briefly before 

entering the room. Sofia looked up from her magazine her jaw slightly dropping. Not 

only was he the last person she expected to see right at the beginning of the weekend, 

but he was alone. 

“Jon. What are you doing here?” 

He walked over and placed two electric candlesticks on the table in front of her. 

“I thought you should have some candles for Shabbat,” he said.  

Sofia looked at him and smiled. “That’s sweet. Thank you.” 

“They wouldn’t let me bring in real candles but I found these in the hospital gift 

store.” He looked through the opening in the curtain at Eileen’s bed. “Where’s your 

roommate?” he asked. 

“Getting some tests done. You better leave before she gets back. She’s a big fan 

of yours and you’ll be stuck here for hours if she sees you.” 

Jon settled into the chair by the bed. “That’s okay. There’s nowhere else I really 
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have to be right now,” he said. 

 

Before sunset, Jon plugged in the candlesticks and listened as Sofia recited the 

blessing. She dozed off while watching the flowers on her night stand bask in the pale 

yellow glow.   Moments later, Sofia felt a hand gently caress her shoulder. She looked 

up to see Dr. Santucci standing beside her.  

 “Hello there,” Dr. Santucci said smiling. 

 “Hi,” Sofia said squinting up at him. 

 He glanced over at Jon who was asleep in the chair beside Sofia. His feet were 

up on the bed, his hand draped over Sofia’s wrist. She felt her cheeks redden. 

“I wish I had a camera here, you both look so peaceful,” Dr. Santucci said. 

“So how’s the pain?” he asked.  

 “Not bad at all, I was having a much harder time with the nausea, but it’s better 

now.” 

 “You look better, yesterday you were so pale. Mind if I take a look at the 

incision?” he asked.  

 Sofia glanced at Jon who still appeared out cold—most likely exhausted from 

Eileen’s incessant chatter, and grabbed the rail on the right side of the bed. She partially 

rolled over so that Dr. Santucci could take a look, wincing in pain. 

 The doctor stepped over Jon’s outstretched legs and examined the welt-like line 

covered in staples. “Looking good,” he said quietly. 

 He told Sofia that she would most likely be discharged on Sunday morning, and 

that he wouldn’t be seeing her until her six-week check-up as he was going home for 
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the weekend. “You’re doing great, and by the time I see you, you’re going to be running 

circles around him,” he said jabbing his finger at Jon who slept on peacefully. He gave 

Sofia’s shoulder another squeeze and headed out of the room. 

  

Jon slept beside Sofia until the morning. They woke up to the sound of Eileen on 

the commode. Contrary to the previous time, Sofia found it funny to be looking into 

Jon’s eyes while a loud trickle of urine passed from Eileen’s bladder only footsteps 

away. She covered her mouth to avoid laughing out loud. Jon, on the verge of cracking 

up himself, excused himself to go and get some food.  

He returned half an hour later, and asked Sofia if she felt up for a walk—he had 

found the perfect place to have breakfast.  

 

With the help of her walker, Sofia shuffled down the hallway to the family 

atrium overlooking the river. Her pace was distinctly faster than previous days. The 

room was clean, and flooded with sunshine, a small oasis far from the claustrophobia of 

her room and the sounds of Eileen Bongiorno emptying her bowels. Jon put out some 

crackers, cheese and guacamole and helped Sofia into one of the high-chairs. She 

munched on a cracker and stared out of the window. 

“What are you thinking about?” Jon asked. 

Sofia told him about her father and his upcoming trial.  

Jon scratched his head. “I read about that,” he said. “I’m really sorry, Sofia. It’s 

a lot to deal with.” 

“I’m so angry, I want to cry. I feel like I should go and see him, but it’s the last 
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thing in the world I want to do right now.” 

 “Give yourself some time,” Jon said. “Then go and see him.” 

They sat in silence for a few moments.  

 “Do you know, it’s funny because right after you fell asleep there was a visitor, 

some guy who I caught standing in the doorway watching us. I thought he was someone 

you knew because of the way he was staring at you. He must have gotten the wrong 

room though, because he left without saying anything.” 

 “What did he look like?” Sofia asked. 

 “Tall, dark—sharp suit.” 

 The cracker wedged itself between Sofia’s trachea and the expanding pressure in 

her chest. She massaged her throat, feeling Jon’s eyes on her.  

 “This guacamole is terrible,” she said quickly. “Where did you get it from?” 

 Jon picked up the container. “There’s a health-food store down the street, I 

thought you’d be happy that it’s all natural and preservative free—I didn’t think 

something like fries would be so appropriate.” 

 Sofia smiled. “Natural and preservative free is definitely the way to go.” 

 Only when Jon went to use the men’s room did Sofia’s mind lunge back to her 

mystery guest of the previous night. She wondered whether Jon had been holding her 

hand when he had walked into the room.  

 

Sofia was a bundle of nerves the Sunday morning she was discharged, due to the 

very painful procedure of having her staples taken out. Greg came by to remind her of 

all the restrictions she would have to adhere to for the next six weeks, and helped her 
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get adjusted to walking with crutches. Due to old habits, Sofia was sitting at the edge of 

the bed with her left knee pointed toward her right inner thigh.  

“You’re gonna have to watch out for that knee,” Greg said, “or your new hip’s 

gonna pop right out.”  

Sofia stood up and repositioned her legs. Grabbing onto the crutches she made 

her way towards the door. She hesitated before exiting and turned back, skirting around 

the curtain. 

“Bye Eileen,” she said peering over at her roommate who was sitting straight up 

and eating her breakfast. 

“You take care, honey,” Eileen said. “You did good.” 

Sofia smiled. “Thanks. Get better soon.” 

 Greg walked alongside her to the elevator bank where an orderly was waiting 

with a wheelchair to take her down to the lobby. He helped her sit in the chair and 

positioned her crutches on her lap.  

“The ward is going to be so quiet without you,” he said hugging her. 

“That may not be a bad thing,” Sofia said waving before the elevator doors 

closed. 

In the lobby Sofia was met by her mother and grandparents. They all came over 

to kiss her but she found herself unable to look her mother straight in the eye. Oscar 

directed the orderly to the car pulled up outside the sliding doors. Jon and Hiromi were 

standing by the passenger side and Mark Segal was sitting at the wheel.  

“Wow, this is quite the welcome committee,” Sofia said slowly rising to her feet 

and propping herself up with the crutches.  
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The sound of applause startled her, but when she looked around she couldn’t 

help but feel gratitude.  

 

 Four months later Jon drove Sofia to the New York State Penitentiary in Albany. 

Outside the walls of the prison there was a lone blossom tree, its flowers waving in the 

cool wind. Jon stopped by the tree and turned toward her. “I know this is hard, but 

you’re doing the right thing. Your dad made mistakes but he’s paying for them. He’s 

going to be so happy to see you.” 

 Sofia’s smile quivered at her lips. She couldn’t even talk. 

 Jon waited for her in the lobby and after walking through security clearance—

her hips setting off the metal detector—Sofia was taken to see her father. She had 

assumed that, like in the movies, she would be talking to him through a glass window. 

But as Gabriel was housed in the “White Collar Crimes” section of the prison, they 

were allowed to meet in a large room. The room consisted of multiple long tables set 

against a wall of large windows. Gabriel sat at a table in the corner of the room, early 

summer light beaming onto his face.  

Outfitted in a blue jumpsuit, he stood up as Sofia approached him. “Sofia, you 

look fantastic, I can’t believe how well you’re walking. It’s like nothing ever 

happened.” 

He tried to reach out to her, but the guard quickly reminded him that no physical 

contact was permitted. 

His breaths shaky, her father sat down, and Sofia had to do everything in her 

power to prevent herself from breaking down. 
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“The surgery was the best decision. I feel amazing, dad,” Sofia said quickly. 

Her father smiled. “I’m so happy, carina.” 

Once again she had to battle a flood of emotions. “How did they find you?” she 

asked. 

Gabriel looked surprised. “David told them where I was.” 

Sofia tried to speak but the words were stuck in her throat.  

“When I called to find out how your surgery was, I told him that I went back to 

see my parents. I thought after all his words of comfort I could trust him. I wanted you 

and your brother to know where you could find me.” 

Sofia clasped her hands together, her knuckles turning white. “And he turned 

you in?” 

Gabriel leaned back and sighed. “Yes, Sofia, your golden boy turned me in. The 

Feds found out that diamonds registered under his name were in the package en-route to 

Bogota. They promised to keep his name out of it if he told them where I was—and of 

course there is nothing more important to David than keeping his name as the most 

famous broker in New York.” 

Sofia’s stared at the table, her fast-blinking eyes following the flickers of light 

dancing on the light wood.  

She didn’t hear anything else her father said, but when she stood up to leave he 

told her again how happy he was that she was better.  

“I’m leaving to Florence in three weeks,” she told him. “I’ll come and see you 

when I get back.” 

“So you’re finally going to meet your grandparents,” Gabriel said, reaching out 
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to touch Sofia’s hair. The guard quickly stepped forward and Gabriel’s hand fell like 

dead weight. “I know that was something you always wanted.” 

Sofia nodded. 

“I never made it to see them, David’s friends got me in Rome. Tell them that I 

love them Sofia, and that I’m sorry.” 

Sofia closed her eyes, “I’ll tell them, Dad.” 
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EPILOGUE 

Sofia sank her weight onto her elbows propped up against the side of the bridge. 

The breeze picked up again, causing a slow ripple across the water’s surface. Pushing 

away from the wall, Sofia shifted her gaze from the gondolier and returned to the store. 

The woman was still standing there, the green of her eyes laser beams between the gold 

lettering of the window. She slowly walked towards the door and pushed it open.  

 “Posso aiutarti?” She asked,  

 Sofia walked towards her and looked at her. The woman’s eyes were narrowing 

again, thin lines creasing the fine finish of her skin. Her hair was swept up above her 

head, the warm wind sending a fistful of black and white strands into a waltz. There was 

no reason to ask the woman for her name, it was as clear to Sofia as the view of the 

Arno.  

 She reached out for her grandmother’s hand, her fingers coming into contact 

with, cavernous bones covered in a tarpaulin of silken skin. Sofia’s gold bangles rolled 

down her arms and Renata Dayan’s eyes jumped down toward them. Sofia couldn’t 

determine whether there was any recognition of the bracelets until she saw the forehead 

crease and, moments later, a tear descended the curve of the brown cheek. 

 Renata’s fingers moved to touch the gold ridges of the bracelet, her fingers 

exposed to Sofia’s gaze. They were gnarled and knotted into spindly hooks. 

 Their eyes met once more, a bewilderment darkening Sofia’s complexion. Her 

grandmother pulled her toward her, her deformed hands caressing Sofia’s shoulders. 
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 Hiromi insisted on stopping outside the old orphanage to get some frozen 

lemonades, taking great pride in requesting them in Italian.  

 “The exhibit closes in twenty minutes, we’ve got to go,” Sofia said.  

 “All right! Geez I’m dehydrating over here. Just give me a minute.” 

 Hiromi counted out her Euros and they skirted around the austere arches of the 

orphanage before walking into the courtyard of the Galleria Dell’Academia. 

 The front hallway was aligned with bronze sculptures, their vacant expressions 

staring across into the iris-less eyes of their friends and foes. However, Sofia didn’t 

notice a single one of them. The David, in all his glory, loomed up at the end of the 

passageway. Like a magnetic force was pulling her forward she ambled over to the 

statue raised on his stone pedestal. His life-like right hand grazed his thigh, the left held 

the sling over his shoulder. He looked over his shoulder, the features below his rigid 

curls conveying preoccupation. Trouble loomed ahead. She examined his strong roman 

nose, the angles of his jaw and his wide feet, confident in their step. Sofia stepped 

around to the side wanting a clearer view of his face. It hovered high above her, 

disinterested in her attention. The David, a remote but beautiful protector. 

  

 Hiromi retrieved her lemonade from the reception desk on the way out, 

grumbling that most of the ice had melted. Outside the temperature had cooled and the 

sun lingered behind a church steeple. Sofia’s feet dragged along the uneven paving 

stones. It had been a long day and all she wanted to do was curl up on the futon in the 

studio apartment and let her body sleep. She didn’t even think she would be bothered by 

Hiromi’s constant tossing and turning. She had been sharing the futon with Hiromi for 
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the past week because Jon had surprised her halfway through the month, and joined 

them. He was now occupying the bed beneath the window overlooking Piazza Della 

Signoria. 

“I was thinking of maybe crashing in one of the other apartments tonight,” 

Hiromi said. “Give you guys a little private time.” 

“No thanks Hiroms. I’m fine with the sleeping arrangements,” Sofia responded 

immediately. She was still hyper-sensitive to Hiromi’s prior crush on Jon—even though 

Hiromi had been involved with three guys since.  She didn’t want to make her feel like 

the third wheel, no matter how far Jon managed to sneak into her heart. But she also 

realized she was anxious about being alone in the apartment with him. She, and perhaps 

her hips, were not yet ready for complicated matters in the bedroom. She was going to 

bide her time. She rubbed her eyes and thought about tomorrow’s field trip to view the 

Peter Paul Reubens gallery at the Uffizzi. She had convinced Jon to tag along, despite 

his insistence that “it wasn’t exactly his thing.” She was going to be busy working hard 

to submerge him beneath the quiet exterior of the canvas and it wasn’t going to be easy.  

She thought about her last visit to an art gallery in New York. That day at the 

Neue. Her position was now going to dramatically change. She would be assuming the 

role of teacher. She dwelled for a moment on that day when Dix’s heartless Berlin was 

consumed by the wail of sirens. She tried to recall David’s face during the cab ride to 

Forty-Seventh Street but she couldn’t quite place it. All she could see was the vacant 

stare and stone jaw of Michelangelo’s masterpiece.  

As they approached the center of the piazza, Hiromi pointed to Jon perched on a 

low wall waiting for them. 
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He walked over to the girls, hands dug deep into his shorts. “How did it go with 

your grandmother?” he asked. 

“Well. We weren’t able to communicate as well as I had hoped—she speaks no 

English and my Italian leaves a lot to be desired. But we were comfortable with each 

other and I know we’re going to connect well over the next couple of weeks.” 

“Tell him about the dinner plans,” Hiromi said. 

“She wants me to bring both of you over tomorrow night for dinner,” Sofia said. 

“She’s making her famous Pasta con Melanzana.” 

“I have no clue what that means but it sounds good. Good enough to get me 

through the Ruebens exhibit tomorrow,” Jon said smiling. 

Sofia swatted his arm. “It’s not going to be that bad!” she said.  

Jon was laughing as he pulled her close to him. The sensation of his mouth 

against hers didn’t cause darts of exhilaration to shoot every which way. But the kiss 

was pure. She had arrived at a place where she knew she could stay for as long as she 

wanted. And she wanted to stay. 


